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Sources & Solutions is the only 

comprehensive reference tool for users 
and developers of OS/2 and LAN 
Systems products, including DB2/2, 
Communications Manager/2, PC DOS 
and C Set++. 

With unequaled advertising 
price/ performance, Sources 
& Solutions provides the 
perfect vehicle to promote 
your products and services. 

Act now! Call 512-823-1655 for 

• 
1S 

IBM. OS/2, LAN, Communications Manager/2, PC DOS and C Set++ are registered trademarks and D82/2, Sources & Solutions and "Operate at a higher level" 
are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. 0 1994 IBM Corp. 
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BLOODHOUND NOW IN STOCK 

Bloodhound 
has arrived! 
(and making it happen wasn 't easy) 

Bloodhound (SearchManager/2) is 
now in stock and shipping at 0 S/2 Express. 
That means that the world's best text 
search program is a phone call away. 

End the frustrating lost and found 
games you've been playing with your 
computer. 

Find out all about Bloodhound, 
and order it today, just by calling 
0S/ 2 Express at 1-800-KWIK. 

Then sit back and enjoy 
the hunt. 

Q AVAI LABLE TH ROUG H 

EXPRESS 

For a complete listing of all products 

available through OS/2 Express, 

consult the catalog on pages 33-41 

of this issue. 

CALL 1-B00-0S2 KWIK (1-B00-672-5945) 
International: (612) 823-6255 



Gamma Tech Utilities for OS/2 perform essential 
file and system maintenance operations for HPFS 
and FAT file systems. 

Some features are· 
• Recover HPFS . 
• Opti·m· Volumes 1ze HPFS F 
• Undelete Erased :~ Volumes 
• Back INI , Desktop

1
~~es 

GammaTech File Secure for OS/2 provides a high 
degree of file level security through 
implementation of the Data Encryption 
Standard (DES). 

• File Encryption • File Decryption 
• File Obliteration 

Gamma Tech Power Pack for OS/2 contains advanced 
editors for OS/2 files and additional system utilities. 

• INI Editor • EA Editor 
• Hot Key • Screen Saver 

GammaTech REXX SuperSet/2 encompasses 
seven Dynamic Link Libraries (DLLs) containing over 
300 external REXX functions which are registered to 
the REXX command processor. 

Some features are: 
• Issue Network Commands 
• Manipulate Processes and 

Semaphores 
• Regulate the Macrospace 

SofTouch Systems, Inc. 
£; 

4 1~ 
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Workstation Division 
1300 S Meridian, Suite 600, Oklahoma City, OK 73108 

(405) 947-8080 • Fax (405) 632-6537 
©GammaTech, Inc. 1991-94 All Rights Reserved 
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SPECIAL REPORT 

18 E-mail and OS/2 
There's some green showing up on this barren landscape - and 
some Blue as well. 

BY KEN MACKIN 

PRODUCTS & REVIEWS 

25 EYE ON THE MARKET 

Putting on the Right Face 
IBM has the right product with its new version of OS/2. Now, can the 
company package and market it the right way? 
BY MICHAEL S. KOGAN 

29 HANDS ON 

Almost Gold 

43 

47 

49 

A quick peek underneath the covers of the new version ofD eScribe's 
native OS/2 word processor. 
BY BRADLEY D. KLIEWER 

DOT EXE 

Lotus 1-2-3 2.1 for OS/2 
This 32-bit app requires less memory consumption and is less demanding for 
users with constrained system resources. 
BY HERB TYSON 

DOT EXE 

MultiMaint 
You can keep your OS/2 system in top shape through proper mainenance of 
the .INI files. 
BY BRADLEY D. KLIEWER 

MARKETLINE 

OS/2 will come with some extra goodies, down to the wire at DeScribe, 
solving problems with Qyantum Development, Athena plans to ship its OS/2 
spreadsheet, and Lotus scores in Denmark. 

OS2 Profts,ional, ISSN 1069-6814, is published monthly by l .F. Computer Media, Inc. , 172 Rollins Ave., Rockville, MD 20852. Second-class postage 
paid at Rockville, MD and additional mailing offices. Postmaster: Send address changes to OS2 Professional, 4604 Chicago Ave. South, Minneapolis, 
MN 55407. Subscriptions: $30 U.S.; $45 Canada and Mexico; S75 overseas airmail. BPA International Membership Applied for August, 1993. 
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TECH TALK 

53 

61 

CODE CACHE 

OS/2 Inter-Process Communication: More Pipes 
When writing multi-user applications, you can better serve your clients with 
multiple instances of a single pipe. 
BY CAREY GREGORY 

THE IS NOTEBOOK 

The Sounds of Software 
If you've forsaken sound because it's too expensive, a few budget-saving ideas 
will have your system humming a new tune. 
BY GORDON SCOTT AND GENE STEELE 

DEPARTMENTS & COLUMNS 

11 

15 

17 

69 

72 

INPUT 
Readers sound off on Bloodhound, building their own, and the NT-OS/2 
Connection. Plus, IBM's tepid response on Bloodhound. 

BYTES & PIECES 
Lou's summer vacation, Lotus prepares to bring its OS/2 versions up to parity 
with its Windows apps, and IBM stonewalls on Bloodhound. 

ZACHMANN'S VIEW 
OS/2 is on the runway, building up speed. Will it clear the trees? 

BOOKSTAX 
Ken Mackin reviews Stacker far OS/2 & DOS: An Illustrated Tutorial, 
by Lisa Heller. And James T. Norman reviews OS/2 2.1 Application 
Programmer's Guide by Jody Kelly, Craig Swearingen, Dawn Bezviner, and 
Theodore Shrader. 

THE VIEW FROM CHAOS MANOR 
Jerry Pournelle plays until the chips come home. 
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NTIL NOW, YOUR 
CHOICES FOR OS/2 BACK-UP 

Unfortunately, 

"like it" wasn't 

always an option. Because 

until now you've been 

force-fed the same 

flavor of OS/2" 

backup. And it 

hasn't exactly 

been gourmet fare. It's more likely that they've 

IT, OR 

interface similar to the user-

friendly Presentation Manager 

and Workplace Shell front-ends, 

ARCsolo features drag-and

drop functionality, and an 

object-oriented approach. 

For users, that means less 

· ultaneous operations and 

of a Windows product and passing it off as native OS/2. But now there's provides higher performance, so it's faster than whatever you 

an alternative to leftovers: Cheyenne ARCsolo TM for 0S/2 from Cheyenne. have on your plate. To order a helping, call l -800-243-9462·. 

ARCsolo is the first substantial native OS/2 backup solution. With an And satisfy your hunger for a true native OS/2 backup. I . . 
for OS/2 

CHEYEN"JE 
NEWYOR.K · PAR.JS · LONDON · MUNIC H · TOKYO 

ARCsolo and Cheyenne are registered trademark$ of Cheyenne Software, Inc. Alf other trademarks or registered rrademarl:s are the properties of thtir respective holders. C l 994 Cheyenne Software, Irie. All rights reserved. •Outside North America, please dial (516) 484-5110. 
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How to contact OS/2 Professional 

Letters to our Input section are best sent by e-mail to one 
of the Input addresses below. Please indicate in your 
e-mail where you live and how we can reach you by phone. 
Letters can also be submitted by fax (to 301-770-7062) 
or mail (addressed to Input, OS/2 Professional, 172 Rollins 
Ave., Rockville, MD 20852). Letters should be signed, on 
letterhead, contain your telephone number and be no 
longer than two-double-spaced pages. AU letters, by 
whatever means submitted, become the property of OS/2 
Professional and will be edited for length, content, and 
clarity. We cannot reply individually to Input letters. 

Business, general, or technical inquiries should be 
addressed to the appropriate department at 
OS/2 Professional, 172 Rollins Ave., Rockville, MD 20852. 

E-mail addresses: 

Input: 
MCI Mail: 560-3615 
CompuServe: 76347,3660 
Internet: akay@bix.com 

Bradley D. Kliewer: 
MCI Mail: 470-2447 
CompuServe: 70262,2724 
Internet: bkliewer@bix.com 

AlanS. Kay: 
MCI Mail: 599-8906 
CompuServe: 76347,3660 
Internet: akay@bix.com 

All unsolicited materials are sent at the risk of the sender 
and _OS/2 Professional assumes no responsibility for their 
rece1 pt, storage, or return. 

How to subscribe to OS/2 Professional 

Subscriptions for 12 monthly issues are S30 in the United 
States, S45 in Canada and Mexico, and S 75 airmail to 
other countries. Subscriptions may be paid by check or 
money order, Visa or MasterCard, or billing to a corporate 
address. 

BY E-MAIL. For fastest service, subscription requests 
may be submitted electronically to the OS/2 Professional 
MCI mail box (560-3615 or os2pro@mcimail.com). 
Electronic requests must be preformatted using the 
OS2PRO.EXE program. The program and documenta
tion are available as OS2PRO.ZIP through File Area 15 
of the CompuServe OS2USER forum (GO OS2USER). 
The file may also be found on OS/2 BBS systems such as 
the OS/2 Shareware BBS at (703) 385-4325. 

By phone: Call (612) 823-2657 

By FAX. Fax subscription requests w/o cover sheet on a 
single page to (612) 823-0151. Your request must be on 
corporate letterhead and include billing and/or credit casd 
information plus a signature and title. Address your 
request to "New Subscriptions." 

By mail. Send check or money order, corporate billing, or 
credit card information to New Subscriptions, OS/2 
Professional, 4604 Chicago Ave. South, Minneapolis, MN 
55407. 

Back issues: Back issues are $7 each (except issues prior to 
August 1993 which are priced according to supply). Order 
back issues by sending check or money order and specify
ing the issue requested. We cannot accept corporate billing 
or credit card charges unless the back issue request is part 
of a new subscription. 

Administrative, Editorial & Production Offices: Edwin 
Black, Publisher and Editor-in-Chief, Alan S. Kay, 
Executive Editor, Margaret M. Dutcher, Assistant 
Publisher, 172 Rollins Ave., Rockville, MD 20852, 
Phone: (301) 770-3333, FAX: (301) 770-7062. 

Editor's Office: Bradley D. Kliewer, Editor, 4604 
Chicago Ave. So., Minneapolis, M 55407, Phone: 
(612) 823-2657, FAX: (612) 823-0151 , MCI Mail: 
470-2447. 

Advertising Sales: Richard B. Dubin, Advertising 
Director, Frank}. Salamone III, Advertising 
Representative, John Muller, Advertising Assistant, 
Pinnacle Place, Suite 205, Albany, NY 12203-3409, 
Phone: (518) 489-4034, FAX: (518) 489-4045 . 
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Tritus SPFl2.B- the Leader 
in ISPF Downsizing Solutions. 

TRITUS The SPF text editor thatbn . ·... • ,,. 

the power of the m.tinfimne !2.Jhe PC. ( 

\Fill m,rk with miy IBM a,mjuitH,le PC 
with ,my ty/1e of memrny, i11 DOS ,md 0S/2. 
F11lly ""11f1,1tiMe u·ith W'indows. 

T ritus SPF 1.2.8 sets the standard for cross platform versions 
of the mainframe editor ISPF/PDF. While ochers are catch
ing up with our proven code, Tritus SPF implements new 

features that are identical in operation between OS/2, UNIX, 
and DOS. 

New list management cools allow automated updating of 
groups of files through the !MACRO facility. Lists can be created 
by Tricus SPF using new search facilities or created from 
scratch by the user. 

OS/2 32-bit and UNIX versions of Tritus SPF support regu
lar expressions, a powerful method of performing pattern 

matching operations on files and records within a file. Regular 
expressions can be used in FIND, CREATE, and EXCLUDE pri
mary commands, including edit macros. They are also valid as 
search strings in the search facility. 

Many other features have been included such as SORT pop
up boxes, case-insensitive sorts, integrated keyboard testing, and 
startup-shutdown exits. All features work the same regardless of 
the operating system since cross platform technology was built 
into Tritus SPF over three years ago. 

Trims SPF 1.2.8 is available now and includes over 650 pages 
of documentation. Call for your ISPF downsizing solution. 

TRITUS 
Tritus, Inc. , 3300 Bee Caves Road, Suite 650 • Amtin, Texas 78746-6663 USA 

(512)794-5800, l-(800)321-2100, Fax (512)794-3833 
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PUBLISHER'S MEMO 

OntoQ4 

When the new versions of OS/2 launch next month, 

many will be surprised. Despite IBM's attempt to 

impose a news blackout, we've learned that the new 

versions will be configured very differently from anything specu

lated on to date in the computer news media-including OS/2 

Week and OS/2 Professional. Features such as one-button installa

tion, hypertext tutorials, emergency do-it options for the con

fused, dynamic icons, and cursor trails and other relief for mobile 

users are just the beginning. And IBM will configure its several 

versions in ways that will expand the user base substantially. 

Judging from the beta one reports, the 

products IBM ships next month will be a 

big step up from an already solid operating 

system. Some will say IBM finally has 

delivered the world class OS people have 

been waiting for, and one that will fi.mc

tion reliably in 4mb. Let's be clear: no one 

is saying you'll be able to run six programs 

atoncewithnoslowdownin4mb.Butmil

lions of corporate and personal users 

chained to their 4mb machines will now be 

able to multitask and will join the expand

ing OS/2 community. 

IBM is so confident that it says it expects 

a 45 percent growth in units sold in 1995. 

To accomplish that, IBM claims-to media, user, and OEM 

alike-that it will field a powerful Q1 and Q1 advertising pro

gram. 

We hope that proves to be the case, but we must admit to a few 

doubts. The same people who have run IBM advertising in the 

past will be running it for the new launch, including manager 

Joanne Meleski at PSP. And IBM's new advertising agency has 

been on the job now for only two months. Sure, O&M has been 

running at 90 mph trying to get up to speed on the the OS/2 mar

ket, but that's a learning curve that's a straight vertical. Indeed, as 

this editorial is being written, just a month away from launch date, 

neither agency nor Meleski has formulated a complete marketing 

and advertising strategy. 

The results of Meleski' s efforts will undoubtedly be seen in the 

very near future. Lou Gerstner, IBM stockholders, and the OS/2 

community are betting the farm-or at least the operating sys

tem-that she'll work magic. Whatever comes out of the hat, 

OS/2 Professionafwill keep you informed. 

With this issue we bid farewell to one of our stalwart support

ers and contributers, Will Zachmann. Will has been with us since 

our rollout, offering his always provocative and on-target views of 

the desktop OS marketplace and the battle between IBM and 

Microsoft. Brad Kliewer and Alan Kay join me in thanking Will 

for his good work, and wishing him well. 

And now a word about OS/2 Express. 

Following the Bloodhound article in our 

July issue, OS/2 Express was so inundated 

with calls that we have had to relocate the 

service to our Minneapolis office and hire 

additional staff We have expanded our 

hours: you can now reach us from 8AM to 

8PM central time everyworkday, and Noon 

to 5PM on Saturdays. And you can now 

order from OS/2 Express any OS/2 prod

uct whether we stock it or not. And we 

have expanded our reach into Asia and 

Europe. Last month, we mailed 30,000 

reprints of the catalog itself OS/2 Profes-

sional is doing its part to support the pro

liferation of OS/2 applications. 

Our goals are simple: We mean to show IBM the power of 

OS/2-a power that resides both in the operating system and in 

the native apps it empowers. And we intend to provide thousands 

ofOS/2 users-our readers-with an easy, reliable way to obtain 

OS/2 products. 

We did it with Bloodhound, and nowwe've added another out

standing IBM product, Ultimedia Mail, which is the subject of 

our cover story. Once again, IBM displayed little interest in pro

moting this product, just as it has for other powerful solutions it 

owns. And once again, OS/2 Express will sell it despite the lethar

gy of IBM. 

Because of its growth, we've moved OS/2 Express to page 33. 

Don't miss it. And enjoy the issue. 

Edwin Black 
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At 200 MB Per Minute, We're 
Setting The Pace. 

)1,lri t.e-St.riPed BOT 10. 2 C,:,r,,p >1,Jri le-St.riped E:OT 
70,000 ME: Rer-,.3inin·:1 2500 f<E:/::. 00. 3\ Rvir 70,000 ME: F.:ev,.3inin·:1 2500 fE:. :: 

TRUE COMPATIB!Ll1Y WfITI The CY-ASP is the fastest digital data stor
age solution on the market, able to store up 
to 70 GB at speeds of up to 200 MB per min
ute, unattended. 

Of course, we also know that a storage 
solution is only as good as the data you get 
back. With a bit error rate of less than 1 in 
1017 bits read, the CY-ASP gives you the 
highest data integrity. 

Alliant 
A~ha Micro 
Altos 
Apollo 
Arix 
AT&T 
Basic-4 
Concurrent 
Convergent 
Data General 
DEC SCSI 
DEC Bl-Bus 
DEC DSSI 
DEC HSC 
DEC 0-Bus 
DEC TUITA81 
DEC Unibus 
Gould/Encore 
HP 
IBM AS/400 
IBM Mainframe 
IBM RISC/6000 
IBMRT 
IBMS/38 
ICL 
Intergraph 

Macintosh 
McDonnell Douglas 
Motorola 
NCR 
NeXT 
Novell 
OS/2 
PS/2 
Parallel Port 
PC386/ix 
PC MS-DOS 
PCXeniWnix 
Pertee 
PICK 
Plexus 
Prime 
Pyramkl 
Sequent 
SiflCOO Graphics 
STC 
Stratus 
Sun 
Texas Instruments 
Unisys 
U~mate 
Wang 
-and more 

But there's more. 
The fastest subsystem is also the most 

flexible, giving you a choice of four record
ing modes plus offline copy and verify 
functions. 

In Single Mode the drives operate 
independently. 

In Cascade Mode data automatically 
writes to the next tape once the previous 
tape is full. 

In Mirroring Mode the same data 
writes to multiple tapes simultaneously. 

In Striping Mode data writes to two or 
more tapes at once, maximizing throughput. 

Consider it a data storage management 
tool, a solution that will help you solve the 
problems you encounter every day: the 
need for higher capacity and speed, the 
need to make duplicate tapes for off-site 
storage and data exchange, the need for 
real-time status infonnation, and the need to 
save resources and boost productivity on 
every level. 

Based on proven 8mm helical scan 
technology, each drive supports our switch
selectable data compression option. And 
each drive features a 2-line, 40-column back
lit display that gives complete status infonna
tion. 

Backed by a two year warranty that in
cludes expert service and support from our 
in-house engineering group, the CY-ASP is 
setting the pace in perfonnance, flexibility 
and value. 

Other configurations are available, rang
ing from a 2.5 GB subsystem to an intelli
gent, automated 3 TB tape library. And 
they're all compatible with the widest range 
of computer systems and networks. 

When you're ready for a data storage 
solution that means business, call for 
complete inf onnation. 

(804) 873-9000 
C O N T E M P O R A R Y CYBERNmcs 
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In praise of Bloodhound 
Where do I order? Dead on Arrival 
[Special Report,July] was first class. 
What will it take to get IBM to under
stand? To them if the product can't 
generate an instant million it's not 
worth marketing. Yes, $285 is a little 
expensive, but they would be surprised 
at what a few hundred thousand copies 
would generate for the company. The 
side benefits would be immeasurable. 

IBM doesn't hunt like the rest of us 
dogs, they don't run with the pack like 
they should. They don't know how to 
share the kill, or even make one any
more. 
Guy Goubeaux 
via the Internet 

You can order Bloodhound from OS/2 
Express. See page 33. 

Thanks for the reminder of why I'd 
rather have dental work done than try to 
ferret out someone at IBM who knows 
something. Your DOA article did an 
excellent job of exposing yet another 
variety of bureaucratic ineptitude. But 
you only touched the tip of the iceberg. 
It would strengthen the exposure if you 
published the whole list of neglected, 
barely known or advertised apps. 

But the list I'd really like to see is the 
one of all the OS/2 programs that IBM 
programmers have written that we never 
hear of. And then, yes, by all means, 
send this list to Louis Gerstner with a 
note, "Dear Lou, have you heard of 
these programs? We heard your compa
ny wrote them for OS/2. Do they 
work? Are they any good? Why are 
you hiding them?" 

The neglect is too widespread and 
complete to allow IBM to get away with 
shrugging it off as just one program that 
"fell through the cracks." 
David Janes 
via CompuServe 

Your article on the SearchManager/2 
debacle proved that not much has 
changed at IBM. It is appalling to see 
how good technology and code can just 
be left to rot in a corner. 

( 

IN 
Comments, criticisms, and observations 

While the answers received from the 
apparent managers of this product were 
typical of the "old" IBM, I would have 
thought that, this being the age of Ger
stner, we would not have heard the 
same old song and dance. This story 
makes one wonder: How many other 
products and ideas has this happened to? 

One would think that IBM would 
have learned from its past mistakes and 
inadequacies. I guess it will take articles 
like this to rock the Armonk frigate. 
Chip Daiger 
Hockessin, Delaware 
via the Internet 

Thanks for DOA. It is amazing to see 
how a big bureaucratic corporation like 
IBM can consistently trip over itself and 
bog down in endless meetings and plan
ning. Your conclusion for IBM's OS/2 
is: market or die. 

Operating system power and features 
appeal to power users and techies, like 
myself But the average user (is anyone 
average?) wants to know what he/she can 
do. I have an office full of networked 
PCs to administrate and have yet to 
have a discussion with anyone in my 
office about preemptive multitasking, 
multithreaded processing, or background 
communications without seeing their 
eyes glaze over. They just want to know 
how to do it. How to search and replace, 
how to launch this or that app, how to 
connect to such and such printer, and 
most of all: How to make their job easier. 

IBM needs to aggressively market the 
applications, get the public aware, help 
them discover the need, and tell them 
that it runs on OS/2. 
Tom H on/es 
Los Angeles, California 
via the Internet 

Dead on Arrival is one of the best arti
cles I've read in a long time. It really 
slams IBM for how they handle mar
keting (of anything) these days. Truly, a 
scathing indictment. 

About the software: if you've needed 
to use an index-database-building docu
ment retrieval program, like the one 
described, you should try out Search-

Manager/2. It's one of the most 
impressive types of software around 
available to the general public. 
R ich Ellis 
via the Internet 

As an OS/2 company, an OS/2 user, 
and an IBM stockholder, you have my 
vote to market all ofIBM's products. 
Great job on Bloodhound. 
D ianne Taylor 
Mobile, Alabama 

And IBM's Response is ... 
In your July cover feature, DOA, you 
presented an extremely compelling 
and positive picture ofIBM Search
Manager/2. We couldn't agree more. 
However, we believe you took state
ments by three IBMers, including 
myself, out of context to further the 
premise of your article. 

The technology in SearchManager/2 
is a very significant component of many 
ofIBM's Workgroup Solutions prod
ucts. As you noted in your article, we 
moved SearchManager/2 into our Doc
ument Management Solutions group. 
SearchManager/2 is completely con
tained in our Visual Document Library 
product announced Feb 17. We plan to 
extend this important technology to 
ImagePlus Visuallnfo in the near future. 

We appreciate your highlighting 
SearchManager/2's capabilities to your 
readers. 
Jon Prial 
Document Solutions Marketing 
Somers, New York 

Fanfare for Excalibur 
Your Bloodhound article should have 
had a bit more fanfare about the addi
tion of Excalibur's Text Retrieval Serv
er. It's a remarkable, revolutionary piece 
of work that deserves more than one 
sentence. Your examples should have 
included not only the thesaurus func
tionality, which any old two-bit pro
gram can do, but also the fuzzy search
ing capabilities of the Excalibur system. 

What program out there right now 
can translate "LouxsdisFT qA. Guerst
FF xner" into a hit on a particular docu-
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ment containing his full name and lesser 
priority hits on documents containing 
parts of his name, like "Mr. Gerstner"? 
That, in my opinion, is the most excit
ing aspect of the system. 
Michael Pelletier 
via the Internet 

Building their own 
Just wanted to compliment you on 
Building Your Own [Special Report, 
June]. It was very helpful to find a 
hardware discussion written specifically 
for the OS/2 environment. 

I would have appreciated more detail 
in your discussion of video cards. As a 
look at the Usenet groups will confirm, 
there is a torrent of conversation about 
cards that may or may not work with 
OS/2. You selected the ATI card because 
of its compatibility with 8514/ A but 
there are many other accelerator cards out 
there that might be faster and/or less 
expensive. Were they rejected simply 

INPUT 

because they did not reliably support 
OS/2? If not, it would have been useful 
to know about some of the alternatives. 
KenHuband 
via the Internet 

Because video provides the key inteiface to 
the computer, we preferred a subsystem 
that would install flawlessly in high-reso
lution mode. While many video adapters 
support OS/2 in 1024X768 (or higher) 
modes, most require a separate installation 
step. In fact, the ATI Ultra Graphics we 
selected has native OS/2 drivers which 
ef.fer better peiformance than 8514/A com
patibility mode. Nevertheless, we have not 
yet felt the extra installation and support 
time warrants reconfiguring some 15 sys
tems (a far more important video boost 
will arrive in the upcoming "Peiformance" 
version of OS/2). The true cost of any 
hardware must be measured not only in 
terms of purchase price, but ease of support 
and installation. -Bradley D.Kliewer 

I really appreciated Building Your Own. 
It's about time for corporations to real
ize that building a custom PC is not 
only less expensive but yields a better 
value for the end user. However, I 
would like to know if you considered 
the Adaptec AHA-2842VL as your 
SCSI controller? 

I am currently using this board in a 
Gateway 2000 local bus 66DX2 and it is 
a great controller that I would recom
mend to anyone. It is truly simple to 
install and setup, which is a good thing 
since it's next to impossible to get 
through to Adaptec's technical support. 
Kenn Lee 
Allen, Texas 

At the time we configured our systems, 
Adaptec had not yet released drivers far 
theAHA-2842VL (a VLB-basedcon
troller ).-Bradley D. Kliewer 

In Building Your Own, there was a men-

VIEWDIRECTOR ... 
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Software 
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32 Bit Word Power For 0S/2 
. Clearlook™ -state-of-the-art and easy-to-use. This 

comprehensive word processor is designed exclusively 
for OS/ 2 Presentation Manager. Clearlook takes full 
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Clear and Intuitive Visual Interface 
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tion ofbusmastering SCSI adapters in 
ISA based machines and I understood it 
to say that this could degrade perfor
mance in OS/2. Is this because the bus
master takes control of the bus and 
when another device needs it than it will 
have to wait? This would make sense in 
a multitasking environment. Would 
this still be a problem with VESA Local 
Bus? I am looking at getting an 
Adaptec 1542CF or 2842 VL-Bus 
adapter. Also, why can't the transfer 
rate be above Smb on the 1542 as stated 
in the OS/2 User Guide. Is this the same 
for the 2842? 
Gary Minnick 
via the Internet 

Most ISA machines cannot handle DMA 
data tranifers between a bus-mastering 
adapter and memory above 16mb because 
the DMA channels on the motherboard do 
not address more than 16mb. Therefore, 
when you add a DMA-based adapter to an 

INPUT 

ISA machine, OS/2 will limit its opera
tions to the lower 16mb (although it will 
continue to use the memory above 16mb as 
a swap area). 

So long as you avoid DMA-based 
adapters on the ISA bus itseif, OS/2 will 
make fall use of memory above 16mb. 
With either VLB or PCI SCSI adapters 
you should not see any pe,jormance degra
dation. -Bradley D. Kliewer 

The NT-OS/2 connection 
Much of the argument in The NT-OS/2 
Connection [ Connectivity, July] in favor 
ofNTAS makes no sense. So what if it's 
"scalable"? If you contact LANQ.yest 
testing labs, you will discover that 
NT AS running on Intel machines dies 
somewhere before it gets to 100 concur
rent users. In terms of performance, it 
gets crushed like a grape by the IBM 
LAN Server running on the same hard
ware. Since LANQ.yest's results are 
audited and publicly available, it makes 

it hard to buy a Microsoft brand manag
er's statement that they have 800 or 900 
users on a dual Pentium NT AS server: 
logged on, perhaps, but doing real 
work? It seems doubtful. 

If you spend $50k to scale NT AS up 
so it can compete with LAN Server, 
what you have done is drive the cost per 
user sky high. Whatever advantage by 
simplicity of integration you may 
believe you have gained, you have 
squandered through exorbitant hard
ware requirements. 

With the release ofSMP for OS/2, 
LAN Server for the AS/400, and LAN 
Server for RS/6000 in beta, it would 
appear that the theoretical scalability of 
a product with seriously deficient per
formance such as NT AS is not such an 
advantage. 

The fact that there are few applica
tions for NT, and that Microsoft still 
hasn't shipped any of the Hermes man-

continued on page 66 

/ 6 Utilities 
In One_ 

1 . Hot-key access to 
Wouldn't you like your applications to work the way you 

work? The power and complexity of today's applications require 
compromises in the design, location, and default settings of all 
features. People often use only a few features frequently, and use 
each feature in specific ways. PM Assistant quickly executes your 
favorite features and configures them to work the way you want. 

cute macros at any specific or recurring 
time. You can start programs, backup 
data, download files, begin long calcu
lations, pop-up reminders ... at any time. 

applications. 
2. Wndow placement. 
3. Keyboard macros. 
4. Task scheduling. 

With PM Assistant you use hot-keys and buttons to perform 
common tasks. These buttons and hot-keys bring applications 
to the foreground, starting them if necessary. They execute 
menu commands, initialize or change the settings in dia
log boxes, copy data to and from the clipboard and 
among applications, and arrange your windows on the 
screen. It's like having a personal assistant doing the 
tedious elements of your job for you! 

Like an able assistant, PM Assistant can perform 
long, intricate procedures by combining all those types 
of tasks into powerful compound macros. Imagine 
typing your closure, printing, saving, and forwarding 
your document to your manager all with a single key
stroke or the press of a button! 

Now imagine performing tasks without even being 
there. With PM Assistant's task scheduler you can exe-

The uses for PM Assistant are limit
less. You can execute macros indefi
nitely, and in random order. You can 

5. Screen Saver. 
6. Fbssv-.or otection. 

stress test applications. PM Assistant is ideal for VARS an 
MIS administrators. You can integrate the power of several 

applications. You can distribute macro files to other users 
enabling them to complete complex tasks without 
knowing how. PM Assistant accelerates and simplifies 
anyone's work. 

Schedule 
Task.5---a 

,Application 
A:::cess--

• D 

\Mndow / 
Flacement i-::;;,c:a:.,.._,_-1-_ __,~--'--"-"-'"""--"""''---""'---""',=1 

Buttons Hot-keys Fb\-\erful Compound Macros 

1 Utilis 
P.O. Box367 
Redmond, WA 98073 
(206) 467-4025 

PM Assistant ,!1n:2:i=. ~ 
Visa or Mastercard accepted. 
90 day ..iisfactioo guarantee. Call 1-800-745-7757 

Demo disk and brochures are available. 
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The FaxWorksni line of fax software products 
offers state-of-the art fax power, ease-of-use 
and advanced fax administration capabilities. 

Meet the FaxWorks family of LAN fax 
software products. An award-winning, 
value-rich line of fully-integrated PC-based 
fax software unmatched in its category. 
FaxWorks provides fax communications 
products for single and multi-user 
environments on DOS, Windows, and OS/2 
platforms. The FaxWorks family is loaded 
with values: Including a common user
friendly interface. Outstanding viewing 
speed and power. Complete scalability. 
Broad fax hardware support. Ease of 
installation. And with prices starting as low 
as 199, it's no question, the Fax Works line 
offers exceptional value. 

The Intimate Fax Power For 
NetWare! Fax Works Pro Server is an 
enterprise-wide fax solution that combines 

two award-winning software products - the 
fax server power of F AC Sys® with the user
friendly client interface of SofNet's 
FaxWorks Pro standalone software. 
Supporting both DOS and Windows clients, 
Fax Works Pro Server provides ease of use, 
FaxTracker™ fax management for compress
ing and assembling faxes, advanced viewing 
speed, fax annotation tools, and exceptional 
document management technology. 
Fax Works Pro Server includes multi-phone 
line support, inbound routing and E-Mail 
integration. 

FaxWorks Pro LAN runs on virtually 
any network without requiring a dedicated 
fax server. Send faxes from DOS and 
Windows with blazing fax viewing speed and 
powerful fax management capabilities. -n ResellerNews 

FACSys y 

Fax Works Pro LAN provides users with 
many features including a cover sheet 
creator, OCR, scanner support, fax logs, 
phonebooks, annotation tools , and more! 

The market leading OS/2 fax solution , 
Fax Works OS/2 LAN allows you to fax 
from any DOS, Windows or OS/2 
application. Combine documents from 
multiple applications, create your own 
customized cover sheets, have an unlimited 
number of phonebooks and more! Option 
available for up to 32 channels. 

VAR Value Paks available now to resellers. 
Call SofNet or your distributor today. 

1-800-FaxWorks 
SDFNET 
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BYTES & PIECES 

Lou's 
Summer Vacation 

This year's scorching summer 
was enough to send most anyone 

scurrying for cover. But one 
Armonker had matters other 

than the weather on his mind. 
While most ofIBM was vacationing, 
CEO and Chairman Lou Gerstner was 
busy waging fiscal warfare, doggedly 
pursuing his RIF (Reduction In Force) 
quota of 35,000 by year's end. 

He began in early July with word that 
the mainframe plant in Kingston, N.Y., 
open since the mid-'50s, would be 
closed by year's end. On the following 
day, leaked reports that the PC Co. 
would consolidate its workforce and 
ship Boca Raton-based staffers to 
Raleigh, N.C., appeared in print. 

Next, buoyed by a good OJ earnings 
report, Gerstner took a swipe at the 
infamous IBM bureaucracy, announc
ing that certain executive positions 
would no longer bear the prefix "IBM" 
before their titles. The designations 
have long been coveted within IBM not 
only for the status they confer, but also 
the six-figure salaries and perks associ
ated with them. Specifically targeted 
was a select group of some 40 top execu
tives bearing the titles "IBM vice presi
dent" and "IBM senior vice president." 
Pending a review, only those executives 
with direct corporate responsibility will 
be able to retain those titles-a move to 
leave at least one element of the old 
IBM culture behind. 

Finally, Lou did what many knew 
was imminent. In late July, IBM finally 
decided to pull the plug on Arnbra 
Computer Corp., its own line ofIBM 
clones. The two-year experiment, 
geared toward capturing cost-conscious 
PC buyers who didn't trust the IBM 
name on a PC, was on the verge of 
going bust; it will be closed by the end 
of October. Some 2,000 jobs are expect
ed to be lost. 

News and trivialities, important and obscure 

Lotus gears up for 
convergence 
Lotus Development Corp. likely will 
implement its Windows-OS/2 "conver
gence" policy in early 1995. The policy 
was first disclosed in January when 
company sources reported Lotus had 
committed itself to establishing what 
was described as "parity" between the 
time a product ships for Windows and 
when it ships for OS/2. Some reports 
had that policy kicking in this summer 
or fall, but a Lotus source told OS/2 

Professional company plans call for 
implementing the strategy in 1995. 

The question of convergence arose 
once again in July when Lotus released 
incremental upgrades to each component 
of the Windows SmartSuite except 
Organizer. On the OS/2 side of the aisle, 
upgrades to the individual components of 
the SmartSuite for OS/2 and the package 
as a whole are in the works; a ship date 
timed to complement the October release 
of the OS/2 upgrade is planned. 

At press time, Lotus was also beta 
testing Arni Pro 3.0b for OS/2, which it 
hoped to ship in August. 

In another positive sign for Lotus's 
OS/2 support, veteran OS/2 developer 
Scott Kliger has joined the Lotus team 
as senior architect for OS/2. Kliger 
came from Utah where he worked on 
WordPerfect's OS/2 development 
team. Before that, Kliger was a member 
of the team ofIBM developers that 
designed the Workplace Shell and Pre
sentation Manager for OS/2 2.0. Kliger 
says that while he is all for parity, what 
he's really interested in is superiority. 

IBM stonewalls on 
Bloodhound 
IBM's response to OS/2 Professional's 

July cover story entitled DOA, which 
detailed how IBM has bungled the 
marketing of a state of the art OS/2 
text-finding application called Search
Manager/2, has been to stonewall. 
Moreover, the company has been so 

unnerved that it now is failing to 
respond to a number oflegitimate mar
ket opportunities offered by customers 
and channels desiring the product. 

In a move designed to spotlight both 
a superior product and a mediocre mar
keting effort, OS/2 Professional renamed 
the product Bloodhound, commis
sioned a low-budget ad from a former 
Ogilvy &Mather art director, and 
began selling the product for IBM 
through OS/2 Express. In August, 17 
copies were sold in a single day. Within 
the first several weeks, OS/2 Express vir

tually doubled the reported client base, 
which product insiders say is about 40 
companies. 

IBM has been less than enthusiastic 
about capitalizing on the sudden inter
est in Bloodhound. An IBM executive 
refused to discuss a 150 copy order from 
a major pharmaceutical 
company that contact
ed OS/2 Express so 
long as the name 
"Bloodhound" was 
used. Another cor
porate inquiry 
through OS/2 

Express for a site 
license for 1,500 
copies went unanswered by IBM. 

Meanwhile, IBMers worldwide who 
are associated with Bloodhound and 
other Software Solutions products for 
OS/2 quietly hailed the initiative. 
Requests by IBM offices in Europe to 
redistribute the article throughout the 
company are still coming in. 

One group of European IBMers 
called OS/2 Professional's advertising 
office seeking rate information so they 
could use their own budget to advertise 
the product. 

A key Software Solutions executive in 
the U.S. commented, "They have 
learned a very bitter lesson from your 
article, a valuable lesson. The question is 
whether they can admit that and can 
move on to help the product. " 
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Two Strategies for Client/Server 
Applications Development 

Both in One Software ... the SAS® System 

Only the world's leading information delivery system gives you two proven strategies for satisfying 
today's client/server applications development needs: 

Empower Your User Community 
The SAS System offers a secure 

and manageable environment for 
making enterprise data available on 

demand. And for turning that data 
into useful business information for 

strategic decision making. 
Through an intuitive, dynamic, 

and data-driven interface, even novice 
business users can handle the most 
sophisticated requests by themselves: 
ad hoc queries, reports, business graphs, 
forecasts, analyses, and more. By making 
the SAS System your standard for end user 
access and reporting, you'll empower users 
to satisfy their own information requests. 

Empower Your Applications Developers 
With more self-reliant end users, developers are 
free to concentrate on implementing client/ 
server applications critical to your business. 
Here, too, the SAS System satisfies your most 
demanding requirements by supporting an iterative 

approach to rapid applications development. Put 
strategic business systems in production quickly. .. 

even as you continue to develop and enhance them. 
Object-oriented tools simplify and speed development. 

And support for multiple client/ server models (including 
distributing application logic to the processor best equipped 
for the task) provides a flexibility unrivaled by "client only'' 

development tools. What's more, the SAS System's portable 
architecture means applications look and run the same no 
matter where you deploy them, desktop to data center, 
preserving your applications investment over the long haul. 

Take a Minute Now to Take Years Off Your Development Cycles 
With the SAS System, you'll improve business processes 
rather than just automating them. Users become more 
independent, developers more productive, and applications 
more valuable ... today and tomorrow. For a closer look at 
the SAS System-and to find out how to receive these 
applications development tools for a free evaluation-just 
give us a call at 919-677-8200. 
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ZACHMAN N 'S VIE W 

Clearing the Runway 
BY WILLIAM F. ZACHMANN 

T 
he next six months or so are likely to be a very critical time 

for OS/2. 

With Chicago delayed well into 1995, IBM has a 

clear window of opportunity to build momentum for OS/2. On 

the other hand, unless Chicago turns out to be a total dud (pos

sible but unlikely), that window of opportunity will not stay open 

forever. Were IBM to fail to take advantage of the present peri

od of opportunity, OS/2's long-term prospects would start to 

look considerably dimmer. 

Think of O S/2 as being like an airplane rolling down the run -

way. The runway is long but finite. At 

the end is a row of tall trees. Like an air

plane on takeoff, OS/2 must gain suffi

cient momentum to be able to lift off the 

runway and get airborne before it runs 

out of runway. With well over five mil

lion copies shipped, OS/2 is getting 

close to airspeed, but it still isn't quite 

there yet. IBM needs to push the throt

tle forward, hard, or risk hitting the 

trees. 

The first thing needed is, of course, a 

new release of OS/2 that not only deliv

ers on the promises Microsoft has made 

for Chicago, but that does so before 

Chicago does and does it better than 

Chicago, even when Chicago finally ships. The updated version 

of OS/2 that first appeared late last spring as the "Performance 

Beta" promises to do that perhaps as early as next month. That 

it keep that promise is absolutely crucial to OS/2's rush for air

speed. 

Second, IBM has to get behind the product with all the weight 

of the $60 billion giant that IBM ought to be, with solid com

mitment to the product from all the divisions ofIBM (including 

the PC Company and the Power Personal Systems Division), 

and with support commensurate with IBM's need to make the 

product a success. Anything short of a total commitment to OS/2 

and an all-out effort to make it a major player in the desktop mar

ketplace would be an enormous mistake. 

Third, IBM has to do a much better job than it has in the 

past of gaining commitment and loyalty from other hardware 

and software vendors and from resellers. That means, among 

other things, improving the support it provides to and for those 

vendors. A continuation of the familiar bureaucratic obstacles 

to doing business with IBM cannot be tolerated any longer-

there are too many other companies to turn to. 

Finally, IBM has to get the message 

across to users by way of aggressive 

advertising, promotion, and pricing. 

OS/2 needs to ship in much bigger 

numbers than any we've seen so far if its 

potential is ever to be realized. IBM 

needs a greater sense of urgency than 

has been apparent in the past, and solid, 

compelling advertising, public rela

tions, promotional, and marketing 

campaigns that are far beyond the scope 

of anything we've seen so far. 

All these things certainly can be 

done, should be done-and, I believe, 

will be done. 

If they are done, then OS/2 will 

handily clear the trees and both OS/2's and IBM's best days 

will lie ahead of them. 

With this column I must, sadly, take my leave of OS/2 Profes

sional magazine. With OS/2 Pro's upcoming changes in format 

and approach, the time has come for me to move on. I'd like to 

take this opportunity, therefore, to thank Edwin Black and all 

the fine folks at OS/2 Professional and to wish them all the very 

best of success in the future. I will always look back fondly upon 

my time writing this column and the people I've met here. ♦ 
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SPECIAL REPORT 

The sun is oppressive, beating down unforgivingly 

out of the deep blue sky and bouncing back off the barren 

landscape. A buzzard floats overhead, forever searching 

for something to eat. It doesn't take long to understand that 

life in a desert is tough. There's not much happening. 

But you know that the arid environment will give 

way soon to lush, rolling hills and green trees. The only 

question is where, and when. 

For the landscape that is OS/2 busine8$ tools, 

it's starting to look like here and now. 



S P E C I A L R'f P O A'T 

BY KEN MACKIN 

I f you're a fan of OS/2 and a user of elec

tronic mail, there hasn't been much happen

ing lately-only a few DOS scrub bushes 

and Windows tumbleweeds dotting the terrain. 

And that's likely more than a little frustrating, 

since e-mail is increasingly becoming a strategic 

tool. At a certain point, the need for the tool out

weighs a commitment to an operating environ

ment-particularly if your job is on the line. 

E-mall Shangri-La 
Generations of data center managers dreamed of 

the day they could put a PROFS terminal on 

executive desks. There's a good reason for that: 

e-mail helps flatten management structures. 

Inside large companies with electronic commu

nications infrastructures, many of them high 

tech firms, Andy Grove and Bill Gates are only 

a few keystrokes away from an entry-level work-

Illustrations: David Chen 

er. And they're easily available for strategic back

and-forth sessions that don't require a conference 

room, overhead projector, or speakerphone. In 
fact, the flattening of management is minor com

pared with the opportunities for productivity and 

communications that occur when e-mail is 

mixed with databases to form groupware and 

workflow applications. 

We decided it is time to look at e-mail in the 

OS/2 world. Covered are IBM's newly evolving 

e-mail/DCE strategy, that old familiar group

ware application Lotus Notes, and WordPer

fect's new Group Wise product. 

I've Bungled Mall 
There was a time when if you used e- mail and 

IBM in the same breath, you were talking about 

PROFS or its stillborn successor, Office Vision. 

Mainframe-based PROFS still stands today as a 
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SPECIAL 

model of how e-mail can empower a company. Office Vision, the 

large system equivalent ofOS/2's productivity applets, was a great 

idea-so great, in fact, that every power center in IBM wanted to 

own it. It would have delivered much of the data- and work-shar

ing power of today's e-mail platforms. But the IBM of 1987 was 

not capable of seeing how fast the industry it had created was mov

ing beyond it. 

Given IBM's large systems legacy, the company's dearth of 

applications for local area networks should come as no surprise. 

It merely reflects Big Blue's long-time strategy of listening main

ly to its biggest customers. IBM shops were using mainframes, 

and that's where development money was spent. 

Under intense pressure from the marketplace and Lou Ger

stner's bottom-line-oriented leadership, things seem to be 

changing. The company still sells a lot of mainframes, and 

unit by unit they're still quite profitable, but no one has 

the nerve to argue that Big Iron is the key to IBM's future. 

The glasshouse is only as important as its interaction with 

local and wide-area distributed networks. 

In strategic terms, a subtle shift seems to be underway. 

IBM's strategy increasingly seems to be focused not on 

OS/2 or AIX, on PCs or mainframes, but rather on port

able applications and environments. That's the mean

ing behind SOM (the System Object Model) and 

DCE. 

As an example, consider the recently announced 

LAN Server for AS/400 product, LS/400. The prod

uct, which has confused some OS/2 and PC partisans, 

allows an AS/ 400 to coexist on a LAN Server network 

(although one key piece of the functionality, printing, is 

still missing). 

The application, then, is LAN Server; the platform is what-

REPORT 

natively under OS/2 and LAN Server. Until recently, not even 

IBM offered a "LAN-native" e-mail solution. 

On the client side there are a larger number of options, but 

most of them involve giving up the Workplace Shell to get there. 

A search on ZiffNet turned up some 50 products from 24 man

ufacturers claiming some level ofOS/2 support. Compared to the 

DOS/Windows world, though, these pickings are slim. 

The company that has done more for the success ofOS/2 than 

just about anybody else has also boosted its e-mail capability. The 

Lotus Development Corp.'s support stretches from its incor

poration of SQ!, Server and Microsoft OS/2 in the first 

release of Notes to the mail-enabling of the O S/2 applica

tions in the Lotus SmartSuite. 

The heart of a networked or enterprise e-mail system, 

though, is its engine. On the server side, there currently 

are three options. IBM is now selling UltiMedia Mail/2. 

The best-known OS/2-based system is Lotus Notes. And 

the newest entry is the recently released (and renamed) 

version of Novell Group Wise (formerly WordPerfect 

Symmetry). 

IBM Multimedia E-mail 
In a desert things can change with astonishing speed. 

In June, some research types from IBM's Yorktown 

Heights office were trying to get other divisions inter

ested in Ultimedia Mail/2, a Presentation Manager 

based multimedia e-mail product. But the product 

marketing team felt it could not go full-bore with Ulti

media because it operated only via TCP/IP and not 

IBM's proprietary transports. 

This was in June-after the release of OS/2 for 

SMP, after the start of 4mb OS/2 beta testing, after LAN Serv

er for AS/400, and as LAN Server 4 was about to enter beta. ever you want or need it to be. The same model can be seen 

in IBM's evolving Workplace strategy. IBM- the The hype is 
groggy giant-seems finally to be waking up and dis

covering that applications are the key to selling 

platforms. 

When I tried to obtain information about Ulti-

media Mail/2, nobody I spoke with knew about it. 

When I asked to talk to the developers, the only 

IBMers offering to track them down were risk-tak

ers from other divisions. IBM had no marketing 

materials, no strategy it could convey, no product 

manager-no one to talk it up. The shovels were out, 

but they were being used to bury the product and put 

out a small press brush-fire. (Shades ofBloodhound!) 

What's Out There for OS/2? 
That strategy is now enriching the e-mail capabili

ties of the OS/2 workplace. To date, OS/2 has had 

more success as an e-mail client than as a server. 

There are only a handful of e-mail servers that run 
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justified-

UltiMedia 

Mail/2 

is hot. 
Finally, after some not so subtle pressure, two 
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copies showed up- one from Raleigh and another from 

New York. 

I Bring Mail 
One month later, all that had changed. They had the product, and 

now have the strategy. According to a July fax from Brodeur &Part

ners, IBM PSP's public relations firm, "This fall IBM will roll out 

a powerful, scalable client/server e-mail solution based on its Ulti

Mail TCP/IP multimedia mail product which will provide cus

tomers with a robust and easy to manage backbone mail system." 

The hype is justified: UltiMedia Mail/2 is hot. UltiMail will sup

port incoming and outgoing e-mail with multimedia attachments 

including text, voice, video, and binary text and data files. It inte

grates with Time and Place, IBM's group calendaring and sched

uling product, and Visual Document Library, IBM's enterprise

wide electronic file management library. 

UltiMail will support both the Vendor Independent Mes

saging (VIM) and Messaging API (MAPI) 

mail standards, meaning it will interoper

ate with most other PC e-mail applica

tions, including market leaders cc:Mail 

and Microsoft Mail. The first client environ

ments to be supported will be OS/2 and Windows, 

with AIX and Mac versions to be added later. The first server envi

ronments will be OS/2 and AS/400, with AIX following soon. 

UltiMail is a full Presentation Manager GUI application built 

on the excellent System Object Model architecture. The OS/2 

client incorporates object technology in both the interface and the 

application. In addition, it is RE:XX-enabled, and RE:XX can be 

used to extend the behavior of key UltiMedia Mail/2 events. 

An early look at the product turned up few surprises. It is easy to 

install (as long as you understand TCP/IP), and is obviously built 

upon SOM-the client interface is a PM drag-and-drop affair. 

The mail transport in Ultimedia Mail/2 is SMTP ( the Simple 

Mail Transfer Protocol), a TCP/IP "extension" for bare-bones 

text transfer, and two additions known as RFC and MIME that 

provide multimedia support. Any system using MIME will rec

ognize multimedia attachments. 

What is most important about UltiMail, though, is that it is a 

TCP/IP based product. The advantage of using TCP/IP is that 

UltiMedia Mail/2 can communicate with other RFC clients on 

TCP/IP networks without using an e-mail gateway. 

Politically, TCP /IP must have been a difficult protocol to sup-

REPORT 

port at IBM because so much energy has been expended on IBM's 

own transport strategies-APPC, APPN, NetBEUI, and oth

ers. But it does hold out the hope that IBM networks will talk to 

the world easily and seamlessly. 

Users are smarter today. They are afraid to buy anything that 

limits their choices down the road, and demand open and stan

dards-based products. Late bloomer though it is, UltiMail could 

be a show stopper, an award winner. But UltiMedia Mail/2 has 

import for IBM customers beyond its power as an enterprise 

enabling application. It signals that Big Blue has finally gotten 

the message. There is no backward-looking support for SNA, 

whatever its benefits might be. This entryrequiresOS/2, TCP/IP, 

andMMPM/2. 

Lotus Notes has stood for 

the last half-decade as 

a groupware 

application. 

Lotus Notes 
The groupware phenomenon began in the New England offices 

of Lotus in the mid-1980s. Lotus Notes, a revolutionary and lit

tle understood product when it first appeared, has stood for the 

last half-decade as the exemplar of a groupware application. It 

gives enterprise users undeniable power to work together on mis

sion critical data and projects. But no MIS today should consid

er buying Lotus Notes primarily because it will provide e-mail 

capabilities. 

A number of companies have tried to use the Notes system 

itself as e-mail. It hasn't gone well, for a couple of important rea

sons. First, Notes is a challenge to install and can be a manage

ment nightmare for very large implementations. No large Notes 

site can function without a number of trained and dedicated IS 

support staffers. And it's expensive up front ($495 per node or 

server). In addition, many desktop machines still do not have the 

slugging power and RAM reach to support a GUI-intensive app 

(count on MB before Warp). That's a lot of payback to look for 

from an e-mail system. 
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Despite the drawbacks, though, Notes can be useful once it is 

integrated into business operations. Lotus describes it as a 

client/server platform for developing and deploying groupware 

The GroupWise 

server 

delivers 

for clients ... 

but if you 

don't want to 

support WIN

OS/2 or Windows, avoid it. 

solutions, and it is that. Notes allows you to specify a project and 

design a groupware database to support it. 

Take a political campaign, for example. As the information 

coordinator and strategist, you can set up a folder containing pic

tures of the campaign press corps and information on the cover

age history and basic philosophy of each. Any authorized person 

on the staff can look at the record and add his or her own inter

actions, building a detailed record ofinteractions with each par

ticular writer. The record can be replicated on a schedule to other 

Notes servers in other cities to allow local campaign managers to 

prepare for the reporter in question. 

Notes does have a consistent interface across Windows, DOS, 

OS/2, and Mac platforms. It does include an application develop

ment environment. But Notes has a reputation for giving network 

administrators gray hairs. I spoke with one network manager who, 

after requesting anonymity, became highly agitated as he described 

his 99 server Notes set-up and how difficult it was to manage. 

NotesMail is clunky and hard to use, but it's functional. An e

mail message in Notes is saved in a Notes database. All of the cool 

Notes database features like Rich Text are supported. The draw

backs appear when you realize that Notes must replicate instead 

of ship. So you need two Notes servers to send e-mail, and you 

must wait until they replicate databases to get your mail. The e-
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mail interface is also nowhere near as powerful as e-mail clients 

from Da Vinci, BeyondMail, Microsoft, or IBM. It forces you to 

type where other products use a mouse. 

If you are moving your organization to Notes, splurge for the 

Lotus Mail Exchange Facility, an add-in mail server that permits 

interconnection to cc:Mail mail systems. MHS mail systems can 

access Notes through the MHS Gateway, but MAPI users are 

left out in the cold. 

Lotus is working on separating the Mail Server from the Notes 

database, making it possible for IS administrators to use a new 

version of cc:Mail as a full replacement for NotesMail. Notes 

users around the globe wait with bated breath for this migration 

to a layered architecture to become a reality. 

Regardless of its problems, Notes is a platform to be reckoned 

with. A replicating, multiclient e-mail and groupware develop

ment platform, it is the enterprise groupware standard by which 

all others will be judged. And it runs under OS/2. 

But don't buy it just for e-mail. 

The Word from Provo 
Despite themselves, many people are excited about W ordPer

fect's office suite. (The product has undergone a rapid series of 

name migrations. It used to be WordPerfect Office, or some

times PerfectOffice. Then it was reborn as Symmetry-until the 

owner of that trademark objected. Now it is being marketed as 

Group Wise-reflecting the new realities, Novell GroupWise.) 

At PC Expo in June, users were packing the booth to catch a 

glimpse of the product. 

Group Wise contains a cross-platform messaging system with 

application servers available for DOS, OS/2, Unix, and Net

Ware. Clients run under Microsoft Windows, Apple Macintosh, 

DOS, Sun Microsystems' SunOS and Solaris, IBM AIX, 

Hewlett-Packard UX, SCO Unix, DX, and SRV4 on Intel. 

(Echoing the market decision the company made about version 

6 ofits word processor, WordPerfect is not planning on an OS/2 

client right now.) WordPerfect also offers remote access clients 

for Microsoft Windows, Apple Macintosh, and DOS, and asyn

chronous gateways for DOS, OS/2, Office Vision/VM, cc:Mail, 

fax/print, Novell Global MHS, pagers, SMTP, SNADS, tele

phone access, VMS Mail, X.25, and X.400. 

The network-based server interfaces with the GroupWise 

clients, delivering lots of functionality for a large number ofindi

vidual clients. This is not truly a NOS independent product, but 
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it certainly comes close. It is protocol independent, and Word

Perfect rapidly adapts its portable code to whatever environment 

it needs to run in. 

The Group Wise Microsoft Windows client is a second gen

eration product built upon the solid, if 'WordPerfect-like," func

tionality of the early versions ofW ordPerfect Office. The legion 

of WordPerfect law firms and others will recognize a style and 

functionality that stretches back to the Satellite Software days of 

1984. But if you are running lots ofOS/2 and don't want to sup

port WIN-OS/2 or Windows on your platforms, you'll want to 

avoid this product. If you have lots of room to maneuver when it 

comes to client platforms, this robust and mature office product 

system will make the grade. It's time somebody bugged the folks 

in Provo to make an OS/2 client. With the dispersion ofits OS/2 

development team to the four winds, though (Scott Kliger just 

arrived in Medford to develop for Lotus), don't count on it. 

REPORT 

IBM is in one of the battles that will define its future. The com

plaint that it has done too little to foster native OS/2 applications 

for its core enterprise customers has grown into a disability that 

could prove fatal in the face of the coming Microsoft onslaught. 

Blue in Green 

While the OS/2 e-mail landscape may have sprouted some green, 

it needs more Blue. It needs more than IBM Ultimedia Mail/2, 

and Lotus's SmartSuite and Notes, to provide a welcoming enter

prise environment. Ultimedia Mail/2 is a start. But one plant, 

even a show stopper, doesn't make for a prize garden. Let's see 

how green a thumb Lou turns out to have. ♦ 

Ken Mackin, a contributing writer far OS/2 Professional, is president 

of Product Logic, an Atlanta-based consulting.firm. He can be reached 

on CompuServe at 76004,3626. 

PONY EXPRESS E-MAIL 

U ltiMedia Mail/2, 

Lotus Notes, or what-

ever WordPerfect's office suite is called this week may be fine 

for the large enterprise, but what of the small office environ

ment that according to the analysts is one of the key growth sec

tors for software vendors? 

If you're a very small office-two, three or four PCs, say

you probably haven't been willing to spring for a LAN. And if 

you're an OS/2 shop, you're likely not running a peer-to-peer 

network-at least not yet. Where Windows shops can put in 

place peer connectivity through Windows for Workgroups, 

OS/2 does not yet provide that functionality. 

Peer networking OS/2 code has been in beta test since Jan

uary, but PSP officials will not say when OS/2 will support peer 

connectivity as a backbone for local e-mail. 

You can set up a basic peer network using the LAN Server 

client software. Only one device 

can be shared under that 

setup, but it will support intra-office e-mail. 

If you need the ability to send and receive messages from 

other offices or businesses, your best solution is e-mail through 

a commercial service or a bulletin board that provides Internet 

connectivity. MCI Mail is a widely used e-mail service for 

which you pay by the message. Unfortunately, no dedicated 

OS/2 front end exists for MCI Mail; you'll have to use a gen

eral purpose communications program such as Pmcomm or 

TE/2. 

There is an OS/2 front end for CompuServe, Golden Com

Pass, an OS/2-based off-line navigator application that's got

ten rave reviews for its successful exploitation of the OS and the 

Workplace Shell. And CompuServe is about to release an OS/2 

version ofits CompuServe Information Manager. -Alan S Kay 
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half whole 

Seeing only half the picture is not good enough. 

The interWATCH"'9420 LAN/WAN Protocol Analysis software provides simultaneous, dual-port monitoring 
and analysis for Token Ring and/or Ethernet LAN internetworks. Unlike other analyzers, interWATCH

1 1

9420 
lets you easily measure router throughput, verify protocol conversions, and verify traffic routing. Even if you 
are not using dual ports, interWATCH"

1

9420 lets you see network details more clearly. And optional WAN 
capability lets you analyze Frame Relay and other WAN protocols using a single 05/2 notebook! 

• real-time full color coded 7 layer decodes • dynamic detailed traffic statistics 
• identifies sources of re-transmissions • displays Token Ring routes through multiple rings 

• sends SNMP traps • bidirectional file compatibility with Sniffer®and others 

OS/2 PC-Based 

Circle #230 

'Sniffer' is a regis1ered trademark of Network General Corpora1ion 
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interWATCH
1

'
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9420 

Simultaneous LAN/WAN 
Dual-Port Protocol Analysis 

FREE EMO DISK 
Fax your business card 

to (404) 446-2730 

<CNI Navtel ISO •• " ••• ,,, ... , 

GN Navtel Ltd., USA 1-800-262-8835 
GN Navtel Inc., Canada 1-800-465-9400 



EYE ON THE MARKET 

Putting on the Right Face 
BY MICHAEL S. KOGAN 

A
lthough the recent agreement between the Justice 

Department and Microsoft gives critics of Microsoft's 

market hegemony little to cheer about, it does help level 

the OEM preload market. The Justice Department agreement 

frees O EMs to preload any operating system the customer wan ts 

and pass along the costs of only that system. It also forces 

Microsoft to abandon long-term contracts that committed 

0 EMs to buy certain volumes of software for years in advance. 

With that agreement in place and the impending release of 

products based on the faster and smaller 

code previewed in the 4mb OS/2 beta ( code

named Warp), OS/2 is in a position to make 

a serious run at that preload market-and 

the ball is now squarely in IBM's court. 

There will be a window of opportunity 

between the time Warp is available and 

when Chicago ships. My best guess is that it 

will last four to five months. But to take 

advantage of it, Big Blue must quickly do 

some work on OS/2's product identity and 

immediately begin an aggressive marketing 

and advertising campaign. 

Product Identity 
The product to be marketed is a shiny new 

one. If you haven't yet played with the Warp beta, let me tell you 

that it is substantially faster, smaller, and more usable than any 

previous OS/2 release. Although the name is confusing, the beta 

is actually OS/2 for Windows based on the new 2.2 code, and it 

is expected to ship in October. Compared to what Microsoft is 

promising for Chicago when it is finally released, this OS/2 is 

faster, does more in less memory, and is superior in multitasking 

and protection, the cornerstones of reliable computing. 

Once again, though, IBM could be its own worst enemy. Win

dows may offer only a shadow ofOS/2's functionality, but it is in 

consumers' minds a clearly defined product. The same cannot be 

said for IBM's desktop OS. In fact, IBM spent much of the sum

mer struggling to nail down OS/2's identity. Nonetheless, at this 

writing, a number of key issues are still up in the air, including 

what and how to name upcoming releases, what version numbers 

(if any) to use (is it 2.2 or 3.0?), and packaging alternatives for the 

various flavors of OS/2. 

IBM has tried several approaches to defining OS/2's product 

identity. It has been portrayed as a better DOS than DOS and a 

better Windows than Windows. It is the PC platform that allows 

integration, provides crash protection, and delivers an object ori

ented user interface. It is the path to Operating at a Higher Level, 

and a Chicago that was here two years ago. But none of these 

approaches has succeeded in establish

ing the OS clearly in buyers' minds in the 

face of the preload-driven Windows 

onslaught. 

The Name Game 
The current OS/2 product line consists of 

four products: OS/2 2.11, OS/2 for Win

dows, OS/2 for SMP, and OS/2 for Pow

er PC. In recent months, IBM has talked 

about releasing three new versions of 

OS/2, Personal, Professional and Enter

prise OS/2, that all use the technology in 

Warp but bundle different levels of func

tionality. Although PSP has not spelled 

out exactly what features will be in these 

products, it appears that there will be something for everyone from 

new PC users to SO/HO businesses to enterprise IS environments. 

But will the market know that? In making sure that its OS/2 

line is fully scalable, IBM runs the risk of missing its last decent 

shot at competing with Microsoft by confusing its product offer-
. . 
mgs once agam. 

I would prefer to see a much simpler and more unified approach 

to product identity and packaging. Rather than three, or four, or 

five boxes on the shelf, why not offer a single OS/2 CD-ROM 

capable of delivering a basic system on the x86 and Power PC plat

forms and a wide array ofinstallation options for features like peer 

(workgroup) networking, client networking, and symmetric mul

tiprocessing? 

That in turn will make possible a preload strategy that allows 
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Back Again/2-Pro EYE ON THE MARKET 

The Graphical Backup Solution for OS/2 

♦ Support for SCSI tape drives 

♦ 32 bit multi-threaded 

♦ Workplace shell aware 

♦ Multiple levels of data compression 

♦ Unattended backup scheduling 

♦ Supports fixed and removable devices 

♦ Command line utilities included 

Back Again/2-Pro $149 
Back Again/2-Personal* $35 

(() CALL FOR ADDED INFORMATION (() 
(612) 730-4156 

bbs (612) 730-4157 

/?mputer 
l.,._, Data -!"S-tr-a-te-g1es 

·sack Again/2-Personal does not support SCSI tape drives. 

AVAILABLE THROUGH 

OEMs to be flexible in meeting the requirements of their cus

tomers. We can already order customized PCs; we should be able 

to get customized operating system environments from OEMs too. 

Outlook 
Many will argue that the Justice Department's agreement with 

Microsoft comes too late, since there are already more than 40 

million W indows users. But with OS/2 hitting its stride and 

Chicago still vaporous or in a 1.0 version, many corporations and 

consumers will give O S/2 another look before determining their 

fu ture IS strategies. Furthermore, when the costs of migration 

and the value returned for the two systems are compared, OS/2 

is clearly superior. 

IBM needs to nail down a cohesive product identity, set in 

motion an aggressive marketing campaign with the goal of mar

ket share at any cost, and negotiate OS/2 preloads on OEM sys

tems (including IBM's) before the official Warp announcement 

next month. 

EXPRESS Circle #252 

Come on, IBM: Stop looking out the window of opportuni

ty! Instead, lead the market through it. Make OS/2 the system 

for all of us, not just the system for the rest of us. ♦ 

; .•-· .... ~.· .. ·.IJ". ·.·• . ..:w•.·.··.&.·. ···.·" .. . 

, ...• < . " ··'- . ' ·. ;·,;~~ 
~ p~IC ____ . ____ _ 

l&ur One Stop for OS/2 Backup ... 0S/2 BakupWiz Is the SCSI taps backup IID'lullan you baVB 
been looking far! Designed to exp)Dll OS/2's multlpla tbrndlng, 

BakupWiz gives you a quick and reliable method to complstsly 
back up your 05/2 system. HPFS and FAT file systems are 

supported and Extended Attributes, Long Flle Names, System files, 
and the Workplace Shell are backed up. Yau can even restore 

your entire 05/ 2 boot volume from tape! 
Ease of use is another of 05/ 2 Bakup Wiz's strong paints. A simple, character oriented menu interlace 

and command line operation are provided. 05/2 BakupWiz comes with support far mast 1/4", 4mm (DAT), 
and 8mm tape devices. BakupWiz can also backup ta other hard drives, file servers, minis/mainframes via 
TCP / IP, and removable drives including Bernoulli, Syquest, diskette, and magnet□ optical. There is even a 
version □f OS/2 BakupWiz that supports many of the automatic tape changer mechanisms. Any SCSI hast 

adapter that has an ADD drivsr can be used wtth 05/2 BakupWiz. 
POC also works hard ta keep you satisfied after the sale With outstanding customer support. Being a small and aggressive company 

means that we can respond ta your needs that much quicker. 
05/ 2 BakupWiz is priced at $149 (autocbanger version $399). POC also has a competitive upgrade program where you can purchase for OS/2 

05/ 2 BakupWiz far just $49 by sending in 
an eligible competing product. We □lier a 
30 day money back guarantee ta protect you 
in case 05/ 2 BakupWiz does 

Porta Tape is your complete portable tape 
backup solution far 05/2. Using high speed 

SCSI tape devices, the P□rtaTape line offers 
capacities ranging from 250 megabytes ta 1 D not work far 

you! Call our 
tall free 
number and 
order today! 

gigabytes. Offering backup speeds TM from 6 ta aver 18 megabytes per minute when 
using a high speed, bidirectional printer part, units in the P□rtaTape series are priced from $995. 

I 
. Members □f the Porta Tape series utilize a range of SCSI tape drives including 1 I 4 inch, 4mm, and 

. .---_ ..---:: 8 mm mounted in law profile external enclosures. Connection ta the hast system is via the system's 
parallel printer part, which may be utilized concurrently with tape drive operation. A copy □f 05/ 2 BakupWiz is 

included with each P□rtaTape . 

PCX also markets a complete line of standard SCSI 
tape backup units rangin!J in capacity from 250mB to over 
1 O!JB. Available in both internal and external models, these 
units are priced from $550. For vary large backup needs, 
PCX offers robotic tape loader mechanisms from 4811B to 
over 1 tarabyta. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO ORDER CALL: 

1-800-800-4PCX [I;] ~ 
ex 3525 Del Mar Heights Road, Suite 313, San Diego, CA 92130 

(6 19) 259-9797 · Fax: (619) 481-6474 

Shipping is non-refundable. No cancellations on special order items. 20% restockmg fee on hardware refunds within 30 days. No refunds or exchanges after 30 days. Prices subiect to change. 

Available through OS/2 EXPRESS Circle #123 
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Want to get more hang for your box? Look for • 
one that offers OS/2"' preloaded. It won't he hard 

to find. More than 50 major PC s ec1 
makers offer OS/2-companies 
like IBM, AST"', Dell"' and HP"', 
to name a few. 

Right out of the box, OS/2 takes 
advantage of your new PC in ways Windows™ 
simply can't. Now DOS and Windows programs 
can run more reliably-even faster in many cases. 
OS/2 multimedia delivers superior sound, faster 
digital video and better audio/video synch. And 
unlike Windows, OS/2's Workplace Shell™ interface 
gives you more flexibility to arrange your on-screen 
desktop to work (and play) the way you do. 

I />reload 
Io (; re<1 I 11 e.-..-. 

Intuitive, 
object-oriented 

inte,face. 

Reliably runs more than 
one program a1 a tune.• 

Lets you print in one 
program while you work 

in another. 

Comes with 
Adobe Type Manager,™ 

memory numnger, 
print spooler and disk 

cache program. 

Lilre a dream. 

Noproblem. 

Windows 3.1 

They're 
working on it. 

Keep dreaming. 

Good luck. 

Add-on$. 

mar~e 

All systems go: Northgate: TRJCORD", Wyse and many 
more also offer OS/2 preloaded. 

There are lots of things to look for in your 
next PC. Make sure OS/2 is one of them. 

Demand OS/2 preloaded on your next PC. 

To find out more about OS/2 ~ 
preloaded, call l 800 3-IBM-OS2. 
In Canada, call l 800 465-7999. 

Operate at a higher level: 

oxes. 
'Pre-emptive multitasking. This ad was created by LINTAS and got to this publication on time using DOS, Windows and OS/2 programs running 
on OS/2. IBM and OS/2 are registered trademarks and Workplace Shell and "Operate at a higher level" are trademarks of International Business 
Machines Corporation. Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation . All other product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their 
respective companies. © 1994 IBM Corp. 

==.:: ==~ - - ---- - -- - ----- - - --------_ _.._ ,_ 
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1200 + Programs and OS/2 2.1 ServicePak 

• Shareware • Freeware 

• Demoware • Stupid Tricks 

• Tips • Resources 

0nly$25 
~'l. 

plus $4 shipping and handling 
(Minnesota orders add 6.5% sales tax) 

~ ~ Call OS/2 Express 
1-800-0S2-KWIK 

PROFESSIONAL 

(1-800-672-5945) 
8 AM to 8 PM CST 

Overseas: (612) 823-6255 

Or fax your order to: 

(612) 823-6267 
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More than 1,200 OS/2 shareware, freeware, and demoware 
programs and tools, as well as scores of important OS/2 
resources, are now assembled on the OS/2 Professional CD-ROM. 

An object oriented WPS Application puts program installation and 

information access just one click away. 

Arranged with colorful graphics, the OS/2 Professional CD-ROM is 

the must library for developers, Team OS/2ers and anyone else 
interested in the diversity of OS/2 software. 

Volume I, number 1 is only the beginning. Collect them all. 

Name __________________ _ 

Title ___________ _______ _ 

Company _________________ _ 

FAX __________________ _ 

Address _________________ _ 

City, State, Zip ___ ___________ _ _ 

Voice Phone ________________ _ 

Billing information: 

□ VISA □ MasterCard □ Check enclosed $ ___ Amount 

Card Number __________ Exp. Date ___ _ 

Signature _________________ _ 



HANDS ON 

As DeScribe Inc. spins its beta into gold, our editor offers a sneak peek at the features 
that could make or break this native OS/2 word processor. 

BY BRADLEY D. KLIEWER 

eScribe 5 .0 and the recently released Mesa spreadsheet 

may be the harbingers ofthe future OS/2 marketplace. 

These applications offer the productivity-oriented 

OS/2 user native alternatives for two key processes, word pro

cessing and numbers crunching, for which most users have until 

now turned to Windows programs. 

At this writing DeScribe is selling (rather than freely distrib

uting) the beta code of version 5.0, which company officials 

describe as very close to gold code. That's reason enough to 

explore whether users will be getting their money's worth and a 

jump on the next version of a solid OS/2 app, or simply a pock

etful of headaches. 

To our surprise, we found the beta remarkably solid. In fact, it 

was more reliable than Microsoft Word for Windows 6.0, which 

is used, and regularly crashed, by our circulation department. 

Although DeScribe 4.0 occasionally crashed in the course of nor

mal operations, the beta versions seem to be more stable. In fact, 

the only crashes we experienced with DeScribe 5.0a First Look 

occurred when we attempted some page header operations--a 

problem DeScribe had already discovered and which a company 

spokesman says will be fixed in the shipping version.We also ran 

into some import and .PCX file printing bugs, although the code 

remained stable throughout the process. 

Overall, the DeScribe late beta we tested was sturdier than 

many programs that ship as finished products-recall, for exam

ple, WordPerfect and Lotus's Arni Pro. 

Native OS/2 programs have lagged behind their Windows 

cousins not only in stability but in their features sets as well. 

De Scribe 4.0, for example, lacked true footnotes, supporting only 

endnotes. This new version includes features that make 

it competitive with Winword 6, one of our favorite Windows 

word processors, and move it well ahead of our corporate stan

dard Microsoft Word for DOS 5.0 (which runs as a native 

16-bit OS/2 application when installed in an OS/2 machine). 

While DeScribe lacks a grammar checker (a feature we do not 

use) and some minor conveniences (such as the ability to count 

the words in a highlighted section) it includes many pop

ular advances in word processing technology. Among the hot new 

features for 1994, DeScribe automatically inserts true 

quotation marks and apostrophes around a word or phrase as you 

type. Another, automatic glossaries, expands abbreviations into 

full words and can correct typos such as teh with a simple trans

mutation to the. 

Most importantly, DeScribe takes advantage of the OS/2 envi

ronment: long file names, SOM integration, and less obvious fea

tures such as named printers (allowing you to ignore the DOS 

limit of three network printer and fax ports). DeScribe also pro

vides full multi threading, although its effects can appear subtle at 

first. After working with DOS and Windows word processors for 

years, habits centered around a single-tasking environment 

become ingrained and difficult to break. For example, when you 

print a file do you pause automatically for a few seconds to let it 

finish spooling? When importing a long, complex document, do 

you switch to another application to do something else as you wait 

for the conversion program to finish? With DeScribe, you can 

fax, print, spell check, import a document-and still continue 

word processing operations. 

This multithreading support is unique to the OS/2 and NT 

versions ofDeScribe. Although all three versions (there's a Win

dows version as well) share a common set of source code files, 

according to Skip Meier, DeScribe's senior technical support 

engineer, the source code is loaded with conditional compile 

(#ifdef) statements unique to each environment. In effect, then, 

each of the three versions uses unique source code. But by keep

ing similar code in a single file, programmers can synchronize the 

versions more efficiently. Likewise, many routines use identical 

code whether the environment is multithreaded or not, and the 

single source strategy eliminates discrepancies between plat

forms. For now, the three environments share enough common 

features that the method works well. As Microsoft continues to 

change the Windows infrastructure, however, DeScribe pro

grammers may need to revert to independent source files. 
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SPECIAL OFFER 

At $4&.oo 
Footprint Works 

for OS/2 is 
sweeter than 

SUITE 
• Word Processing 
• Spreadsheet 
•Charting 
•Data Filer 
• Report Writer 
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• Easy to learn and use 

• Exchanges industry standard 
text/graphics/spread sheets 

•Runs in only 8 MB of disk space 

Footprint 

• 
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1-800-465-8470 

AVAILABLE THROUGH 
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HAND S O N 

You can tailor the interface in myriad ways, including renam

ing menu selections, customizing accelerator keys, and changing 

the button bar to meet your demands. If those standard features 

are not enough, you can create custom macros that you assign to 

accelerator keys and/or buttons, as is standard in high end Win

dows word processors. 

On the down side, the DeScribe user interface still seems awk

ward compared to other systems. Many features can be tailored, 

but I spent much more time than I wanted getting DeScribe to a 

"comfortable" setting. For example, we prefer a view with a 1/4-

to 3/8-inch margin to the left of the text. De Scribe's "Auto" worn 

setting (which displays text without horiwntal scrollbars) leaves 

only about 1/8-inch, which feels too tight and distracting. Should 

you prefer a slightly wider left margin you can select a "scaled" 

view and then set the left margin with the horiwntal scroll bar. 

DeScribe's frame-based object management should feel famil

iar to anyone who has worked with a desktop publishing program 

or frame-based word processor. We found it quite convenient 

(once we changed the frame border color from a distracting red 

to a light bluish gray). If you want to add graphics, text sidebars, 

spreadsheets, or other objects, simply draw the frame and import 

the appropriate item. Optionally, you can set a DD E link between 

an object in one application (such as a 1-2-3 graph or spreadsheet) 

and DeScribe. As the other application updates the object, the 

changes appear in the DeScribe document. The first time we 

linked a 1-2-3 graph into DeScribe, we found the process a bit 

confusing (better documentation would have helped), but easy to 

replicate and master. 

Saving your system settings is also rather different under 

DeScribe. Many of the settings (such as visible/invisible borders, 

the presence of rulers, default font and point size, for example), are 

saved with the document instead of on a global or window basis. 

To set default views, you must use prototype documents (called 

layouts). It's rather elegant once you get used to it: program edit

ing, letters, memos, etc. each can have unique settings and views. 

But if you open a document produced using another word proces

sor (such as Microsoft Word), all bets are off-DeScribe picks 

the defaults for you, and they may be far from what you expect. 

DeScribe has some other really slick features. The unlimited 

undo is implemented far more elegantly than in Microsoft Word. 

And there are nice touches such as a Words Proper Names menu 

item that lists all of the proper names used within a document 

(and lets you replace them in a snap). 

There's another issue that defies easy categorization, but which 
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must be addressed by any software vendor seeking to enter a mass 

marketplace. While the CUA standard addresses a number of 

aspects of the graphical user interface, it does not specify standard 

icons. We found DeScribe's toolbar icons in large measure incom

prehensible. Part of that may be our having succumbed to Red

mond brainwashing. But a dragon with a signboard on it? A para

graph symbol (it means "mark a paragraph," not "display markup 

characters"; that's a button with a half-dozen of those symbols on 

it)? A page with the numeral 1 on it? 

Hopefully, the documentation will improve as much as the pro

gram has. The DeScribe 4.0 documentation was inadequate-it 

lacked decent indexes and cross-referencing and was often terse 

and difficult to understand. At press time, the DeScribe 5 .0 doc

umentation was not yet available. Realizing that programmers 

typically lack the necessary time, experience, or skills to write 

decent manuals, DeScribe contracted with QUE to produce the 

completely revised documentation. 

While we found the beta both functional and reliable, we have 

some concerns about DeScribe's future. DeScribe has been hurt 

by a weaker than anticipated OS/2 application market. And 

unlike most cross-platform vendors whose Windows-based 

products drive the corporate budget, DeScribe derives most of its 

sales from the OS/2 marketplace. Prospective purchasers need to 

understand that buying this new version ofDeScribe is an invest

ment in the here and now-unlike a major software powerhous

es such as Microsoft or the WordPerfect division ofN ovell, there 

are no assurances that the company will continue to release annu

al updates containing the newest technology as part of a market 

strategy that generates cash by obsoleting last year's product. 

On the other hand, even in beta form DeScribe is a solid prod

uct, one we can see using for a while. At some point, software hits 

a level of maturitywhere new features simplyaren'tworth the time 

or cost. There's no margin in changing to the latest bells-and

whistles software just because it is newer; rather than conveying 

a productivity gain, it is likely to cost you. 

De Scribe's 5 .0a First Look already has a maturity that will sat

isfy many users of a word processing product. Like every other 

word processor we have tried, it has idiosyncrasies; it also has a 

few bugs. None, however, is enough to hinder significantly the 

operations we tried. In its new form, DeScribe should remain a 

productive platform for years to come. If OS/2, Windows, and 

NT word processing will fulfill your demands and you can afford 

an uncertain upgrade future, DeScribe deserves consideration as 

a new corporate standard. 

Introducing 

EZ=tAiD for OS/2 
The Software RAID Solution for BOTH Desktops and Servers. 

EZRAID eliminates downtime and dramatically 
enhances the integrity of your data. It's the first quick 
and easy software solution for creating and managing 
fault tolerant disk array storage systems using RAID 
levels 0,1,4 and 5. 

EZRAID maximizes your investment in hardware 
by using inexpensive IDE and SCSI disk drives and 
controllers providing significant costs savings over 
proprietary hardware-based RAID systems. 

EZRAID for OS/2 offers: 
Enhanced Disk Performance 
• provides the highest possible performance for OS/ 2 
•span data across multiple disks 
• execute multiple reads and writes simultaneously 
•built-in caching 

Fault-Tolerance 
• sustain loss of data from media defects or a drive failure 
• suppo1t for Hot Swap and Hot Standby 
• no down time during loss of a drive in the array 

Increased Storage Capacity 
• combine multiple disk drives into a single vi1tual disk 
• expand maximum file size beyond the physical limitations of 
a single disk 

Unlimited Flexibility 
•suppons any combination of disks (SCSI, IDE FAST SCSI, 

FAST IDE ESDI, HIPPI) 
•suppons all DOS, OS/2 and Windows applications 

Easy Installation and Use 
•simple menu driven screens 
• powerful utilities included to monitor and manage the array 

$795 SRP 

Pro Engineering, Inc. Phone: (613) 738-3864 
1145 Hum Club Road Fax: (613) 738-3871 
Ottawa , Ontario 
KIV 0Y3 Canada Circle #178 

Available through OS/2 EXPRESS 
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CPUMonitorPlus 
CPU Monitor Plus is the 
unmatched standard for 
Performance, Analysis and 
Measurement on your 0S/2 PC. 

Easily configure CPU Monitor 
Plus' intuitive, real-time displays. 
Let the powerful analysis engine 
rip through raw system data and 
give you graphs or text, percent
ages, ratios, bytes or seconds. 

• Display real-time CPU utilization 
data for any process and thread. 

• Display real-time RAM utilization 
data including in-use, allocated, 
private and shared for all OS/2, 
Windows and DOS programs. 

• Detect and stop hidden, invisible 
and runaway programs. 

• Monitor all disk, COM port and 
interrupt activity. 

• Show virtual memory, swapfile 
and paging activity. 

• Improve Performance! Start, stop 
and suspend programs. Monitor 
and set execution priorities. 

BonAmi Software Corporation 
60 Thoreau St.• Suite 219 

Concord, MA 01742 USA 

5 0 8 . 3 7 1 . 1 9 9 7 

Available through OS/2 EXPRESS Circle #2 
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SPECIAL DISCOUNTS ON BOOKS-SEPTEMBER ONLY! 

EXPRESS 
THE QUICKEST WAY TO ORDER OS/2 APPLICATIONS, TOOLS, BOOKS, & ACCESSORIES. 

SQL for OS/2 
Version 3.2 

Watcom 
Watcom SQJ, for OS/2 is a high performance standalone SQJ, client/server 

DBMS for OS/2. The package includes a variety of interfaces to access 
Watcom SQL from many popular OS/2, DOS and Windows 

applications including embedded SQJ, application 
development with popular CIC++ compilers. 

Order number 213 

MSR· $395.00 

EXPRESS PRICE: $295.00 

GammaTech REXX 
Superset/2 
Soff ouch Systems, Inc. 
Provides the programmer with an extended set of 
308 REXX external functions to issue network 
commands, execute video functions, manipulate 
processes and semaphores, initiate file and 
system operations plus more. 

Order number 17 4 
MSR:$79.95 

EXPRESS PRICE: $69.95 

UltiMedia Mail/2 
IBM 

IBM's new client/server OS/2 e-mail is a PM 
application built on SOM and TCP/IP. It supports 
multimedia attachments, integrates with Time and 
Place and Visual Document Library, and supports 

both VIM and MAPI. 

Order number 247 

EXPRESS PRICE: $99.00 
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♦ OS2 / 

OS/2 for Windows 
IBM 
Move any windows desktop to a higher level 
with OS/2 for Windows. All the power of 
OS/2 but completely Windows. 

Ordernumber164 MSR: $134.00 
OUR PRICE: $49.00 

Back Again/2-Pro 
Computer Data Strategies 
Back Again/2-Pro is a graphical 
32-bit backup program for OS/2. 
It supports backup to LANs, 
SCSI tape, and other remov-
able media. Includes com-
pression, backup schedul- NEW! 
ing, and command line 
utilities for complete disaster 
recovery. 

Order number: 236 
MSR· $149.00 
OUR PRICE: $95.00 

BakupWiz 
PCX 
BakupWiz is the OS/2 solution for backup to 
SCSI tape, Bernoulli, syquest, magmeto opti
cal, and tape auto-changers. Full support for 
EAs, long names, and networking is included. 
Your OS/2 system partition can be comm
pletely restored. 

Order number171 MSR: $149.00 
OUR PRICE: $95.00 

Cheyenne ARCsolo for OS/2 
Cheyenne Software, Inc. 
ARCsolo is the first substantial 
native OS/2 backup solution. 
Designed with a WPS-like 
front end, it offers drag-
and-drop functionality, NEW! 
multithreading, and an 
object-oriented approach. 

Order number: 240 
MSR· $295.00 
OUR PRICE: $195.00 

NovaBack for OS/2 
NovaStor 
NovaBack for OS/2 is a complete backup 
solution for all OS/2 workstations or net
works. Support for OS/2 l.x and 2.x is 
shipped together. NovaBack supports more 
than 250 SCSI and Q!C-80 tape drives. 

Order number 138 MSR: $145.00 
OUR PRICE: $49.99 

Nutshell 
01iantum Micro Systems 
NUTSHELL for OS/2 is a 
quick and easy backup, restore, 
and re-install solution for all 
LAN, tapedrive, and lap-
top environments. NEW! 
Supports Novell 3.12, 
Trakker, and LapLink. 

Order number: 200 
MSR:$44.95 
PRICE: $29.95 

] 

♦ UTILITIES ~:: 

"Bloodhound" 
IBM 

., 

"Bloodhound" (aka SearchManager/2) is 
probably the most powerful text finding tool 
you can buy for a PC. Once you've indexed 
your files, this native 32-bit OS/2 utility and 
its Thesaurus will find and retrieve with light
ning speed files in five languages containing 
not only the words you're looking for but all 
linguistic variations and synonyms as well. 

Order number 215 
OUR PRICE: $300.00 

Chron 
Hilbert 
Chron is an OS/2 PM application that will 
schedule other OS/2, DOS, or Windows 
applications to run at a specified time and a 
specified frequency. 
Order number 184 MSR: $99.00 

OUR PRICE: $89.00 

CPU Monitor Plus 
Bon Ami Software Corp. 
A premium performance and analysis package 
for OS/2. CPU Monitor Plus permits real 
time monitoring and control of CPU, RAM, 
disks and ports, and program and thread 
control for all OS/2, DOS, and Windows 
programs. 

Ordernumber 108 MSR: $129.95 
OUR PRICE: $79.95 

CursorPower 
North Shore Systems 
Redesign and resize arrow, wait, I-beam, and 
other cursors. Create new cursors or turn 
graphics, text, signatures, and company logos 
into cursors. Toolkit includes OS/2 and 
Windows versions on one disk. 

Order N umber: 153 MSR: $49. 9 5 
OUR PRICE: $25.00 

Describe - Lights 
DeScribe Inc. 
A unique, unobtrusive CPU activity monitor
ing tool. Takes up only one pixel of screen 
space at the bottom of the OS/2 screen. Acts 

as a thermometer of CPU activity identifying 
CPU overload, hung systems and other multi
tasking activity. 

Ordernumber217 MSR· $29.00 
OUR PRICE: $25.00 

DeskMan/2 V. 1.5 
Development Technologies 
The essential Workplace Shell utilities. 
Dramatically improves the ability of corpora
tions and users to get the most out of OS/2. 
Manage, secure, backup, and migrate the 
WPS; get organized with virtual desktops; 
more. 
Order number 187 MSR· $79. 95 

OUR PRICE: $49.95 

GammaTech Utilities for OS/2 
Soffouch Systems 
GammaTech Utilities 
for OS/2 makes it pos
sible to perform HPFS 
volume recovery, FAT 
and HPFS optimiza
tion, and essential 
mainte-nance opera
tions easily and without 

extensive technical knowledge. 

Ordernumber109 MSR $149.00 
OUR PRICE: $119.00 

GammaTech Power Pack for 
OS/2 
Soffouch Systems, Inc. 
Increase user productivity by defining hot key 
sequences to access high-priority applications. 
Power Pack includes a file editor for OS/2 
*.INI and extended attributes files. A screen 
saver is also included. 

Order number 110 MSR $69.95 
OUR PRICE: $59.95 

GammaTech File Secure for OS/2 
Soffouch Systems, Inc. 
File Secure for OS/2 provides a high degree of 
file-level security by encrypting data using 
U.S. Data Encryption Standard* algorithms. 
Options include file obliteration meeting 
Department of Defense 5220.22-M specifica
tions. (*Not for sale, re-sale, or use outside the 
U.S. and Canada.) 

Order number 111 MSR· $39.95 
OUR PRICE: $34.95 

J&J Utilities for OS/2 
J&J Computer Consulting 
J&J Utilities vl.5 is a collection of over 20 
utilities including file locate, HPFS and FAT 
file defragmenters, process controlautomatic 
job scheduling, and more. 

Order number 112 MSR: $49. 95 
OUR PRICE: $39.95 

TO ORDER, CALL 1-800-OS2-KWIK (1-800-672-5945) 
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IBM AntiVirus/2 
ISSC 
IBM AntiVirus/2 uses new "neural 
network technology" developed 
by IBM research scientists to 
detect previously unknown 
boot viruses and "learn" 
how to identify infected NEW! 
and uninfected sections of 
software, thus significantly 
reducing false alarms. 

Order number: 233 
MSR: $59.95 
OUR PRICE: $49.95 

OS2Tree Lite 
Levine 
OS2TREE Lite is what XTREE Gold is to 
DOS, what Norton Comander missed, and 
more. Dynamic graphic file management for 
OS/2 supporting both FAT and HPFS. 

Order number 141 MSR- $125.00 
OUR PRICE: $49.00 

OS2Tree Pro 
Levine 
All the features of OS2TREE Lite plus LAN 
drive, mainframe file upload/ download sup
port, and one year of upgrades and product 
support. 

Order number 142 MSR: $250.00 
OUR PRICE: $110.00 

LinkRight 1.1 
Rightware Inc. 
This parallel/ serial port file transfer 
utility package for OS/2 includes 
three versions: Presentation 
Manager, OS/2 command line, 
and DOS. Copy files to/from 
OS/2 and to/from DOS sys-
tems retaining EAs and 
long file names. 
Compatible with NEW! 
LapLink cables. 

Order number 113 
MSR (with cables): $189.00 
OUR PRICE (w/CABLES): 

$99.00 
Order number 114 
MSR (without cables): $110.00 
OUR PRICE (w/o CABLES): 

$65.00 

Pegasus Resource Monitor 
OnDemand Software & Services 
The first affordable, professional performance 
monitor for OS/2 version 2.x. Features: statis
tical data logging, pop up, exceptions, and a 
real time graphical display 
Order number 168 MSR: $149.00 

OUR PRICE: $99.00 

Performance 2.1 Plus 
Clear & Simple, Inc. 
Optimize your system with the help of this 
collection of 25 OS/2 REXX Workplace Shell 
utilities plus a 100-page manual on finetuning 
OS/2 2.1. Also includes a bonus of3,000+ 
OS/2 format Icons. 

Order number 115 MSR: $39.95 
OUR PRICE: $24.95 

PM Assistant 
Utilis, Inc. 
A comprehensive and inte
grated suite of utilities 
including: hot-key access 
to applications, automatic 
application placement on 
screen, keyboard macros, 
task scheduling, screen saver, and password 
protection. 

Order number 183 MSR price: $129.00 
OUR PRICE: $99.00 

Priority Master II 
ScheduPerformance, Inc. 
Designed for OS/2 developers, Priority 
Master II adds to Priority Master I additional 
auto priority scanning logic. Take control of 
your development environment and how your 
programs co-exist. 

Order number 144 MSR- $129.00 
OUR PRICE: $19.00 

PrntScrn 
MITNOR Software 
4 Integrated Utilities-I Price! Copy any por
tion of any desktop image; import, export, 
view, print clipboard images and text; nine 
screen saver displays; date/time display. LAN 
installable; includes OS/2 2.x and 1.3 versions. 

Order number 154 MSR- $115.00 
OUR PRICE: $105.00 

QuikSwitch for OS/2 
BitWare Consulting 
Increase productivity by starting and switch
ing between frequently used programs quickly 
by pressing key combinations (hot-keys). 
Works for DOS, Windows and OS/2 appli
cations. Speech enabled, works with IBM's 
ICSS speech recognition software and most 
sound cards. 

Ordernumber180 MSR: $39.95 
OUR PRICE: $29.95 

Secure Workplace for OS/2 
Syntegration 
The Secure Workplace for OS/2 is a collec
tion of workplace objects and program utilities 
designed to provide workplace shell protec
tion, setup, and support. 

Ordernumber165 MSR- $59.95 
Our Price: $49.95 

10 Station Enterprise Edition: 
Order number 166 MSR: $549. 9 5 

OUR PRICE: $459.95 

SuperType Master Library 
IQ Engineering 
Super Type Master Library contains 96 scal
able, professionally-designed, display, text and 
headline fonts to add style and creativity to all 
your applications in OS/2. 

Ordernumber205 MSR: $29.95 
OUR PRICE: $24.95 

Tritus SPF 
Tritus 
Tritus SPF is a 32-bit !SPF/PDF text editor 
for OS/2. Includes mappable keyboard, 
unlimited UNDO/ REDO, REXX macros, 
EBC-DIC support, Micro Focus workbench 
integration, modifiable panels, cut/paste, text 
search, and DOS support. Edits files up to 
256mb. 

Order number167 MSR: $195.00 
SPECIAL SEPTEMBER VALUE: $89.00 

UniBeam 
Binary Software Development 
UniBeam is an OS/2 and 
DOS/Windows File Transfer 
Utility with an up to 2 mbps 
transfer rate over parallel cable. 
It's extremely easy to install 
and use. Native OS/2 code 
supports Presentation 
Manager, extended attribut
es, long file names and 32 bit 
I/0. Includes both a parallel 
and serial cable. 

Order number: 239 
MSR: $189.95 
OUR PRICE: $179.95 

WipeOut 
BOCASoft, Inc. 

NEW! 

Wipeout is a 32 bit screen saver for OS/2 fea
turing animated displays and video screen 
savers, integrated with multimedia audio, 
password protection, screen capture, and pri
ority manager 

Ordernumber245 MSR: $59.00 
OUR PRICE: $42.00 

OS/2 Professional 
CD-ROM 
More than 1,200 OS/2 
shareware, freeware, 
demoware programs, 
tools, and scores of important 
OS/2 resources. 

Order number 163 
OUR PRICE: $25.00 

INTERNATIONAL CALL 1-(612) 823-6255 as 
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♦ COMMUNICATIONS 
,,g 

FaxForward 
Computer Systems Integration, Inc. 
FaxForward is an Interactive Voice 
Response/Fax communication system 
designed to provide a software development 
platform for the creation of integrated voice, 
fax, database and host supported applications. 

Ordernumber206 MSR· $3,850.00 
OUR PRICE: CALL FOR PRICING 

Fax/PM 
Microformatic/ American T eleRep, Inc. 
Fax/PM is the award-winning object oriented 
fax software for OS/2 and OS/2 for 
Windows. Use this 32-bit, multi-threaded, 
multitasking Workplace Shell savvy-software 
to send and receive faxes from any desktop 
machine. 

Order number 101 MSR: $150.00 
OUR PRICE: $99.00 

FaxWorks for OS/2 
SofNet, Inc. 
FaxWorks OS/2 enables 
faxing from any OS/2, 
Windows, or DOS applica
tion via a Class 1, Class 2, or 
CAS fax modem. The soft-

ware also includes annotation tools 
to allow electronic markups, fax broadcasting, 
and multiple channel options. 

Order number 102 MSR: $149.00 
OUR PRICE: $99.00 

10-user LAN version 

Ordernumberl03 MSR: $699.00 
OUR PRICE: $495.00 

FaxWorks Pro 
SofNet, Inc. 
Award-winning FaxWorks Pro for Windows 
features advanced viewing clarity, extensive fax 
management tools, fax annotation, a cover 
sheet creator, modem diagnostics, letterhead 
merge, and more importantly, it's easy to use. 

Order number 104 MSR: $129.00 
OUR PRICE: $65.00 

HyperACCESS/5 V3.1 
Hilgraeve 
Award-winning async comm program 
includes virus protection, remote control, on
the-fly un-zipping, 12 fast file transfer proto
cols, 17 terminal emulations. PC Magazine 
Editor's Choice. 
Order number 161 MSR: $199.00 

OUR PRICE: $129.00 

KopyKat V1 .0 
Hilgraeve 
Anything you can do on an OS/2 PC, you can 
now do remotely through a modem or over a 

LAN. Displays the entire remote desktop in a 
window on your desktop. 

Order number 162 MSR: $199.00 
OUR PRICE: $129.00 

PMCOMM 2.11 
Multi-Net Communications 
Pmcomm is a full-functioned, 32-bit, multi
threaded PM communications program that's 
a pleasure to install and use. It supports inter
nal and REXX scripting and offers a ready-to
use host mode. 

Order number 105 MSR: $99. 95 
OUR PRICE: $89.95 

PolyPM/2 for OS/2 
Software Corporation of America 
Remote control software which 
allows an OS/2 workstation to 
take PM, keyboard and mouse 
control of an OS/2, DOS 
and Windows workstation 
via Modem TCP/IP, IPX, 
APPC/APPN, X.25, or 
NETBIOS. 

Order number: 219 
MSR: $295.00 
OUR PRICE: $245.00 

PM2YOU 
Ridax 

NEW! 

Control your OS/2 Desktop and Presentation 
Manager or character mode programs remote
ly from another OS/2 or Windows machine 
via dial-up modems, NetBIOS, APPC, 
TCP/IP, SPX, or Named Pipes. 

Order number 140 MSR- $255.00 
OUR PRICE: $199.00 

GRaATVALU■ 

TalkThru for OS/2 
Software Corporation of America 
The premier communications product for 
OS/2, providing terminal emulation 
including DEC VT340, file transfer 
(IND$file X,Y, and ZMODEM etc.), 
scripting and support for IBM's EHLLAPI 
for asynchronous communications. 

Order number: 218 MSR: $350.00 
OUR PRICE: $299.00 

TE/2 1.30 
Oberon Software 

i 
I 
I 

TE/2 is a full-featured OS/2 tele-communica
tions and terminal emulation package. It sup
ports ANSI, VTl00, IBM3101, and TTY 
emulations, and most common file transfer 
protocols. 

Order number 107 MSR: $99. 95 
SPECIAL SEPTEMBER VALUE: $59.95 

UltiMedia Mail/2 
IBM 
IBM's new client/server OS/2 e
mail is a PM application built on 
SOM and TCP/IP. It supports 
multimedia attachments, 
integrates with Time and NEW! 
Place and Visual Document 
Library, and supports both 
VIM and MAP!. 

Order number 247 

OUR PRICE: $99.00 

'Jt} 

♦ PRODUCTIVI~ 

CA SuperProject 
Computer Associates 
CA-SuperProject is a complete set of project 
management and presentation tools that are 
easy to use and learn. 

Order number 208 MSR: $149.00 
OUR PRICE: $ 119.00 

Describe 5.0 First Look 
DeScribe, Inc. 
A full-featured, native 32-bit word processor. 
Superior multitasking, multithreading and 
Workplace Shell integration provide speedy 
results. First Look includes 5.0 software and 
4.0 documentation, free installation support 
and access to Pay Support Services. Automatic 
upgrade to DeScribe 5.0 final release. 

Ordernumber199 MSR: $179.00 
OUR PRICE: $ 169.00 

DeScribe 5.0 Subscription 
Edition 
DeScribe, Inc. 
Includes complete software and documenta
tion, Plus free upgrades and support thorugh 
Dec 31, 1995 

Ordernumber198 MSR: $299.00 
OUR PRICE: $289.00 

BEST BUY 

Footprint Works for OS/2 
Footprint Software Inc. 
Footprint Works for OS/2 is a native 32 bit 
works application that combines word pro
cessing, spreadsheets, charts, database and a 
report writer to provide a complete range of 
personal productivity. 
Order number 157 MSR: $149.00 

OUR PRICE: $45.00 

TO ORDER, CALL 1-800-OS2-KWIK (1-800-672-5945) 



◄t Power Translator Professional 
.J .· for 05/2 

Globalink, Inc. 
This powerful application provides idiomat

ically accurate full-sentence foreign language 
translations under OS/2. Get the most accu
rate translations with subject-, industry- or 
profession-specific dictionaries. Versions are 
available translating to and from Spanish, 
French, or German. 

Order number 116A- German 

Order number 116B- French 

Order number 116C- Spanish 

MSR: $1,195.00 
SPECIAL PRICE: $124.00 

PLUS $25 MANUFACTURER'S REBATE 

't ~ 

♦ MULTIMEDIA 
,t~ 

MIDI Renderer 
Diacoustics 
Good-bye, FM synthesis! MIDI Renderer, a 
user-modifiable software synthesizer, produces 
CD-quality digital .wav files from MIDI 
music files. Uses existing audio card. OS/2, 
Windows, and DOS on CD-ROM. 

Order number 155 MSR: $129.95 
OUR PRICE: $69.95 

CorelDRAW! 2.5 for OS/2 2.0 
Corel Corporation 
One 32-bit illustration 
package does it all: 
CorelDRAW!, 
CorelCHART, and 
CorelPHOTO
p AINT in one box, all 
optimized for OS/2. 
Plus a bonus CD
ROM with more than 
12,000 clip art images 
and 250 fonts. 

Order numberlO0 MSR: $199 
OUR PRICE: $149.00 

Graphic OS/2 
Scientific Endeavors Corporation 
GraphiC is a library of"C" routines for creat
ing every sort of technical plot. High resolu
tion vector format for publication quality. 

Order number 204 MSR price: $49 5. 00 

IBM CAD/3X 
IBM 

OUR PRICE: $395.00 

IBM CAD/3X is an easy to use CAD pack
age. Yet it gives you more professional 2D 
features than any CAD under $1,000. It is 
recommended for plans, sketches, layouts and 
more. 

Ordernumber172 MSR: $495.00 
OUR PRICE: $95.00 

♦ DEVELOPMENli 
'-

BD/CX 
Autumn Hill Software 
BD/CX is the third generation of Baby 
Driver, Autumn Hill's printer toolkit. BD/CX 
provides printer support for your application, 
allowing you to print text and graphics on 
more than 900 printers. 

Order number 178 MSR: $499.00 
OUR PRICE: $399.00 

CA Realizer 
Computer Associates 
CA-Realizer is the ultimate BASIC construc
tion set for Windows and OS/2. The same 
CA-Realizer BASIC code that creates a 
Windows application ports instantly to OS/2. 

Order number 207 MSR: $99.00 
OUR PRICE: $79.00 

C/C++ 10.0, CD-Rom Edition 
(CD-ROM with on-line 
documentation) 
Watcom 
Professional C and C++ development environ
ment for 16- and 32-bit DOS, Windows, OS/2, 
Windows NT and Novell NLMs. Includes a 
comprehensive toolset with an IDE, debugger, 
C++ class browser, MFC support and more. 

Order number 212 MSR- $199.00 
OUR PRICE: $189.00 

CEnvi for OS/2 
Nombas 
A scripting tool to enhance or replace batch/ 
REXX programming. Automate any session. 
Exploit 150 internal functions and the OS/2 
APL Includes hundreds of samples and utilities. 

Order number 156 MSR: $45.00 
OUR PRICE: $29.00 

CSet++ "Bundle" Promotion 
CD-ROM version only. 
Includes CSet++, Experience CSet++ and 
OS/2 for Windows 

Order number 175A MSR: $249 
OUR PRICE: $229.00 

Diskette & Documentation Version 

Ordernumber175C MSR: $309 
OUR PRICE: $279.00 

Error Manager 2.0 
Soft & GUI Corporation 
Error Manager is an OS/2 2.x development 
tool kit that provides unique testing and 
debugging facilities. It eliminates the need to 

check API Return codes, and no symbol 
information is required . 

Order number 117 MSR- $225. 00 
SPECIAL SEPTEMBER VALUE $149.00 

GammaTech REXX Superset/2 
SoITouch Systems, Inc. 
Provides the programmer with an extended set 
of 308 REXX external functions to issue net
work commands, execute video functions, 
manipulate processes and semaphores, initiate 
file and system operations plus more. 

Order number174 MSR: $79.95 
OUR PRICE: $69.95 

MENUET/CX 
Autumn Hill Software 
MENUET/CSX is a C++ application frame
work for OS/2, WINDOWS and DOS. 
MENUET/CX was designed and developed 
under OS/2. 

Order number 179 MSR: $599.00 
OUR PRICE: $499.00 

Objectpm 
Raleigh Systems, Inc. 
The first class library geared specifically for 
OS/2 and the Presentation Manager, Objectpm 
provides more than 200 classes of objects 
encapsulating windows, controls, graphics tools, 
forms, threads, and much more. Supports 
Borland C++ for OS/2 and IBM CSet++. 

Object Version with Source 
Order number 119A 

Borland Version with Source 
Order number 119B 

MSR: $399.00 
OUR PRICE: $349.00 

Object Version without Source 
Order number 119C 

Borland Version without Source 
Order number 119D 

MSR: $235.00 
OUR PRICE: $199.00 

BEST BUY 

GpfRexx 
Gpf Systems, Inc. 
A WYSIWYG OS/2 PM visual program
ming tool that uses REXX. Point and click 
to create basic or advanced applications 
using OS/2's capabilities. No royalties will 
be owed; configurable run-time capability. 

Order number 118 MSR: $247.50 
OUR PRICE: $125.00 

INTERNATIONAL CALL 1-(612) 823-6255 37 



Bl!STBUY 
REXX Diagnostic Commander 
Suitable Alternatives 
Rexx Diagnostic Commander is a source 
level, interactive REXX debugging tool. Set 
breakpoints, single-step instructions, Jump 
or Run to any instruction. Windows allow 
variables, monitoring, and alteration. 

Order number 139 MSR· $150. 00 
OUR PRICE: $59.00 

Source Safe 
One Tree Software 
SourceSafe coordinates developers on a LAN, 
and tracks versions of source code modules 
and entire projects. And SourceSafe's PM and 
commandline interfaces provide easy access to 
your entire development system. 

Order number 17 6 
MSR: Single User: $395.00 

OUR PRICE: $325.00 
Order number 177 

MSR: Five User: $1,595.00 
OUR PRICE: $1,295.00 

SPF/PC v 4.0 
Command Technology 
SPF/PC is a powerful file manager and full
screen text editor that emulates IBM's main
frame ISPF/PDF, providing a familiar envi
ronment for mainframe programmers who are 
faced with the challenge of developing on a 
PC. 

Order number 186 MSR: $295.00 
OUR PRICE: $189.00 

VisPro/REXX 
Hockware 
VisPro/REXX takes the power of OS/2, 
Workplace Shell, and the REXX language 
and harnesses them into an easy-to-use visual 
programming environment. 
VisPro/REXX, Bronze Edition 

Order number 169 MSR: $99.00 
OUR PRICE: $89.00 

VisPro/REXX, Gold Edition 

Ordernumber170 MSR: $299.00 
OUR PRICE: $225.00 

VX.REXX for 05/2 Version 2.0 
Watcom 
Powerful and easy-to-use integrated environ
ment for developing OS/2 2.x PM applica
tions, including a project management facility, 
visual designer and debugger. New to this ver
sion are Notebooks, Containers, Sliders 
Popup menus, DDE objects and more. 

Ordernumber211 MSR: $99.00 
OUR PRICE: $95.00 

♦ DATABASE . 

Manage-It! 
Baron Sofrware Services 
Manage-It! provides the Help Desk adminis
trator with the necessary sofrware tools to 
track incoming calls, produce statistical 
reports and maintain a knowledgebase essen
tial to the support desk. 

Order number 182 MSR: $150.00 
OUR PRICE: $115.00 

OnCmd xBase for 05/2 
On-Line Data 
A native 32-bit PM implementation of the 
popular Xbase language. OnCmd also offers 
an upward migration of DOS and Windows 
Xbase applications into OS/2 with implicit 
multi-user and GUI support 

Order number 214 MSR: $695.00 
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER 

OUR PRICE: $139.00 

SQL for OS/2 Version 3.2 
Watcom 
Watcom SQ!., for OS/2 is a high performance 
standalone SQ!., client/server DBMS for 
OS/2. The package includes a variety of inter
faces to access Watcom SQ!., from many pop
ular OS/2, DOS and Windows appilcations 
including embedded SQ!., application devel
opment with popular CIC++ compilers. 

Ordernumber213 MSR: $395.00 
OUR PRICE: $295.00 

SQL Objects++ Database Library 
Objects ++ Software Corporation 
A powerful collection of CIC++ APis and 
methods that provide a common program
ming interface to Oracle, Sybase, SQ!., Server, 
DB2/2, DDCS/2, SQ!., Base, Btrieve, 
NetWare SQ!.,, and others. It supports OS/2 
(32-bit), Windows, DOS, NT, and Unix. 

Order number 120 MSR· $495.00 
OUR PRICE: $349.00 

"., 
♦ NETWORKl.tJG 

CorelSCSI 
Corel Corporation 
With CorelSCSI you can daisy chain up to 
seven disk, CD-ROM, WORM, and other 
SCSI drives to maximize the power of your 
desktop OS/2 machines. 

Ordernumber123 MSR- $129.00 
OUR PRICE: $99.00 

Desktop Observatory 
Pinnacle Technology, Inc. 
Remotely configure and password-protect 
desktops. Prevent deletes, copies, moves, 
dragging, shadows, or renames, or hide objects 

from view. Launch your own C or REXX 
routines on any network client, based on 
event. 

Order number 124 MSR: $179.00 
SPECIAL SEPTEMBER VALUE: $149.00 

TCP/2-OS/2 Distribution System 
Essex Systems, Inc. 
This product provides TCP/IP connectivity 
for OS/2. It supports all released versions of 
OS/2 and NDIS, CM, and ODI drivers. 
TCP/2 provides network access from protect
ed, real, and WIN-OS2 sessions, and offers 
IP Gateway capability. 

Order number 125 MSR: $475.00 
OUR PRICE: $399.00 

1;.\":; 

♦ RAID SOFTWARE 

EZRAID for OS/2 
PRO Engineering, Inc. 
This software RAID solution supports RAID 
Levels 0, 1, 4, and 5. It works with SCSI, 
ESDI, and IDE disk interfaces and includes 
powerful array management tools. 

Order number 127 MSR: $795.00 
OUR PRICE: $625.00 

GR■ATVALU■ 
Oasas I 
Integra Technologies, Inc. 
Oasas I is a sofrware product that will incor
porate disk drives into a RAID array under 
OS/2. RAID levels supported include Level 
1, Level 5, and Level 0/1. 

Ordernumber128 MSR- $795.00 
OUR PRICE: $299.00 

♦ MANUFACTURING 

ONSPEC 32 
ONSPEC Automation Solutions 
Advanced supervisory control and monitoring 
solution designed to work in a lab or with 
plant-floor automation systems to provide 
real-time data acquisition, control, alarming 
and trending. Native 32-bit micro version. 

Ordernumber185 MSR: $1,995.00 
OUR PRICE: $695.00 

TO ORDER, CALL 1-800-OS2-KWIK (1-800-672-5945) 



♦ TRAINING ', 

USA Training 
IBM working with OS/2 Version 2.1 
This four to six hour course focuses on the 
features and functions ofIBM's OS/2 operat
ing system, including the Graphical User 
Interface called the Workplace Shell. 

Ordernumber 189 MSRprice: $99.00 
OUR PRICE: $94.95 

.,. 
♦ DESKTOP MAPP-ING 

Spans Map 
TYDAC Technologies Inc. 
SPANS MAP is a comprehensive 
desktop mapping software package 
for the visualization and querying 
of geographically-referenced 
data. It imports standard data 
formats including dBASE, 
Lotus and SPANS, and NEW! 
allows the user to view data 
in five simultaneous formats: 
digital map, chart, spreadsheet, 
image, and text. 

Order number: 241 
MSR: $995.00 
OUR PRICE: $895.00 

♦ HARDWARE . ~ 
fl. 

Warp Speed Light Pens 
Warp Speed Light Pens, Inc. 
Fiber-optic PEN for any computer running 
OS/2. Run everything the mouse does and 
more. Comes complete with an adapter card 
(ISA or MCA), a high quality Stainless Steel 
PEN and PEN driver. 

Order number 210 
With ISA Adapter card: 

MSR· $199.00 
OUR PRICE: $179.00 

Order Number 210A 
With MCA Adapter card: 

MSR: $199.00 
OUR PRICE: $179.00 

fl 
♦ BOOKS :,. ... 

C and C++ Programming in the 05/2 
Environment 
by V. Mitra Gopaul (Van Nostrand Reinhold) 

O rder N umber: 202 MSR: $39. 95 
OUR PRICE: $34.95 

Advanced 05/2 Presentation 
Manager Programming 
Thomas E. Burge and 
Joseph Celi 
(John Wiley & Sons) NEW! 
Order number: 237 
MSR: $34.95 

OUR PRICE: $29.95 

Application Development 
Using 05/2 REXX 
Anthony Rudd 
(John Wiley & Sons) 

Order number: 220 NEW! 
MSR:$39.95 

OUR PRICE: $34.95 

BEST SELLER! 
Client/Server Programming with 
05/2 2. 1, Third Edition 
by Robert Orfali and Dan Harkey 
(Van Nostrand Reinhold) 
A 1000+ page virtual encyclopedia, now fully 
updated for 2.1. 
Ordernumber 150 MSR:$39.95 

OUR PRICE: $34.95 

Client Server Survival Guide for 05/2 
by Robert Orfali and Dan Harkey 
(Van Nostrand Reinhold) 

Order number: 209 MSR: $39.95 
OUR PRICE: $34.95 

BEST SELLER! 
Dvorak's Guide to 05/2, Version 2.1 
by John C. Dvorak, David B. Whittle, and 
Martin McElroy (Random House) 

Order numberl 73 MSR· $45.00 
OUR PRICE: $34.95 

GUI-OOUI War: Windows vs. 05/2: 
The Designer's Guide 
to Human-Computer 
Interfaces 
by Theo S. Mandel 
(Van Nostrand Reinhold) 
Order number 149 

• MSR: $29.95 
OUR PRICE: 

$25.95 

Designing 05/2 Applications 
David E. Reich 
(John Wiley & Sons) 

Order number: 238 NEW! 
MSR-$34.95 

OUR PRICE: $29.95 

Inside 05/2 2.1, Third Edition 
by Mark Minasi, John Little, Marlene 
Semple, Bill Camarda & Esther Schindler 
(Prentice Hall) 

Order number 195 MSR· $34. 95 
OUR PRICE: $29.95 

Instant 05/2! Porting C Applications 
to 05/2 
by Len Dorfman (McGraw-Hill) 

Order number 227 MSR: $34. 95 
OUR PRICE: $29.95 

Maximizing 05/2 2. 1 
by John Little, Toby Pennycuff, Marlene 
Semple & Stephen Gutknecht 
(Prentice Hall) 

Order number 196 MSR· $39. 95 
OUR PRICE: $34.95 

Mastering 05/2 REXX 
Gabriel F. Gargiulo 
(John Wiley & Sons) 

Order number: 222 
MSR·$39.95 
SEPTEMBER ONLY PRICE: 

$34.95 

NEW! 

MultiMedia Madness! Deluxe Edition 
by Ron Wodaski (Prentice Hall) 

Order number 192 MSR: $55.00 
OUR PRICE: $49.00 

05/2 Batch Files to Go 
by Ronny Richardson (McGraw-Hill) 

O rder number 226 MSR· $32.95 
OUR PRICE: $29.95 

05/2 Connectivity and Networking: A 
Guide to Communications Manager/2 
By John E. Johnson (McGraw-Hill) 

Order number 229 MSR: $39.95 
OUR PRICE: $34.95 

05/2 Extra! VIO, KBD, and MOU 
Special Functions Revealed 
Edited by Len Dorfman and Marc]. Neuberger 

Order number 232 MSR- $19.95 
OUR PRICE: $17 .95 

INTERNATIONAL CALL 1-(612) 823-6255 39 



OS/2 Presentation Manager 
Programming for COBOL 
Programmers, Revised 
Edition 
Robert B. Chapman 
(John Wiley & Sons) 

Order number: 223 
MSR:$39.95 

OUR PRICE: $34.95 

OS/2 Programmer's Desk Reference 
by V. Mitra Gopaul (McGraw-Hill) 

Order number 231 MSR- $ 44. 95 
OUR PRICE: $39.95 

OS/2 2.1 Rexx Handbook, Basics, 
Applications and Tips 
by Hallette German (Van Nostrand Reinhold) 

Order number: 148 MSR: $29.95 
OUR PRICE: $25.95 

OS/2 2.1 Application Programmer's 
Guide 
by Jody Kelly, Craig Swearingen, Dawn 
Bezviner and Theodore Shrader 
(Van Nostrand Reinhold) 

Order number: 203 MSR: $34. 95 
OUR PRICE: $29.95 

OS/2 2.1 "Red Book" for Power 
Users 
by IBM (Prentice Hall) 

Order number 194 MSR- $49.99 
OUR PRICE: $44.99 

• 

The OS/2 2.1 Corporate 
Programmer's Handbook 
by Nora Scholin, martin Sullivan, and 
Robin Scragg (Van Nostrand Reinhold) 

Order number: 147 MSR: $39.95 
SEPTEMBER ONLY PRICE: $25.95 

The Ultimate OS/2 File Management 
Tool Kit 
by Len Dorfman and Mike Stegman 
(McGraw-Hill) 

Order number 224 MSR: $29.95 
OUR PRICE: $24.95 

PC Users Guide to AS400 
by Henry W. Kliewer and Bradley 
D. Kliewer 
(Van Nostrand Reinhold) 

Order number 244 
MSR:$39.95 

OUR PRICE: $34.95 

NEW! 

Stacker for OS/2 & DOS: An 
Illustrated Tutorial 
by Lisa Heller 
(Windcrest/McGraw Hill) 

Order number 246 
MSR:$19.95 

OUR PRICE: $17 .95 

The Ultimate OS/2 Programmer's 
Manual 
by John Mueller (McGraw-Hill) 

Order number 228 MSR- $36.95 
OUR PRICE: $32.95 

Using OS/2 2.1, Third Edition, 
Special Edition 
by Barry Nance (Prentice Hall) 

Order number: 193 MSR- $34.99 
OUR PRICE: $29.99 

The Art of OS/2 2.1 C 
Programming 
Kathleen Panove, Arthur Panov, 
and Larry Salomone, Jr. 
(John Wiley & Sons) 

Order number: 221 
MSR:$39.95 

OUR PRICE: $34.95 

Using Workplace OS/2, • 
Power User's Guide to IBM's . 
New Operating System/2 .. , 
Version 2.1 
by Lori T. Brown and Jeff H oward 
(Van Nostrand Reinhold) 

Order number: 145 MSR- $24.95 
SEPTEMBER ONLY PRICE: $16.95 

WIN FUNCTIONS: OS/2 Quick 
Reference Library, Volume 1 
by Nora Scholin (Van Nostrand R einhold) 

Order number: 201 MSR: $19.95 
OUR PRICE: $17 .95 

Writing OS/2 2.1 Device Drivers In C, 
Second Edition/Updated and Revised 
by StevenJ. Mastrianni, Foreword by John 
Soyring (Van Nostrand Reinhold) 

Order number 146 MSR: $39.95 
OUR PRICE: $34.95 

BEST SELLER! 
Writing OS/2 REXX Programs 
by Ronny Richardson (McGraw-Hill) 

Order number 225 MSR: $39.95 
OUR PRICE: $34.95 

BEST SELLER! 
Writing VX-REXX Programs 
by Ronny Richardson (McGraw-Hill) 

Order number 230 MSR- $ 39.95 
OUR PRICE: $34.95 

Your OS/2 2.1 Consultant 
by Herb Tyson (Prentice Hall) 

Order number 191 MSR Price: $24.95 
OUR PRICE: $19.95 

OS/2 Professional T-Shirt 
White 50% blend, with colorful 
0S/2 Professional logo on front. Adult size 
(XL) onfy. 

Order number 130 
OUR PRICE: $12.00 

OS/2 Professional aprons 
Durable "silver-grey" 50% blend with 
colorful OS/2 Professional logo. 30" long; 
handy double pockets, adjustable neck strap. 

Order number 132 
OUR PRICE: $15.00 

OS/2 Professional Interchange 
golf shirts 
Size XL only, with embroidered Palm 
Springs hummingbird logo. Aqua 

Ordernumber 133 MSR: $25.00 
OUR PRICE: $16.50 

OS/2 Professional baseball cap 
White cotton twill with colorful 
0S/2 Professional logo. 

Order number 131 
OUR PRICE: $7 .95 

♦ 0S2 PRO MEDIA 
< 

OS/2 Professional Magazine 
Save $29.40 off newstand price. Free Borg 
poster with paid subscription. $30 U.S.; $45 
Canada and Mexico; $75 Overseas air. 

Order number 134 

OS/2 Professional Magazine-
back issues 
April '94 thru current issue, $7.00 each. For 
issues prior to April '94-call for price. 

Order number 135 

TO ORDER, CALL 1-800-OS2-KWIK (1-800-672-5945) 



♦ ORDERING ; 
' 

PRICING 
OS/2 Express prices its items below manu
facturers' suggested retail. Prices are sub
ject to change without notice. All prices in 
this catalogue expire October 15, 1994. 

HOW TO ORDER 

By phone: 
Call our kwik-order desk at 1-800-OS2-
KWIK (1-800-672-5945). Canada/Overseas 
(612) 823-6255. Please note new hours: 
M-F 8AM-8PM, SAT N00N-5PM CENTRAL. 

Please have the following information in 
front of you when you call: 
ti' Qyantity, name, and order number of each 
product you want to order 
ti' Your VISA or MasterCard number 
(including expiration date) 
ti' A complete street address for delivery 

By fax: 
Fax your completed order form (be sure to 
include VISA or MasterCard number and 
expiration date) to: (612) 823-6267. 

By mail: 
Mail us your completed order form with 
check or money order (or indicate your 
VISA or MasterCard number and expira
tion date). Mail to: OS/2 Express, 4604 
Chicago Ave., So., Minneapolis, MN 
55407. 

SHIPPING AND RETURNS 
OS/2 Express ships available stock on the 
same business day, but we cannot guaran
tee shipping or arrival dates. If we've made 
a shipping error, we'll fix it. If a product is 
defective, we will assist you in getting a 
replacement from the manufacturer. You 
can return any product to us for refund or 
replacement within 30 days of the date you 
ordered it, but all returns must first be 
authorized by our RMA number (return 
merchandise authorization number). All 
returned merchandise must be complete 
and in its original packaging. Shipping 
charges are not refundable. Return ship
ping charges are not reimbursable. $5.00 
restocking fee per returned item regardless 
of the reason. 

SPECIAL NOTICE 
OS/2 Express makes no representations 
about the functionality of products offered, 
and offers no guarantees or warranties, 
expressed or implied. All product defects 
are the responsibility of the manufacturer. 
OS/2 Express is a service of OS/2 
Professional Magazine. OS/2 is a registered 
trademark ofIBM. All other trademarks 
are the property of their respective owners. 

SHIPPING 
Normal shipping is by priority mail and will 
be charged to your order. 0-5 lbs. $7.00, 6-
10 lbs. $12.00. Continental U.S. only. 

Qty. Item# Description Unit Price Total 

Subtotal 

Sales Tax (MN deliveries add 6.5%) 

U.S. Shipping & Handling (0-5 lbs: $7.00, 6-10 lbs: $12.00) 

Rush Delivery (call for Charges) 

TOTAL AMOUNT 

MAIL ORDER TO: 
OS2 Express 
4604 Chicago Ave., So. 
Minneapolis, MN 55407 

ORDERED BY: (please print clearly) 

FAX ORDER TO: 
OS2 Express 
(612) 823-6267 

PHONE ORDER TO: 
(800) OS2-KWIK 
(800) 672-5945 
Canada/Overseas 
(612) 823-6255 
M-F 8AM-8PM CST, 
SAT '00 -5PM CST 

Name----------------------------------

Company ---------------------------------

Street Address ______________________________ _ 
(UPS cannot deliver to P.O. Boxes) 

City State Zip ______________________________ _ 

Daytime Phone: ------------------------------

SHIP TO: (if different than 'Ordered by'l 

Name _________________________________ _ 

Company ---------------------------------

Street Address ______________________________ _ 
(UPS cannot deliver to P.O. Boxes) 

City State Zip ______________________________ _ 

PAYMENT METHOD: Please do not send cash 
0 Enclosed a check or money order in U.S. Funds. Checks must have your name preprinted. Returned 

checks are subject to a service charge for the greater of $15 or maximum amount allowed by state law. 

□ VISA 0 MasterCard Card # Exp. Date 

Print Name ________________________________ _ 

Signature ---------------------------------
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SPANS is a registered trademark of 
TYDAC Technologies Inc. 

Powerful spatial analysis at your f ingertips 

TYDAC Technologies, world leaders in 
the development of spatial analysis 
software solutions, offers you a 
complete set of resource management 
tools in its SPANS line of products and 
services. SPANS software products are 
true stand-alone systems which allow 
you to integrate, edit and manage your 

data. SPANS allows you to analyze and 
view geographically-referenced data as 
part of your decision-making process. 
From desktop mapping and 
visualization, through to state-of-the-art 
analysis and modelling, SPANS puts 
powerful spatial analysis processing at 
your fingertips. 

SPANS provides: 

• intuitive, easy to use 
graphical user interface 

• support of raster, vector, 
quadtree and point 
formats 

• links to relational 
database management 
systems 

• high quality, scalable 
output (WYSIWYG) 

SPANS is used 
worldwide for: 

• environmental analyses 

• forestry inventory 

• hydrological modelling 

• geological exploration 

• digital terrain analysis 

• wildlife habitat 
management 

Powerful PC and workstation solutions (for Windows, OS/2 and UNIX) brought to you by 
SPANS from as low as $995. TYDAC and its SPANS business partners are committed to 
providing full applications development, systems integration, training and customer support 
services. SPANS links directly with PCI's EASI/PACE software. 

Contact the TYDAC Technologies office nearest you TODAY, and put the power and 
flexibility of a SPANS spatial solution at your fingertips. 

TYDAC Technologies Inc. 
Suite 210, 2 Gurdwara Road 
Nepean, Ontario 
Canada K2E 1A2 

Phone: 1-613-226-5525 
Fax: 1-613-226-3819 

Available through OS/2 EXPRESS 

TYDAC Technologies Ltd. 
Chilworth Research Centre 
2 Venture Road 
Southampton, United Kingdom SOl 7NP 

Phone: 44 703 760824 
Fax: 44 703 760944 Circle #40 
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Seftware far OS/2 

This 32-bit app requires less memory consumption and is less demanding 
for users with constrained system resources. 

BY HERB TYSON 

D 
nearly 1993, Lotus 1-2-3 version 2.0 for OS/2 became one 

of the first major applications released for OS/2. Over the fol

lowing months, users expressed gratitude that Lotus had kept 

its feet in the OS/2 waters, but also reported tinges of disap

pointment with 1-2-3's size and performance. This spring, Lotus 

addressed those concerns with the release of version 2.1, giving 

us an opportunity to see 

Likewise, OS/2 itself seems to be thinning down. Under the 

2.99 Warp "performance" beta, the older 2.0 version of 1-2-3 

requires only 2. 8mb of memory. Run under the performance beta, 

the new 2.1 version ofl-2-3 consumes a meager l.8mb. This is 

good news for the legions of users who had concluded that 16mb 

of RAM was the minimum acceptable configuration for run-

ning heavy duty OS/2 

where Lotus is going with 

1-2-3. Comparing Execution Times 
(486-33 /SA PC, 16mb RAM) 

applications. 

The new version also 

has a smaller disk foot

print. The 40 DLL 

(dynamic link library) 

files that came with ver

sion 2.0 gobbled up just 

under six megabytes of 

disk space. The 40 

DLL files that come 

with vers10n 2.1 

squeeze in at just over 

4.8mb. Looking at 

those files that have the 
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A major concern about 

many new 32-bit OS/ 2 

applications is the amount 

of memory they require, an 

issue we addressed in the 

April Special Report, The 

Unfulfilled Promise of 32-

Bit Applications. Sources 

contacted for that article 

told us that over time pro

grammers would become 

more skilled at coding for 

OS/2, and we would see 

reduced memory require-

Fill 100,000 Save a new Load a new Make all Graph a line 
of all 100,000 

entries 
cells with an 1 .38mb 1.38mb 100,000 
increasing spreadsheet spreadsheet entries bold 
counter 

Operation 
same names 1n vers10ns 

2.0 and 2.1, the newer 

files consume fully two 

megabytes less than the 

same files did in version 

ments and increased per

formance-assertions 

OS/2 Professional can now 

Figure 1. Timing tests comparing operations under 1-2-3 2. 0 and 2. 1 
show few differences. 

put to the test in the case of one major application. 

Going Down 
In fact, the best news about this new version of 1-2-3 concerns 

memory consumption. As we've reported [D ot Exe, March/ April 

1993], 1-2-3 2.0 required four megabytes of memory just to load 

under OS/2 2.0. With this new version weighing in at three 

megabytes, 1-2-3 clearly has been put on a diet. 

2.0. If this is a trend, it's a good one! 

Not So Fast, Buddy! 
A major surprise in 1-2-3 Version2.1 is that its raw performance 

on a system with plenty of free RAM hasn't changed much. Most 

operations have gotten only slightly faster, if they've speeded up 

at all. However, improvements were made in a constrained envi

ronment. As we expected, with the reduction in RAM and mod-
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ule sizes, performance improved substantially in an 8mb system 

due to reduced swapping. 

To quantify the differences between versions, we used a 486-

33 ISA PC with 16mb of RAM. For one set of speed tests, we 

used 1-2-3's Data Fill feature to fill 100,000 cells with sequential 

numbers. We then saved and reloaded the resulting 1.38mb 

spreadsheet. As shown in Figure 1, the differences are minimal, 

with the edge sometimes going to the earlier version. 

In a second test, we used a benchmark macro that enters two 

columns of numbers, each from 1 to 30, and then calculates the 

result of the first number taken to the second as a power (i.e., 11, 

22, 33, 44, through 30 30). Not surprisingly, in light of our other 

tests, both versions were very close in speed: version 2.1 took 53 

seconds to execute the macro five times, compared to 52 seconds 

for version 2.0. 

Comparing Memory Configurations 

30 ~--------------------

25 

-,.,.. 
~ 20 

§ 
~ 15 

~ 
Q) 

~ 10 

v. 2.0 Bmb 

■ Start 123 

v. 2.1 Bmb v. 2.0 16mb v. 2.1 16mb 

Figure 2: The new version and more memory speed up mortgage calcula
tion procedures. 

A mortgage calculation program served as our test platform for 

comparing performance with different memory configurations. 

The results shown in Figure 2 compare timings from a variable

rate mortgage analysis program (a macro builds month-by

month comparisons of different rate variances over the life of a 

30-year mortgage). Here the newer, leaner version ofl -2-3 shows 

substantial improvement over its older sibling-an advantage to 

users making the most ofOS/2's multitasking, where free RAM 

will be at a premium. 

Of course, benchmark results reveal only quantifiable differ

ences between the versions. Our testing also uncovered some sur

prising qualitative differences. While arranging matching row 
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and column formats ( to equalize any display performance differ

ences between versions), we discovered that with version 2.0 a 

1024x768 screen displays 38 rows, while version 2.1 accommo

dates only 30 rows! In both cases, the screen and printer fonts were 

set to 8 point Helvetica. While the 2.1 presentation is easier on 

the eyes ( the fonts are slightly larger), the net result is a reduction 

of on-screen data unless you adjust the display font size. 

We also found that one test-filling 100,000 cells on top of 

100,000 existing cells-that consistently crashed 1-2-3 version 

2.0 ran flawlessly under version 2.1. ln fact, in all the time I spent 

testing version 2.1 it never crashed, yet 2.0 crashed regularly

sometimes for no apparent reason. All told, we found 1-2-3 Ver

sion 2.1 to be considerably more stable than Version 2.0. 

What's New 
Outside the reduced RAM cram, Lotus has made very few notice

able changes. One of the few, which comes as a relief to overbur

dened network managers, is the new response-file network instal

lation. Called CID (Configuration, Installation, and Distribu

tion-see the July Special Report, Making the Connection), this 

IBM technology lets network managers automate installation on 

LAN Server workstations. Also new for network clients is a Send 

Mail feature within the File menu. 

Many of the changes in 1-2-3 2.1 are purely aesthetic. Most 

notably, the logo and data icons have changed from version 2.0. 

If you enable CUA menu options, you will also see new dialog 

boxes. Overall, however, users will find few substantive changes 

in 1-2-3's feature set. 

What's the Same 
Unfortunately, a number of shortcomings remain in version 2.1. 

One of the most egregious: Lotus still shuns a true IPF (infor

mation presentation facility) help system. Rather than use OS/2's 

highly acclaimed searchable hypertext system, 1-2-3 continues to 

use Lotus's own markedly inferior help system. Most useful in 

OS/2's native system is the ability to search for any text within 

the system. With Lotus's system, you're limited to the categories 

the developers saw fit to provide. So if you don't speak 1-2-3's 

language, you're pretty much stuck with navigating through help 

screen after screen until you find a concept or term that matches 

your vernacular. 

For example, the Worksheet Index offered nary a clue to the 

location of the newly enabled mail feature. Finally, after check

ing How Do I..., I found the feature--not under Mail, but under 
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Send. This help system makes learning 1-2-3 difficult for new 

Lotus users, especially those migrating from Excel, which works 

rather differently than 1-2-3. 

That may be just as well, however, because 1-2-3 for OS/2 

Version 2.1 also lacks the ability to import Excel spreadsheets. 

While writing the review of Version 2.0, we called Lotus to ask 

whether it planned to add an Excel import feature; we were told 

it would likely appear in a future version. Apparently, we're not 

yet far enough into the future. A Lotus spokesperson affirmed 

that the feature is still missing and still planned, but wouldn't 

speculate as to an ET A. 

Bottom Line 
If you already have 1-2-3 version 2.0, you'll certainly want ver

sion 2.1. If nothing else, it's less demanding for users with con

strained system resources. If you're on a system with just eight 

megabytes of RAM or have an intensively multitasking work

style, you will notice performance improvements, particularly 

when loading Version 2.1 into memory. 

If you're an Excel user intrigued by a native-OS/2 program, 

though, hang onto Excel (in any case, you'll need it to export your 

old files into something 1-2-3 can read). Perhaps the next time 

around, Lotus will design a system with stronger appeal not just 

for its existing installed base, but for the entire Windows uni

verse.Nevertheless, if you hate to see Windows applications bring 

your multitasking to a crawl, you may find a change to Lotus 1-

2-3 for OS/2 worthwhile. ♦ 

Herb Tyson is a computer industry analyst and consultant whose 
clients include IBM. He is the author efseveral books, including Your 

OS/2 2.1 Consultant, 10 Minute Guide to OS/2 2.1, and the Word 

far Windows 6 Super Book. He can be reached on CompuServe at 

72520,1054. 

AT A GLANCE 

Lotus 1-2-32.1 
Lotus Development Corp. 

55 Cambridge Pkwy. 
Cambridge, MA 02142 

(617) 577-8500 
fax: (617) 693-1779 

List Price: $495.00 

Supports 
Borland~ 

Tools 

The Most Complete 32 Bit C++ 
Application Framework for OS/2 

Objectpm is the first and only C++ class library 
to fully encapsulate OS/2 and the Presentation 
Manager from threads, the file system, and 
interprocess communications to the window and 
graphics systems and beyond! 

Compare Objectpm with the IBM UI class 
library: 

Objectpm IBM UI 

Windows, dialogs, frames ti ti 
CUA '91 controls ti ti 
Drag & drop ti ti 
Workplace shell support ti ti 
Threads & semaphores ti 
OS/2 files, long filenames ti 
Profiles ti 
Extended attributes ti 
Image buttons ti 
Multi-column list box ti 
Multi-select combo box ti 
Spreadsheet control ti 
3D panels ti 
Frame controls ti 
MDI support ti 
Presentation spaces ti 
Printers ti 
Metafiles ti 
Graphics rendering tools ti 
Retained drawing ti 
Active graphics framework ti 
Complete forms system ti 
Formatted entry fields ti 
Easy to use ti 

Receive Objectpm for only $235 or bundled 
with complete source code for only $399. 
Available for Borland C++ for OS/2 & IBM C 
Set++. No royalties. For additional information 
including sample programs, call our BBS @ 
216-831-4805 (9600,N,8,l). 

To order, call OS/2 Express@ 
l-800-OS2-KWIK 

23811 Chagrin Blvd. 
Suite 344 
Beachwood, OH 44122 
216-292-7225 
Circle #147 

Available through OS/2 EXPRESS 
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Now that you are running a 32-bit, 
protected mode, preemptive multi-tasking, 

segmented virtual memory operating system ... 

Don't You Want To See 
What's Under The Hood? 

Introducing Pegasus 
Resource Monitortm 

for OS /2 version 2.x. The first affordable, professional 
performance monitor for OS /2 desktops and servers. 

Confused about how to reap the full benefits 
from the powerful performance features of OS /2? 
Are you tired of tinkering with options without 
being able to measure what they do? Have you 
tried other performance monitor products and 
been less than satisfied with the results? 

Pegasus unlocks the secrets of OS/2 so that 
you can drive your system harder and faster. 
Pegasus reaches into the OS/2kernel to grab 
accurate statistics on CPU, memory and disk 
performance. Other OS/2monitors saturate system 
resources. Pegasus keeps track of all OS /2 fore
ground and background activity, including DOS 

and Windows apps, and does it with low over
head. 

Pegasus lets you see inside OS/ 2in real 
time or access comprehensive performance 
statistics using the Pegasus REXX extensions for 
analysis after the fact. Exceptions also pop up to 
alert you automatically when problems are 
occurring. Or Pegasus can display a concise 
graphical view of system performance on your 
desktop at all times. 

For a limited time only, Pegasus Resource 
Monitor for OS/2 is just $99. Competitive 
upgrade only $69. 

Introductory price $99 Competitive upgrade $69 
Pegasus Resource Monitor is a trademark of C.O.L. Systems, Inc. All other company, product and brand names are trademarks or registered trademarks al their respective hold ers. 

TOLLFREE 1-8QQ-QS2-QS2-9 (672-6729) FAX 813-261-6549 

ON DEMAND Software & SeNices, Inc. 
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MultiMaint 
Keep your OS/2 system in top shape through proper maintenance of the .INI files . 

BY BRADLEY D. KLIEWER 

E
very once in a while someone develops one of those little 

life-saving utilities that you simply must have on your sys

tem. One such program is MultiMaint, the latest in a 

series of ever improving utility packages from Carry Associates 

(IniMaint and SysMaint are its precursors). 

By far the most important (and unique) feature of the family is 

the .I I file repair option. There may be times when you have 

good reason to suspect that the .INI files are corrupt. For exam

ple, I used Repair after a botched re-installation of OS/2 over a 

corrupted boot drive. I was hoping that the .INI files would come 

through undamaged. At first, OS/2 appeared to work properly. 

However, the system would mysteriously crash on a regular basis. 

This seemed like an ideal opportunity to test MultiMaint. Not 

surprisingly, Repair detected errors-by the hundreds-which I 

then told MultiMaint to fix. I should note that I would not pro

ceed with fixes to these critical files without a complete backup 

on hand. I lost a few icon settings in the process, but my system 

was back to normal (nearly crash-free) operation, thereafter. 

Admittedly, a program that makes .INI file changes could be 

hazardous in the hands of some end users. Should you prefer a 

safety net for your departmental maintenance operations while 

encouraging users to monitor for potential problems before they 

become severe, Carry Associates includes a "safe" version that will 

check for problems without changing the .INI files. 

In addition to fixing serious .INI file problems that can lead to 

system crashes, MultiMaint will clean up some of those pesky lit

tle problems that seem to appear from time to time-discon

nected network objects that will not go away, obsolete printer 

icons, and the like. In several cases, MultiMaint has spotted prob

lems before we noticed any symptoms. 

Curiously, as central as Repair is to MultiMaint's utility, it is 

hidden within a clutter of menus and options. In fact, the menus 

are so cluttered (and the documentation so poorly organized) that 

learning the program becomes a very intimidating process, if not 

downright scary. The documentation really needs a "How Do I?" 

section for users, as well as improved clarity. Until the documen

tation improves, you will need a competent OS/2 support person 

to establish usage procedures for your users. 

For the technically inclined and truly daring, MultiMaint lets 

you edit any OS/2 .INI files (including the system and user files). 

In fact, the first thing you see upon loading the program is a hier

archical view of the .INI file contents (with a binary view of the 

key data). If tweaking your .INI files doesn't sate your appetite 

for thrills and chills, you may load and edit any file's and/or direc

tory's extended attributes. 

At a more utilitarian level, MultiMaint will back up and restore 

your OS/2 desktop in either a "snapshot" or "portable" format. The 

snapshot backup will restore only to the originating (or identical

lyconfigured) machine. Furthermore, the snapshotformatwillnot 

cross OS/2 versions (e.g. you cannot restore an OS/2 2.0 desktop 

after upgrading to OS/2 2.1). With the portable format, howev

er, you may restore desktop objects across OS/2 versions, to anoth

er machine, or select individual objects to copy between systems. 

SysMaint, which lacks the portable desktop backup, provides a 

more economical alternative if you already have a desktop backup 

program. The next step down, IniMaint, economizes too much 

for my taste, however. Among other things, it lacks the backup 

features, extended attribute editing, and "safe" versions. (It's also 

widely available as shareware if you'd like to give it a test drive and 

get a feel for the menu structure of its more robust cousins.) 

MultiMaint includes plenty of bells and whistles. Unfortu

nately, the basic functions tend to get lost in the noise. The pro

gram would benefit from an overhaul of both the user interface 

and the documentation. 

Nevertheless, once you master the basics it is quite useful. For 

the serious OS/2 user, and particularly the corporate support 

department, MultiMaint and its kin provide an indispensable 

adjunct to your system utility tool kit. ♦ 

AT A GLANCE 

Carry Associates 
990 Ironwood Court • Marco Island, FL 33937 

813-642-9126 

List Price: 

MultiMaint: $69.95 • SysMaint: $49.95 • IniMaint: $29.95 
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Pixelink 

120 
TM 

Xcellerated Document Imaging Display System 

The only document imagin$ 
display system compatible with ... 

. . . any operating system ... 
(Windows®, OS/2®, WindowsNT™) 

.. . any PC bus ... 
(/SA, MicroChannel, Local, PC/) 

.. . any software ... 
(no AP/s required) 

... any colors ... 
(optional choice o/256 colors or 256 shades of gray) 

... any budget . 
(upgradeable from gray scale to color) 

The Pixelink 120XDS"' is a high-resolution, two-page display system with 
highly accelerated performance. By incorporating the Matrox MGA Series of 

graphics accelerators, the 120XDS provides ultra-high-speed, 64-bit performance 
on any bus (achieving as much as 12 times the throughput of competitor 32-bit controllers) ; 
Windows, OS/2, and Windows NT support; Seamless Windows at 1600 x 1200 resolution; 
on-the-fly switching of 
resolution and color depth; 
and hardware pan and zoom. 
For more information, or 
to arrange a demonstration, 
call (508) 562-4803. 

The MGA s control 
--·-·· panel allows you 

to easily select a 
host of advanced 
productivity features. 

• • PIXBLINK 
CORPORATION 

Circle #228 

Pixelink Corporation, 577 Main Street, Hudson, MA 01749 • Telephone: 508-562-4803 FAX: 508-568-0514 

120XDS is a trademark of Pixel ink Corporation. Windows is a registered trademark and Windows NT is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. OS/2 is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. 



MARKETLINE 
Product News far the OS/2 User 

SCOOPS 
New 4mb OS/2 will come with Footprint suite, CIM 

Toronto-based Footprint 
Software is close to signing a 
deal with IBM to bundle 
Footprint's applications suite 
with IBM's new 4mb OS/2, 
which is due out next month. 

The suite consists ofl0 
productivity applets derived 
from existing OS/2 software. 
Included are fax/communica-
tions software, PIM-based 
scheduling, and a spreadsheet. 
IBM has been marketing the 
same suite in Europe as IBM 
Works since last year. 

Negotiations for the deal 
began in earnest following the 
PSP Technical Interchange in 

OS/2 spreadsheet 
will ship shortly 
Athena Design, Inc. is now 
taking orders for Mesa 2, its 
object oriented spreadsheet 
for OS/2. The application was 
originally due out last month, 
but the company now plans to 
start shipping it by month's 
end. Mesa 2 is a 32-bit, mul
tithreaded spreadsheet that 
can import Lotus 1-2-3, 
Microsoft Excel, and delimit
ed ASCII files. It is CUA 
compliant with full drag-and

drop capability, will support 
the OpenDoc standard when 
it becomes available, and fea-

San Francisco, according to a puServe Information Manag-
source close to the deal. Under er (CIM) with the forthcom-
the terms of the agreement, ing release ofOS/2, as first 
IBM acquires all rights to disclosed by OS/2 Week. 

market the product, but Foot- CIM for OS/2, developed 
print will retain responsibility by CompuServe's in-house 
for development. development team, was chosen 

Sources indicate that IBM by IBM because it enables 
wants to include the suite in users to get to know the service 
subsequent releases ofOS/2 as interactively, a process that is 
well. more difficult with OS/2-

IBM will also provide based off-line navigators such 
CompuServe connectivity as Creative Systems Program-
along with the gold code. As ming's Golden ComPass. 
we went to press, IBM was on Responding to rumors of the 
the verge of announcing an IBM-CompuServe deal, talk 
agreement to bundle a new on the boards has been critical 
OS/2 version of the Com- ofIBM's decision not to bun-

New Products 

The Mesa 2 spreadsheet for 0S/2 will feature advanced object technology, 
multi-threaded 3-0 work books, and 2-0 and 3-0 graphs and charts. 

tures 2- and 3-D graphing. 
It ships with several tools for 

designing and maintaining 
workbooks. The Formula 

dle Golden CornPass, with 
some OS/2 partisans describ-
ing the deal as yet another 
example of Big Blue undercut-
ting the small OS/2 ISVs that 
are some of its staunchest sup-
porters. 'We approached them 
two years ago," said a frustrated 
GSP President Larry Finkel-
stein, "and they told us that we 
were not strategic. " 

"I didn't consider recom-
mending it," said one IBMer 
referring to GCP, "because it's 
harder to learn than CIM. 
Once someone has learned 
CompuServe, then GCP 
makes sense. 

)) 

Inheritance feature, for exam
ple, enables users to dynami
cally link cells-when a for
mula is changed in one cell, 
all linked cells inherit the new 
formula. SmartFill allows 
users to generate sequences 
of numbers, days, or months 
that will update whenever the 
main cell changes. Mesa 2 
will sell for $199, but is being 
offered for three months at an 
introductory price of $99. 
An enterprise version is also 
planned. Athena Design, Inc., 
17 St. Mary's Court, Boston, 
MA 02146. (617) 734-6372, 
fax (617) 734-1130. 
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New IPF authoring 
tool 
TSC Computing, Inc. is now 
shipping IPF1DE version 1.0, 
a development environment 
for writing, editing, compil
ing, and testing on-line docu
mentation source code for 
OS/2's Information Presenta
tion Facility (IPF). The prod
uct contains a tag language, a 
"Compile" feature and a 
"Run" option that displays 
code as it would appear in an 
application. IPFIDE is com
patible with OS/2 2.1 and 
later and retails for $49. TSC 
Computing, Inc., P.O. Box 
16067, Fort Worth, TX 
76162. (817) 263-5766, 
CompuServe 71331,2306. 

An ACE in the hole 
Best Data Products, Inc. has 
released its Advanced Com
munication Enhancement 
System (ACE), an internal 

card that combines fax, sound, 
and telephone answering 
capabilities with a 14.4kbps 
modem and CD-ROM drive 
support. The four-in-one card 
uses IBM's MWave DSP 
technology, and is geared 
toward the small office/home 
office user seeking to save 
space on a crowded mother
board. The board features 
14.4kbps fax with fax back 
and fax forward capability and 
a 16-bit audio board with 
wave table synthesis and up to 
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44kHz sample rates. It also 
includes external stereo jacks 
for microphone, audio in/out 
and speakers, telephone line 
jacks and Panasonic CD
ROM drive support for audio 
compact disks. The product 
requires a 386 or later chip, 
8mb of RAM, and OS/2 2.0 
or later or Windows 3.1. Sug
gested retail price is under 
$300. Best Data Products, 
Inc., 21800 Nordhoff St., 
Chatsworth, CA 91311. (818) 
773-9600, fax (818) 773-9619. 

gramming, and run-time sup
port. VX•REXX:2.1 sells for 
$99, and the Client/Server 
Edition is available for $299 
( existing VX • REXX users can 
upgrade to the Client/Server 
Edition for $199). Watcom 
International, 415 Phillip St., 
Waterloo, Ontario N2L3X2, 
Canada. (519) 886-3700, fax 
(519) 747-4971. 

Quantum Leap solves 
problems 
Qyantum Development 
Corp., is offering Qyantum 
Leap for OS/2 2.1, a problem 
solving application designed 
for asset management, bud
geting, cash-flow planning, 
scheduling, and a variety of 
management tasks. The prod
uct supports OS/2 for SMP, 
and includes APis enabling 
users to embed various Qyan
tum Leap models into their 
own work. The company also 
markets the APis as part of a 
separate package for develop
ers called Qyantum Craft, a 
bundle that includes training 
and consulting services. 
Qyantum Leap is priced at 

$990 for both client and serv
er, and Qyantum Craft starts 
at $29,900. Qyantum Devel
opment Corp., P.O. Box 970, 
2700 Philadelphia Pike, Clay
mont, DE 19703. (302) 798-
0899, fax (302) 798-6813. 

SCSI controller 
supports OS/2 
Future Domain Corp. has 
released the TMC-1610MCD, 
a low-cost 16-bit SCSI con
troller package for CD-ROM 
drives. The kit contains Pow
erSCSI software, which pro
vides a universal application 
interface, hard disk support, 
and CD-ROM drivers that 
support Photo-CD. It also 
includes a cable, documenta
tion, and a Novell CD-ROM 
NLM for NetWare 3.11, 
3.12, and 4.0 that enables file 
servers to use multiple CD
ROM devices. The SCSI 
controller supports OS/2, 
DOS/Windows, Novell Net
Ware, Unix, and NT, and 
sells for $85. Future Domain 
Corp., 2801 McGaw Ave., 
Irvine, CA 92714. (714) 253-
0400, fax (714) 253-0913 . 

VX•REXX upgrade 
available as 
Client/Server Edition 
Watcom International has 
released VX•REXX version 
2.1, an upgrade to its visual 
application-building tool for 
OS/2 that is also available in 
an optional Client/Server 
Edition that supports 
client/server application devel
opment by incorporating 
database objects. The 
client/server product offers 
new connection, query, and 
charting objects that enable 
users to access multiple data
bases, manipulate data, and 
chart results. With DDCS/2 
and the DRDA protocol, 
users can access DB2/2, DB2 
for MVS, SQJ.,/DS for VM 
and VSE, and SQJ.,/400 for 
OS/400. Users can visually 
generate and test SQJ., queries 
through point-and-click and 
drag-and-drop procedures. 
Objects such as entry fields 
and push buttons can be 
bound directly to a record for 
direct data connectivity. Using 
the database administrator, 
users can also create new data
bases, define tables, and set 
column types and relation
ships. The product includes 
more than a dozen chart types 
and more than 150 display 
options, drag-and-drop pro-

News 
Lotus, PSP ink Dan
ish deals 
During a fiscal quarter for 
which Massachusetts-based 
Lotus Development Corp. 
reported lower than expected 
earnings, the company's Dan
ish division quietly worked with 
IBM PSP Denmark to put 
together two big OS/2 deals. 

According to Lotus Den
mark officials, the company in 
late June received one of its 
largest SmartSuite orders ever, 
delivering 7,500 copies of the 
SmartSuite for OS/2 to a 

Danish banking cooperative. 
The deal, worth an estimated 
$2 million, was brokered by 
FinansSupport, a systems 
integrator based in Denmark, 
and is part of a move by the 
banking industry there to 
standardize on OS/2 while 
making the switch from dedi
cated terminals to a networked 
environment. "It's big OS/2 
country here," says Morten 
Lorensen, a marketing execu
tive with Lotus Denmark. 

The deal, which also 
involved the purchase of an 
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equal number of OS/2 licens
es, will require a massive 
training effort to bring some 
8,000 financial staffers up to 
speed on OS/2. Separately, a 
second deal worth about $1 
million with NyKredit, a 
Danish-based real estate firm, 
involves 1,200 OS/2 licenses 
and copies of SmartSuite. 

Lennane sets mid
September deadline 
for Describe 
Jim Lennane has hurled down 
the gauntlet, challenging the 
OS/2 marketplace to keep his 
company alive by buying 
1,000 copies ofDeScribe 5.0 
by the middle of this month. 

Lennane confirmed a 
Sacramento Bee report that 
he has drawn a line in mid
September by which the new 

product must have proven 
itself Lennane said he has 
lost $10 million on the com
pany since he founded it in 
1988. "No one is gleaning a 
reasonable living from the 
OS/2 market," Lennane says; 
"If they are, I haven't seen it." 

Y ct recent coverage by the 
computer press seems to have 
spurred interest and at press 
time, Lennane was filling 
orders to help DeScribe's in
house sales force . Regardless, 
Lennane will stay on board 
with OS/2 as he turns his 
attention to development of a 
spreadsheet, work on which 
has temporarily taken 
Lennane back to California. 

And now, TeamlSV 
Taking a page from the 
OS/2 Vendor Council's play-

MIDI Renderer 
CREATE CD QUALITY WAVETABLE SOUND USING YOUR 
EXISTING AUDIO CARD. 

Convert your favorite MIDI files into digital audio WAV files! 
Use MIDI Renderer's 200 MB of 16 bit, 44Khz General MIDI (GM) 
instrument samples, stored on CD-ROM, to bring your files from 
boring to awesome. This software synthesizer allows, for the first 
time, playback of all 128 GM instruments simultaneously. Thus, full 
orchestration capability is at your hands. MIDI Renderer is perfect for 
reviving your Sound Blaster compatible sound card and livening up 
any Multimedia presentation. 

To order call 
1-800-365-6134 

DOS-Windows-OS/2 

ct3DiAcoustics 
555 Sparkman Drive Suite 600-F 
Hunaville AL 35816 
205. 722.0490 

Circle #212 Available through OS/2 EXPRESS 

book, John Urbaniak, presi
dent of Pittsburgh-based 
Aviar, Inc. , is currently 
exploring the possibility of 
uniting O S/2 ISVs. T he ten
tative name for the new group 
is TeamISV. 

"It was suggested that I try 
to present a unified front to 
IBM about ISV concerns," 
says Urbaniak, whose efforts 
to rewrite a DOS application 
foundered because of what he 
describes as prohibitive pric
ing for run-time versions of 
IBM's development tools. 

The conversation that gave 
birth to the TeamISV idea 
began on CompuServe's 
Canopus forum as a debate 
about IBM's bundling of a 
new OS/2 on-line front end, 
rather than Golden ComPass, 
with OS/2. 

Campaign successful 
OS/2 Professional has 
announced that the program it 
began in January to convert its 
readership from controlled to 
substantially paid is a success. 
The magazine's Qj distribution 
will be between 60,000 and 
70,000, including paid sub
scriptions, newsstand sales, and 
bulk corporate and group 
subscriptions. 

"Newsstand sell-throughs are 
currently excellent, and in many 
places in excess of 60 percent
very high for the industry," 
according to OS/2 Professional 
Publisher Edwin Black, and the 
magazine's subscription pro
grams are yielding strong four
digit monthly totals. ♦ 

A PICTURE SAYS 1000 WORDS, 
BUT DID YOU EVER HEAR ONE SPEAK? 

.. --
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A GRAPHICAL APPLICATION GENERATOR, WITH 
THE lP@wt;[u TO MAKE IT EASY 

With Show N Tel. you will build professional-quality voice and fax 
applications faster. easier. and with more features than you ever 
thought possible. Show N Tel gets you productive with 200+ 
prebuilt graphical program elements. called PowerBlocks. 
PowerBlocks are customizable, high-level building blocks providing 
functionality common to many voice applications. And that means 
less steps, less headaches and less work. There is even a full
featured script language to build your own PowerBlocks. 

Show N Tel Supports: 
♦ D1alog1c ♦ Rhetorex ♦ dBase/FoxPro/Chpper/Btrieve ♦ Client/Server SOL databases ♦ 

♦ Sw1tch1ng ♦ 3270/5250 ♦ Serial ♦ 05/2 DLL ♦ 64 Ports/Chassis ♦ 
♦ Voice MailBox/Vo1ce Messaging PowerBlcx:ks ♦ IANs ♦ Tl/El ♦ 

♦ Fax-on-Demand/Fax Mail/Broadcast Fax PowerBlcx:ks ♦ Adm1nistrat1on/Statist1cs ♦ 

' I 7 I Main Street 

Circle #218 

Ashland, MA O I 721 
Phone (508) 881 - 1900 

Fax (508) 881 -7320 
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"Error ana earns it:s keep ving you time and aggravation 
when you need to debug an OS/2 or C++ program." 

-Bradley D. Kli 

Error Manager is a runtime AP! 
debugger and production code 
monitor. EM finds elusive API errors 
and enables testers and production 
managers to monitor software inreal 
user environments. EM works with 
fully optimized code and does not 
require symbol information of the 
debug kernel -- yet it will tell you which 
line in your source is causing the error! 

Traditional tools such as debuggers are 
of little use when your software is out 
in the field. Reproducing a problem is 
frequently a time consuming and 
frustrating process. Automated testers 
can tell you that something is wrong, 
but they can't tell you what, and they 
can tell you where. We can! 

Error Manager tracks the OS/2 Toolkit 
AP! functions. Errors can be ignored, 
logged to a file, pipe, or our PM viewer. 
Additionally, EM can notify your 
window handle or callback function, 
allowing even novice OS/2 
programmers to implement a 
sophisticated, event-driven error 

Error Manager simplifies all phases of 
the development cycle. Whether you 
use the logs to evaluate the 
performance of your beta, implement 
event-driven error handling or simply 
use the provided PM Viewer as an 
additional debugging tool, you will gain 
tangible benefits the first day you use 
Error Manager! 

And you won't be alone. Here's what 
some of our clients had to say: 

"I found 15 problems in a program 
thought was fine. I don't know whether 
to be happy or sad!" 

"Finding bugs was never this easy! 
Error Manager paid for itself the first 
time we used it." 

& 
handling strategy. (800) SOFr-GUJ (718) 769-ll0l7 

(GO SOFl'GUJ) 
EM works with all 32-bit OS/2 CIC++ 
compilers. 
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(718) 934-2133 FAX 

Available through OS/2 EXPRESS 

f Error Manager is simple to use: 
- Include I header file 
- Link I DLL 
- Set I environment variable 

f Finds intermittent errors without the 
Debug Kernel. 

f Logs API errors and programmer 
messages to a file , pipe or our PM 
viewer. 

f Records the error number, description, 
location in your source and the 
number of consecutive occurrences. 

f Adds suspect functions to the log if the 
problem may have originated at a 
different call -- a unique feature! 

f Works with fully optimized code in 
realtime scenarios. 

f Supports both PM and fullscreen 
programs. 

f Includes a free distribution license for 
the runtime DLL. 

-f Ideal for use during development, test 
and production cycles. 

$225 
American Express, VISA, Mastercard. Overnight 

Service Available. 30 day Money-back guarantee. 
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OS/2 Inter-Process Communication 
More Pipes 

BY CAREY GREGORY 

In last month's overview of named and anonymous 
pipes I was forced by space limitations to ignore a very 
significant feature of OS/2's named pipe API. The 

examples in the previous installment showed how anony
mous pipes allow two threads on a single machine to 
communicate, and how named pipes allow two threads 
on the same or different machines to communicate. 
Named pipes have yet another feature: multiple instances 
of a single pipe. 

Although the multiple instance single pipe may at first 
glance seem like a less than earth-shattering notion, it 
significantly aids client/server application development. 

If you intend to develop a server program that will ser
vice multiple clients concurrently, a named pipe with 
only a single instance presents a difficult problem. OS/2 
is quite capable of supporting a multiple-client server
butwith only a single connection available, your program 
cannot service more than one client at a time. 

The OS/2 named pipe API solves this problem by 
allowing your program to create multiple instances of a 
single pipe. Each instance behaves as ifit were a separate, 
unrelated pipe, but all share the same name. Therefore, 
the client application sees only one name so that the client 
need not be aware that more than a single instance exists. 

Unfortunately but unavoidably, things are not so 
transparent for the server program. It must manage the 
multiple instances, which requires a fair amount of code. 
Listing 1 demonstrates a very simple server program that 
supports multiple instances of a named pipe. 

When a program creates multiple instances of a 
named pipe, there are two basic ways to manage the pipe. 
In the first method a single thread handles all instances 
by serializing transactions. The second method uses a 
separate thread to manage each instance, with each 
thread treating the pipe as if it were the only instance. 
Since the programming techniques for pipe transactions 
using the second method differ very little from a single
instance design, I've elected to demonstrate the first tech
nique in Listing 1, allowing us to avoid the potentially 
obfuscating details of thread management in the sample 
program. 

LISTING 1 

SERVER.CPP 
#def i ne INCL DOS 
#de f ine INCL DOSERRORS 

#include <o s 2 .h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <string.h> 

#def i ne PIPEMODE ( NP_NOWAIT 
NP TYPE BYTE I 5) 

NP READMODE BYTE 

i nt main(int argc, char ** argv) 
{ 

re; 
hPi pe[S ] ; 

APIRET 
HPIPE 
char * 
ULONG 

PipeName = "\ \pipe\\e xample.pi pe"; 
Instance, 

HEV 
PIPESEMSTATE 
char 

if (argc > 1) 

Length, 
Count; 
hsemPipe; 
Semst ate(S]; 
Bu f f [l024 ] ; 

PipeName = argv ( l]; 

// create an event semaphor e 

DosCreateEventSem("\\sem32\\exampl e.sem" , &hsemPi pe , O, 
FALSE); 

// create 5 instances of a duplex p i pe 

for (int i s 0; i < 51 i ++ ) 
{ 

DosCre a t e NPi pe(PipeName, 
&hPi pe (iJ , 
NP_ACCBSS_DUPI,BX, 
PIPBMODB , 
1024 , 
1024, 
0)7 

// pipe name 
// handle 
/ / aocen aode 
// optie>h 
II output baller 
II 
II 
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CODE CACHE 

while (TRUE) 

// wait for something to happen 

DosWaitEventSem(hsemPipe, SEM_INDEFINITE_WAIT); 
DosResetEventSem(hsemPipe, &Count); 

// find out what happened 

if (DosQueryNPipeSemState((HSEM)hsemPipe, SemState, 
sizeof(SemState))) 
continue; 

// examine the array of event records 

for (i = O; SemState[iJ.fStatus != NPSS_EOI; i++) 

Instance= SemState[iJ.usKey; 

// what happened? 
switch (SemState[iJ.fStatus) 

{ 
// write space available-tell the client to exit 

case NPSS_WSPACE: 
printf(uWrite space available on instance 

lu\nn, Instance); 
DosWrite(hPipe[InstanceJ, uexitn, 

Oberon Software 
1405 East Main St. 

Mankato, MN 56001 

Phone 507-388-7001 
Fax 507-388-7568 

Orders only, phone 1-800-242-4775 

Circle #34 

AVAILABLE THROUGH 

EXPRESS 
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The server program begins by creating an event sem

aphore. OS/2 uses this semaphore to notify the program 

when events occur on the pipe. After creating the sem

aphore, the program enters a loop that creates five 

instances of the named pipe. The first call to DosCreat

eNPipe() specifies how many instances of the pipe may 

be created-the constraint may specify a value from 1 to 

255, or -1, which allows an unlimited number of 

instances. This constraint is set through the 

PIPEMODE parameter. Each subsequent call to 

DosCreateNPipe() using the original name creates a 

new instance of the pipe and returns a unique handle 

(which the program stores in an array). Note that only 

the first call to DosCreateNPipe() sets the options and 

instance count. Each subsequent instance inherits the 

same properties. 

After creating the pipe instance, the server program 

calls DosSetNPipeSem() to associate the event sema

phore with the instance. This function also allows us to 

assign an identifier to the instance (the identifier can be 

any 32-bit value). In this example, I've simply used the 

The Absolute Solution to OS/2 
Telecommunications! 

TE/2 
Oberon Terminal Emulator/2 

✓ 32-bit subsystem for OS/2 2.1 

✓ Smooth, efficient background operation 

✓ X,Y,Zmodem, CIS™ B-Plus file transfers 

✓ ANSI, Vl100, 3100 terminal emulations 

✓ Written specifically for OS/2 

✓ Built-in script language and/or use REXX 

scripting 
✓ New! Automatic script generation 

✓ New! Multimedia extensions 

✓ Free support via Oberon BBS (507-388-1154) 



CODE 

array index as an identifier. 

Another good candidate for an identifier is the pipe's 

own instance handle. Using the instance handle makes 

it readily available without access to an array of handles 

(a useful solution iflower level functions will need access 

to the pipe but you prefer to avoid global or class vari

ables). After assigning the semaphore and identifier to 

each instance of the pipe, DosConnectNPipe() puts the 

pipe into a listening state (without this call, clients will 
not be able to connect to the pipe). 

In the next phase of the program, the server enters an 

infinite loop to manage client requests. In the real world 

you would probably provide some type of shutdown 

mechanism here, but for our purposes control-C works 

adequately. The first step in the loop is a call to Dos Wait

EventSem(). When an event occurs on any instance of 

the pipe, OS/2 will post this semaphore. Note that the 

program immediately resets the semaphore, an impor

tant step that prevents missed events in the interim. The 

call to DosQieryNPipeSemState() reports which events 

occurred on the pipe. This information is returned in a 

MENU ET /CX is a C++ 
application framework for 
OS/2, WINDOWS and DOS . 
Unlike most of its 
competitors, 
MENUET/CX 
was designed 
and developed 
under OS/2. 
Call , fax or 
connect to our 
BBS for a demo 
of this highly professional 
and aesthetic interface. 

Pen and Handhe ld Spec ia li s ts 
Custom Deve lopment Services 

■ Tel: (303) 494-8865 
■ Fax: (303) 494-7802 
■ BBS : (303) 494-8868 

?llotl-.... AI!,,_,..._.,.~~ 
---..-· - -·-· 1'il<• -·----•·"-"'-==.~=~= ..... ..,, .. .,.,.,-... n..---'n,,, .. n.'I>,,--............. _ ..-,,.,..._ ...... ho,...._ ___ ,._.. __ ... 

■ IE - . 

BD/CX P,rovides printer 
supp~rt for your application, 
allowing you to print text 
and graphics on more than 
900 printers . BD/CX 
supports OS/2, WINDOWS 
and DOS . 

1145 Ithaca Drive ■ Boulder, Colorado 80303 

Available through OS/2 EXPRESS Circle #238 

CACHE 

sizeof("exit"), &Length); 
break; 

// data available to read 

case NPSS RDATA: 
printf("Data available on instance %u \ n•, 

Instance); 
rc=DosRead(hPipe[InstanceJ, Buff, 

sizeof(Buff), &Length); 
if (re && re I= ERROR_MORE_DATA) 

break; 

// print the input 

if (Length) 
printf("Read %u bytes: %s\n•, Length, 

Buff); 
break; 

// client closed the pipe - reset it 

case NPSS_CLOSE: 

IQE Printing Solutions 
♦ CUSTOM FONT SOLUTIONS! Choose from 

soft fonts, font cartridges and even include your 
organizational logo. 

♦ SUPERTYPE MASTER LIBRARY. Now in Post
script or Truetype format for OS/2, Windows, 
MAC System 7, DOS and UNIX. 

♦ THE IQE BARCODE B-1 CARTRIDGE. Offers 
up to 9 standard bar codes - also available in soft 
font format. 

♦ SITE-LICENSES, VOLUME DISCOUNTS. The 
most cost-effective solution. We offer special, site
license pricing for our soft fonts and volume dis
counts for our font cartridges. 

♦ FREE ASSISTANCE in loading or using any IQE 
product is available by phone. 

♦ LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY. If any car
tridge fails to work for as long as you have it (pro
vided damage is not due to negligence) it will be 
replaced free of charge. PERIOD! 

CALL TODAY FOR A 
FREE QUOTE! IQ ENGINEERING 

Supertype Master Libr-.ary P.O. Box 60955, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
AVAILABLE THROUGH (408) 733-1161, fAX: (408) 733-2585 
EXPRESS Circle#243 
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cte faul t: PIPE SEMST AT E struct , which looks like this: 
printf("Unknown event on instance %u \ n", 

Instance ); 
t ypede f struct PIPESEMSTATE 

break; 

for (i = O; i < 5; i++) 
DosClose(hPipe[i]); 

return (0); 

#define INCL_DOS 
ldefine INCL_DOSERRORS 

U nclude <os2.h> 
linclude <stdi o.h> 
l i nclude <string.h> 

LISTING 2 

CLIENT.CPP 

PROMAP/2 
VERSION 2.1 

Business Process Re-Engineering for OS/2 2.1 
Eliminates butcher paper and post-it notes by replacing tra
ditional hand-drawn process maps with an automatically drawn 
process flowchart. With ProMap/2 the user does not have to 
draw or connect any of the flowchart objects. ProMap/2 sup
ports the initial process documentation phase along with the 
re-engineering phase of process mapping. 

Captures work and total time, person responsible, costs, trans
actions, and task iterations by process activity. All information is 
stored in a relational database (IBM DB2/2). Tasks can be export
ed into Lotus work-sheets, into MS Project, saved as bit-maps or 
meta-files. Processes can be exported and imported between 
stand-alone ProMap/2 versions or stored in a LAN process repos
itory and accessed with the LAN version of ProMap/2. 

Flowcharts can be printed out on laser and color printers or on 
large industrial plotter such as HP Designjet 6000. Printouts can 
be set to print out on one page or scaled up to 25 times their 
original size. With ProMap/2 you get more than just a flowchart. 
You can print time and costs analysis reports that provide you 
with the details behind each process activity. 

For pricing inquiries and a list of client/server consultant services contact: 

lNVlCTUS SVSTECTJS CORPORa.TION 
5268 Lyngate Court, Burke, VA 22015 

Phone (703) 503-8060 Fax (703) 503-8064 Circle #85 
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BYTE 

BYTE 

USHORT 

USHORT 

fStatus ; 

fFlag; 

Key; 

Avail; 

PIPESEMSTATE; 

Remember, this pipe has multiple instances and mul

tiple events may occur simultaneously. To avoid prob

lems, the program sh ould use an array of PIPESEM

ST A TE structs with an entry for each instance whenev

er pract icable . If your program manages a large or 

unlimited number of instances, it may be necessary to 

dynamically allocate and resize this array. 

Each entry in the array describes an event on one of 

the pipe instances. The instance is identified by the 

usKey elem ent, which will be the identifier your program 

assigned in the D osSetNPipeSem() func tion. The array 

sh ould be traversed sequentially until an entry is found 

with the £Status field set to NPSS_EOI , which indicates 

Turn your ideas into reality 
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the end of the array. The other possible values for £Sta
tus and their meanings are as follows: 

NPSS_ WSP ACE. This value indicates that write 
space is available in the pipe instance, and that a client 
has posted a read to the pipe. In general, your program 
would be concerned with this indicator only ifit is writ
ing more data per call than will fit in the pipe buffer or 
if clients request data simply by reading the pipe. The 
Avail element contains the number of bytes of space 
available. 

NPSS_RDATA. This value signals that a client has 
written data to the pipe. The Avail element contains the 
number of bytes of data available for reading. As is the 
case with any pipe, the program reads data using Dos
Read(). You should be aware that ifDosRead() returns 
a length of zero bytes, the client has terminated its con
nection to the pipe. 

NPSS_CLOSE. The indicates that the client has 
closed its end of the pipe. This event necessitates two 
further steps. First, the server program must call Dos
DisConnectNPipe() to acknowledge the termination. If 
it fails to do so, the next attempt to access the pipe will 

05/1 Visual 
Programming 
with GpfRexx™ 
Using cxpcnisc gained from year\ of 
creating the best Visual Programming 
Tools for C programmers, Gpf Systems 
has created a visual programming tool for 
everyone. By combining the easy to use but powerful 
WYSIWYG Interface Builder of Gpf with the easy to use but powe,fol REXX 
language that comes with every OS/2 system, now you can create your own PM 
applications. even if you·ve never used Gpf or REXX before. Point. click, drag. 
and drop to build ,triking PM applications that take advantage of the advanced 
features of OS/2. 

Visual Programming 
Visual GUl programming for REXX: the 
most natural way to program a Graphic 
User Interface. 

Simple but Powerful 
Simple to use but powerful WYSIWYG 
Interface Builder which can create basic 
or advanced applications without detailed 
system level knowledge. 

Getting the Most from OS/2 
Take advantage of advanced OS/2 
features: Multi-Tasking. SQL DataBasc, 
Multi-Media. Multi-Media Controls, 
Communications (APPC, CPI-C, 
EHLLAPI) 

FEATURES 
• Point and click programming 
• Multi-thread programming 
• Nested menus to any level 
• Fully integrated true WYSIWYG intertace builder 
• PM programming without system knowledge 
• Support lor CUA 91 controls 
• Supports Multi-Media at design and run lime 
• Supports user designed cuslom controls 
• Control tonts and colors for windows and controls 
• Easy inclusion of Bitmaps and graphics 
• Context sensitive help tor windows and controls 
• Point and click access to 082/2 SOL databases -

and REXX supported Embedded SOL access to 
082/2 AP!s 

• MultHhread source level debugging 
• Royalty FREE - Configurable run-lime 

- Order GpfRexx today for Just $247.50 
60 days money back guarantee 

SYSTEMS, INC. 

For infom1ation on other development products call, ■ 
Phone: (800) 831-0017 or Fax: (203) 873-3302 
30 Falb Road, Moodu,, CT 06469 

int 
HPIPE 
char 
char 
ULONG 
ULONG 

i· 
' hPipe = O; 

*PipeName = "\\pipe\\example.pipe"; 
Buffer[256]; 
Length; 
Action; 

if (argc > 1) 
PipeName = argv[l]; 

//wait up to 30 seconds for the pipe to become available 
for (i = O; !hPipe && i < 30; i++) 
{ 

re= DosOpen(PipeName, 
&hPipe, 
&Action, 
OL, 
FILE_NORMAL, 
OPEN_ACTION_OPEN_IF_EXISTS, 
OPEN_ACCESS_READWRITE 
OPEN_SBARE_DBNYNONE, 
OL) ~ 

if (re) 
{ 

Path To A Good GUI Isn't Always Clear 
Navigate die mau with die NEW Gpf 2.1 Professional Devdopers Too!Kit 

Promises are cheap, GUI development tools aren't. Gpf2. l demo software is 
FREE.Try Gpfbcfore you buy any tool and you'll agree that Gpf2. l DELIVERS. 

With this powerful point and click visual programming environment you can 

create a CUA '91 Graphical User Interface for OS/2 Presentation Manager• or 
MS DOS/Windows• in as little as 10% ofrhe time required to hand code the same 
design. 

What You See Is What You Get programming reduces weeks of coding to 
hours. Quickly prototype and test your interface, then letGpfwrite the code. Gpf 
generates error free, structured Object Oriented C or C++ source, complete with 
embedded SQL forOS/2 OataBasc. Custom Help and Logic are added to controls 
as they arc drawn to create full Client/Server or Sta.nd-alone applications! 

Gpf is hosted on OS/2 2.x and generates native code for OS/2 2.x, OS/2 1.3.x 
and MS Windows 3.0 or 3.1 Of course this means maximum performance with 
no run time module and no royalties! • GUI Programming Facility 

Seeing Gpf is believing! 
• Design 32 or 16 bit GUis for IBM OS/2• or Microsoft Windows• 

• Be creative, WYSIWYG design environment 

• Full CUA '91 Control sec, 32 or 16 bit 

• Automatic documentation 

• Minimal time to application delivery 

-

Tryus, ~ DemoSoftwareAvailable Ii 
Order GpfPro Tool!Gt today for just $144000 

Separately: Gpf 2.1 for $1295·00 & Gpff ools for $195·00 

Or, try: Gpf2.0 Single Platform, now available for just $495·00 

SYSTEMS, INC. Call GpfSystems Inc. at: (800) 831-0017 

Phone (203) 873-3300 • fax (203) 873-3302 30 Falls Road, Moodus, CT 06469 
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// if the pipe is busy, wait up to 30 sec o nds for 
a c o nnectio n 

} 

if(rc == ERROR_PATH_NOT_FOUND) 
DosSleep(l000); 

else if(rc == ERROR_PIPE_BUSY) 
{ 

if ((re= DosWaitNPipe(PipeName, 30 000-(i * 
1000)))) 

break; 

else 
break; 

if (re) 
{ 

printf(uUnable to open pipe %s due to error %u,\nn, 
PipeName, re); 

return (re); 

// say hello to the server 

DosWrite(hPipe, •hello•, sizeof(uhello•), &Length); 

result in a ERRO R_BRO KEN_PIPE return code. Sec

ond, the server calls DosConnectNPipe() again (to put 

the instance back into a listening state). This allows new 

clients or clients waiting on the pipe to connect. 

The Testing Challenge 
If you've been following this column regularly, the 

remaining work is fairly elementary. Listing 2 shows the 

client program used with this example. Note that this 

program is identical to the single-instance example from 

last month's column. 

T he most difficult task at this point is testing. I found 

that the command file in Listing 3 works well to test this 

example. It uses OS/2's detach command to spawn sev

eral clients- the quantity is intentionally greater than 

the number of pipe instances available in order to test the 

connect/disconnect logic in the server. 

// read the pipe as long aa there's data - stop if •exit• 
is received 

The pause command within TEST.CMD gives the 

multiple clients time to activate their pipe operations 

before starting the server, although this isn't strictly nec

essary. If you modify the client code to print output, 

remember that detached processes in OS/2 cannot write 

(]nvi for OS/2 
There are a million solutions in this little 
tool. Here are a few to get you started: 

#77 SESSION: Start any application specifying Size, Position, 
Title. Font Size, DOS settings, etc ... with or without WPS 

#58 NUMLOCK: Maintain NUMLOCK on for all session. 
#87 UNHANG: Prevent WPS lockups 
#48 KEYPUSH: Emulated keystroke control of any window 
#22 DOMENU: Automated menu selection for PM applications 
#61 OS2DEMO: Show this to Windows users & watch them drool 
#91 WIN BOSS: Automated control of WINOS2 sessions through 

keyboard, menu and dialog control , and Windows functions 

CEnvi interprets the Cmm macro language to enhance 
batch/ REXX files or to create new utilities. With over 150 
built-in functions , and links to any 0S/ 2 or DLL function , 
there is no limit to your CEnvi scripts . 

Available from: The Corner Store (1-800-1 BUY-OS2) 
or OS/ 2 EXPRESS (1-800-OS2-KWIK) 

For more information about CEnvi, multi-user licensing, or to 
learn about incorporating the Cmm macro language into your 
application, contact: Nombas 

at CompuServe:72212,1622; Internet: bsn@world.std.com: 
Phone: 1-617-391-6595 (9-5 ESD 

Available through OS/2 EXPRESS Circle #215 
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WARP SPEED OS/2 File Transfer 

UniBeamTM 
Tra nsfers fil es between OS/2 and/or DOS/Windows 

systems, ove r para ll e l cable, at "Warp Speed" of up to J_ 
Mi ll ion bps, 10 times faster than any other file transfer 
ut ili ty. 

Now ... Transfer fi les at up to 2 Mill ion bps between OS/2 
and OS/2, or OS/2 and DOS/Windows, or DOS/Windows 
and DOS/Windows, or OS/2 and UNIX, or DOS/Windows 
and UN IX, or UN IX and UN IX. 

If you have lots of time on your hands, stay with your 
o ld fi le tra nsfer ut ility. But. .. if you want Warp Speed file 
transfers of large production size files and directories, then 
UniBeam™ is for you! UniBeam™ was developed to unleash 
the power of OS/2. 
► Insta ll s and ru ns in on ly minutes. 
► Intuitive operat ion a ll ows anyone to make simple or 

massive "warp speed" data transfer between systems. 
► Special pa ra ll e l and seria l transfer cab les are included. 
► Suppo rts Presentation Manager, long fi le names, 

extended attri butes and bli ndingly fast 32 bit 1/0. 
► Clo ne hundreds of other OS/2 systems from a single 

"seed" OS/2 system . 
► DOS/Windows and OS/2 version list price is $139.95. 

If you a re ready for a Next Generat ion "Warp Speed" 
performance fi le tra nsfer uti lity ... try UniBeamT" now! Call 
or fax your order today! ~ 

SohwARE DEVdODMENT, INC. 

1000 South Pioneer Dr., Smyrna, GA 30082 (404) 977-7102 FAX: (404) 799-9347 

Available through OS/2 EXPRESS Circle #233 
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to the console. Thus, you must direct their output to a 
file or replace the detach command with the start com

mand to start each client in its own session. 

By utilizing the event-processing paradign from List

ing 1, your program can manage virtually any number of 

clients with a single pipe name, greatly simplifying the 
process on both sides of the pipe. The addition of multi

threading support can be as simple as spawning addi
tional threads to handle each instance. Alternatively, you 
can enable one thread to dispatch events on the pipe to 

individual worker threads. When enabling multithread

ing support, however, you should use a mechanism to 

limit the number of concurrent threads,; otherwise the 

program may spawn more threads than OS/2 can rea

sonably handle. ♦ 

Carey Gregory is the president of Gateway Technologies Cor

poration of Canton, Connecticut, a consulting and software 

development firm specializing in OS/2 and NT He can be 

reached via the Internet at careyg@bix.com or on Com

puServe at 71034,2205. 

OS/2 

while (!DosRead(hPipe, Buffer, sizeof(Buffer), &Length) 
&& Length> 0) 

{ 

puts(Buffer); 
if (!strcmp(Buffer, "exit")) 

break; 

DosClose(hPipe); 

return (0); 

use 
server 

client 
client 
client 
client 
client 
client 
client 

LISTING 3 

TEST.CMD 

ASIAN OS/2 
DEVELOPER SUPPORT 

PASCAL DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM~ti.\.t>'S 
• Presentation Manager AP! "'I"~~ 't,10 

PEOPLE'S 
REPUBLIC OF 

CHINA 

• Compatibility software for Turbo Pascal \ 1,,,._\Q, \ 
• Portability of source code to multiple platforms l" 
• 16 and 32 Bit software development tools 
• OOP Technology 
• Modula-2, C, and Fortran compilers 
• IBM acclaimed software tools 
• Developed in conjunction with the University of 

California, San Diego 
• UCSD - The worlds number one Pascal 

development system for power and 
portability of software. 

05/2 32 Bit Pascal Dev/System 
Only $299 plus shipping 

CABOT SOFTWARE 

COMPUSERVE 100014,241 

Circle #242 

JAPAN 

Get help porting OS/2 applications for 
Japanese, Chinese, or Korean. 

Experienced guidance from the leading 
double byte character set OS/2 developer. 
Training or consulting on either an hourly or 

long term basis. 

J~ ~~MicroBurst, Inc. 
J)/ "' 9035 Shady Grove Court 

Gaithersburg, MD 20877 

Circle#217 

(301) 330-2995 
Fax:(301) 330-8609 

CompuServe: 70334,3616 
Internet: 70334.3616@ 

COMPUSERVE.COM. 
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"Hardwiring our client/ server 
applications to a single DBMS is insane!" 

One Development View 
INTERSOLV's cross-platform data 

accessware is for developers building 

database-independent applications 

using ODBC. Our unique, thinly lay

ered approach leverages productivity 

and insulates your application without 

blocking access to key DBMS func

tionality. With INTERSOLV, you code 

and maintain a single set of highly effi

cient source code regardless of the 

number of different data sources. 

Many Deployment Options 
Using INTERSOLV's drivers, you can 

link any ODBC-enabled software to 

your choice of over 30 different data 

stores. Even ODBC applications not 

built using INTERSOLV's developer kit 

are eligible. Most important, our ODBC 

drivers are fast and memory 
efficient-unlike other ODBC drivers 

that hamper performance. So, if you 

need to link Excel to dBase, Lotus 123 

to SYBASE or Access to INFORM IX, 

check out INTERSOLV's ODBC drivers. 

INTERSOLV's ODBC 
Connects To: 

ALLBASE 
Btrieve 
Clipper 
D82 
OB2/2 
OB2/6000 
dBASE 
Excel .XLS files 
FoxBase 
FoxPro 
Gupta SQLBase 
IMAGE/SQL 
INFORMIX 
INGRES 
Microsoft SQL Server 
NetWare SQL 
Oracle 
Paradox 
PROGRESS 
SQU400 
SQUDS 
Sybase 
Sybase SQL Server 
Teradata 
Text files 
XDB 

Operating Systems 
Supported: 

Windows 
OS/2 
Windows NT 
Macintosh 
Solaris 

Call 800-294-2790 to sign up 
for a FREE seminar, 

"Building and Deploying 
ODBC Applications" 

Chicago 9-27 
Minneapolis 9-28 
Cleveland 9-29 
San Francisco 10-11 
Los Angeles 10-12 
Seattle 10-13 
NYC 10-18 
Parsippany, NJ 10-19 
Toronto 10-20 
Philadelphia 11-2 
Pittsburgh 11-3 
Washington, DC 11-4 
Atlanta 11-15 
Charlotte 11-16 
Miami 11-17 
Dallas 11-29 

INTERSOLV with ODBC is the Answer! 
Kansas City, KS 11-30 
Houston 12-1 

The Standard for Client/Server Data Access 

Building or deploying an ODBC-enabled application? 

Call today: 800-876-3101, ext. DO47 
0 1994 INTERSOLV, Inc. All rights reserved. INTERSOLV. Excelerator, Maintenance Workbench, PVCS and Q+E are registered trademarks and APS is a trademark of 

INTERSOLV, Inc. Other company or product names mentioned herein may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies. 
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THE IS 
Tips and Techniques fort e 'OS/2 Professional 

The Sounds of Software 

S ound effects rank among the most 
impressive ofOS/2's many com
pelling features. Yet despite the 

fact that every copy of OS/2 includes 
multimedia features, most OS/2 users 
never hear more than a beep because 
their systems lack sound cards. Since 
most applications don't require sound as 
a productivity component, many OS/2 
users never consider upgrading their 
systems. 

evertheless, with the multimedia 
revolution shifting into higher gear, 
sound support may soon appear as a 
standard feature in many applications. 
Forward-looking OS/2 users can take 
measures to prepare today's installed 
base for tomorrow's demands. Here are 
some tips for planning sound upgrades. 

Select sound cards that match 
the system in which they're 

being installed, your budget, and 
the functions needed. 

•Select a sound card that is supported 
by OS/2's multimedia features. 

•Judge price based on type of usage 
and length of expected use. 

Among the cards supported by OS/2 
are Creative Labs' SoundBlaster, 
SoundBlaster Pro, and SoundBlaster 
16, Media Vision's Pro Audio Spectrum 
16, and IBM's MWave card. For 
Micro-Channel machines look for an 
MCA SoundBlaster or the IBM Audio 
Capture Playback Adaptor (ACP A). 

SoundBlaster is the acknowledged 
trend-setter in the field, and there are 
many SoundBlaster-compatible boards 
on the market. However, SoundBlaster 
compatibility is not a clear-cut issue. 
While many boards are software 
compatible with the SoundBlaster at 
the DOS/Windows level, they are not 

BY GORDON SCOTT AND GENE STEELE 

quite hardware compatible with the 
OS/2 drivers (which were written by 
Creative Labs). If you choose a 
SoundBlaster compatible adapter, 
make sure it has OS/2 drivers. For 
example, the Gravis Ultra Sound card 
OS/2 drivers are available both from 
Gravis and some of the many electronic 
bulletin board systems that carry 
OS/2 files. 

If you have special needs (and a 
higher budget), consider additional 
options such as parallel port sound 
adapters (for portable computers or 
occasional shared use among several 
systems) or high-end components that 
include MIDI support. MIDI, which is 
geared toward professionals or musical
ly talented hobbyists, lets your system 
reach out to MIDI-compliant key
boards and synthesizers. If your goal is 
simply to expand your computer's 
vocabulary beyond "beep," however, 
bypass these options. 

In general, you have three choices 
when it comes to sound card designs: 
an 8-bit sound card without stereo 
sound, an 8-bit sound card with stereo 
sound, or a 16-bit sound card. An 8-bit 
sound card fits in a half-sized slot and is 
inexpensive, with some priced under 
$50. Typically, 8-bit cards don't sup
port stereo output. That's not a prob
lem if you limit audio output to speech. 
As your audio spectrum spreads to 
include music and sound effects, how
ever, you may start to hear popping 
sounds from an 8-bit system. You can 
avoid these annoyances by moving up 
to an 8-bit card with stereo compatibili
ty (the 8-bit Sound Blaster Pro, for 
example, costs less than $100). 

However, you may also skip 8-bit 
adapters all together. While most 16-
bit sound cards sell at near the $130 

mark, you can find better deals if you 
shop around. For example, you may 
find the Media Vision Pro Audio 
Spectrum 16 on sale for as little as $50. 
The price is very reasonable, and the 
quality is a quantum leap above the 8-
bit card. (The Pro Audio Spectrum is 
actually two sound boards in one. In 
addition to the 16 Bit Pro Audio, it 
has the hardware of an 8-bit 
SoundBlaster. As a result, you can use 
the Pro Audio portion of the card to 
provide support for the OS/2 system 
sounds and multimedia extensions, 
while simultaneously using the 
SoundBlaster portion to provide sound 
for a DOS or Windows session.) 

A SoundBlaster board (Basic, Pro, or 
16) offers you the widest availability of 
software drivers and applications. 
Typically, games and more sophisticat
ed applications such as the IBM 
Continuous Speech Series (a voice 
recognition product) enable their audio 
effects to work with SoundBlaster and 
SoundBlaster compatible cards first. 

Certain sound boards can also sup
port the attachment of a CD-ROM 
drive. If you plan to drive a CD-ROM 
using the controller built into your Pro 
Audio Spectrum 16, SoundBlaster Pro 
or SoundBlaster 16 card, check with the 
manufacturers to make sure the CD
ROM drive will be compatible with 
your sound board. You may need addi 
tional OS/2 CD-ROM drivers (typical
ly available through the sound adapter 
vendor's BBS system). 

NOTE: the new versions ofOS/2 
due later this year will support many 
of these sound board/CD-ROM com
binations directly, saving you the time 
and frustration of installing special 
drivers. 
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Select speakers designed to 
work with computer audio 

systems. 

•Select magnetically shielded 
speakers. 

•If that's impossible, place the speakers 
more than 18 inches from your comput

er monitor to prevent video distortion or 
damage to your monitor. 
Speakers labeled by the manufacturer 

as "computer speakers" are usually mag
netically shielded ( check the package to 
be sure). Most Walkman-style speakers, 
while sufficient to provide adequate 
sound without an external amplifier, are 
not shielded. Should you throw caution 
to the wind and use unshielded speak
ers, keep them away from your monitor 
and floppy disks to avoid incidental 
damage (although sooner or later you'll 
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probably zap a floppy). 
One way to save a few dollars is to 

make use of equipment you already 
own. If you happen to have a boom box 
or desktop stereo system near your 
computer, you can connect the card's 
output to the auxiliary input of the 
boom box or stereo and use the speak
ers you already own. Most sound cards 
come with the stereo mini-phone jack 
to dual RCA plug cable necessary to 
connect to existing stereo systems. If 
yours did not, your local Radio Shack 
store will have the cables. 

If you have Dual Boot or Boot 
Manager, install your new 

sound card under DOS first, 
then install the multimedia 

features for 05/2. 

•Physically install the sound card in your 

system following the manufacturer's 
instructions. 

•Start your system, booting from DOS. 
•Install the software drivers for your 

card. (These files are usually installed 
from a diskette provided by the sound 
card manufacturer.) 

• During the installation of your sound 
card drivers, note the settings you 
specify when prompted by the installa
tion routine. 

•Restart your system, this time booting 
from OS/2. 

•Insert the MMPM/2 disk #1 that came 
with your copy of OS/2 (or be sure your 
OS/2 CD-ROM is in your CD-ROM 
drive). 

•Open an OS/2 Window and at the com
mand prompt enter a:minstall. 

•During the OS/2 multimedia features 
installation, specify the same parame
ters you used for the sound card instal
lation under DOS. 

Solve your OS/2 
Communications Needs. ~ LinkRight Version 1~ 1 f\, 

by Rightware Inc. 
,p .\ [ C' 0 L\ [ ~\ [ 

ii Supports terminal emulation, file transfers (including Xmodem, 
Ymodem, Zmodem, Kermit, and CISB protocols), internal script lan
guage. ii Uses the REXX that comes with OS/2 for scripts, drag and 
drop, and many other features. ii Can be set up to use a modem pool 
with Lan Server. ii Allows total keyboard remapping. 

List price: $99. 95 plus shipping and handling 

~\ 11;1;r·[=,,_ y b:;,T 'BBS 
ii Designed to be very configuable, yet easy to install and maintain. 
ii External programs can be executed directly from the main menu as 
well as from displayed files. ii REXX programs can be used as exter
nal programs, allowing you to access SQ!., data bases, OS/2 com
mands, as well as most BBS functions including file transfer protocols. 
ii LAN version allows OS/2 workstations on the LAN to log onto the 
BBS (including E-mail). ii Ideal for product support. 

Prices start as low as $195.00 

Multi-Net Communications 
15702 Black Bear Ct., Klamath Falls, OR 97601 

(503) 883-8099 BBS (503) 883-8197 
AVAILABLE THROUGH 

EXPRESS Circle #201 
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The only parallel port and serial port 
file transfer utility made especially for 

OS/2 is now FASTER and includes 
LRCLONER for quick and easy cloning 
of an entire OS/2 partition. Includes 
OS/2 PM, OS/2 character mode, DOS 

versions. Supports hidden and system 
files as well as selecting newer files 
only. Multi-threading allows queuing 
files while other files are being sent. 
Compatible with Laplink™ cables. 

For more information, 
call Susan Tremble at Rightware Inc. 

Phone: (301) 762-1151 
Fax: (301) 762-1185 

Available through OS/2 EXPRESS Circle #102 



Note: IfyouhaveaCD-ROM 
installed, select the CD-Audio and 
Software Motion Video components 
for installation. 

If you install a sound card on your 
system under OS/2, but have a dual 
boot system or a Boot Manager parti
tion, your OS/2 DOS environment will 
not configure the system properly. By 
installing the sound card under DOS 
first, you can use the settings in the 
DOS AUTOEXEC.BAT as a refer
ence for changing the OS/2 
AUTO EXEC.BAT. Look for two or 
three lines that specify the 
SoundBlaster environment settings. 

These settings normally involve an 
address, an interrupt (IRQ2, and a 
DMA channel. Many of tile newer 16-
bit sound boards control these settings 
entirely through software, but some of 
the older cards require adjustments to 
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jumpers on the card (refer to the instruc
tions that came with your card for specif
ic options and jumper locations). 

The trickiest setting is the Interrupt. 
You must avoid IRQconflicts with 
other peripherals in the system. For 
example, the printer port uses IRQ7-
setting the sound card to IRQ7 would 
prohibit both printing and sound from 
working simultaneously. When your 
sound card installation asks for an IRQ 
setting, you might select IRQS as an 
alternative-no standard components 
use IRQS, although you may 
encounter a conflict with components 
such as network adapters or bus mouse 
adapters. 

For most SoundBlaster-compatible 
and SoundBlaster Pro cards, Address 
220, IRQS, and DMA 1 will provide 
the best results. Full 16-bit cards like 
the SoundBlaster 16 and the Pro Audio 

Spectrum 16 will require an additional 
IRQand DMA channel. Except for the 
potential conflict with your printer men
tioned above, whatever settings work in 
DOS should also work under OS/2. 

For SoundBlaster support in your 
Windows sessions under OS/2, you 
must first install the OS/2 Multimedia 
features and then open a Windows Full 
Screen session to complete the process. 
Select the Control Panel in Windows, 
select D rivers, and add the Creative 
Labs SoundBlaster Driver version 1.5. 
Use the same driver that you loaded 
previously during the DOS/Windows 
install. You will thus avoid problems by 
making as few configuration changes as 
possible. 

Modify the system sounds that 
are attached to specific 

0S/2 events. 

SEND YOUR 
OS/2 PROBLEMS 

TO SCHOOL. 

NEWS FLASH!! 

Why do our instructors encourage students to bring actual 
installation, configuration, networking, and programming 
assignments to class? Because they're committed to 
providing a real-life learning experience ... experience that makes 
users, network administrators, and programmers more 
productive-immediately. 

SysEd's OS/2 curriculum consists of a complete range of 13 
courses. They are intended for highly motivated individuals 
who want to become OS/2 professionals and are willing to 
work hard. Our intensive training provides state-of-the-art 
instruction; a solid foundation in 0S/2 facilities and integrated 
operating systems (OS/2-00S, WIN-OS/2) and insights into 
advanced topics such as REXX (SAA language and Visual), 
CM/2, 0B2/2, LAN Server, TCP/IP, CSET + + , and OS/2 
Presentation Manager Programming. 

Public Classes are held regularly at SysEd's fully equipped 
classroom/computer facilities in New York City and in major 
American cities. Class size is limited to 10 students. 
Customized course offerings are available for on-site sessions 
at company installations. For more information, call 
David Shapiro at (212) 564-9147, 48, 49 or FAX: 212-967-3498. 

S'r'S ED® 
35 West 35th Street, New York, NY 10001 

Available through OS/2 EXPRESS Circle #190 

DESCRIBE® 
WORD 
PROCESSOR 

5.0 
It's here! 

$299 DeScribe 5.0 SE- Subscription Edition includes 
complete software and documentation, PLUS free 
upgrades and support through Dec. 31, 1995. 

$159 DeScribe 5.0 CX-Standard Edition includes com
plete software and documentation, free installation 
support and access to Pay Support Services. 

$29 DeLights- Continuous CPU Monitoring Utility. 
Oncluded in DeScribe CX and SE) 

To order call: DeScribe, Inc. 
1-916-646-1111 (West Coast) 
1-813-732-5500 (East Coast) 

CREDIT CARDS ONLY 

Available through OS/2 EXPRESS Circle #7 
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•Double cl ick on the Folder icon labeled 
Multimedia. 

•Double cl ick on the Bell icon labeled 
Sound. 

•Specify which sounds will play for vari
ous events on the list 

You may add your own sounds to the 
list of available sounds by using the 
Digital Audio Player/Recorder to 
record your own, or you may use 
'Wave" (.WA V) files made for use 
under Microsoft Windows. Collections 
of sounds such as Star Trek and 
Terminator sound packs for Windows 
can be purchased at your local software 
store. Copy these wave files into your 
\MMOS2\SOUNDS directory. 

Some programs-OS/2 System 
Sounds from BocaSoft Inc., for exam
ple-expand both the list of system 
sounds and the list of system events to 
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connect those sounds to. System sounds 
are mostly entertaining, but with 
BocaSoft's product, you can create 
audible flags for unseen system events 
or those running in the background 
(such as printer problems and program 
completion). BocaSoft System Sounds 
for OS/2 give you about 40 system 
events altogether. You can attach 
sounds to slider bars, radio buttons, 
window borders, and more. 

In addition, the BocaSoft program 
allows you to set aside some of your 
RAM as a cache for your sounds. This 
reduces delays between the event (such 
as opening a window) and its associated 
sound. Delays result from the disk 
activity involved in locating and retriev
ing sound files . If you set a large 
enough sound cache, after your system 
has produced a particular sound, it will 

read that same sound when next needed 
from the cache rather than the compar
atively slow hard drive. Of course, you 
should use care when specifying the 
cache size since cache memory will not 
be available for other applications. ♦ 

Gordon Scott and Gene Steele collaborated 
to bring you this information. Gordon and 
Gene work far different divisions of IBM 
in Sanjose, California. Gordon's Internet 
address is gscott@stlvm22. vnet. ibm.com; 
Gene's Internet address is steele@netcom. -
com. Gene operates the RING-O BBS 
with his son and if you send him a note 
asking politely, he may invite you to join. 

Desktop Observatory 3.1 
New version 
3.1 features: 

~ -iLJ • I I 
inh=igrn1Bd 

SOM based Desktop backup and recovery. 
On the fly creation of any class of object and all of its settings. 

DES file level encryption. 
Centralized logging by user, name, server, or text string. 
Comprehensive on line and hard bound administration guides. 

□ Bsht□ p 

management B 5ecLir t~ 
800-525-1650 
317-279-5157 

m~ ~~ ~~ 
for OS/2 

Pinnacle Technology 
P.O. Box 128 
Kirklin IN 46050 

© Copyright 1992-94 
Pinnacle Technology 
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• Builds an instant Desktop anyway you want it and anywhere you want it in seconds. 
• Set up mobile Desktops with security or standardize a network with one secure Desktop. 
• Centralized administration from any machine attached to your network. 
• Unlimited objects and profiles can be loaded locally or from across any network OS. 
• Boot protection protects against unauthorized access from a floppy diskette. 
• Apply restriction settings so objects cannot be moved, copied, deleted, renamed, or seen. 
• Password protect folders, programs, and restrict programs to specific files and directorys. 
• Starts your own REXX or C utilities when folders or programs open or close. Great for 

backups, statistics, copying files from a server, or positioning windows. 

Available through OS/2 EXPRESS Circle #88 
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Welcome to the 0S/ 2 Poll, 0S/2 Professional's new monthly reader 

opinion feature. Eve1y month from now on, we'll be seeking your 

opinions, preferences , and experiences on topics as varied as the market

ing of 0S/ 2 to the configuration of your network. Fax your completed sur

vey back to us at (301) 770-7062 and we'll deliver your views directly to 

top IBM officials so they can hear your voice. Then, we'll publish the 

results in a forthcoming issue. Thanks for participating. 

SURVEY #1 
We'd like to know your thoughts on pressing issues facing OS/2. 

1. What do you think of IBM's marketing and advertising of 0S/2? 
□ excellent D good D fair D ineffective D no opinion 

2. What do you think of IBM's marketing and advertising of the Lotus SmartSuite? 
D excellent D good D fa ir D ineffective D no opinion 

3. What do you think of the marketing and advertising being done for 0S/2-compatible applications? 
□ excellent D good D fair D ineffective D no opinion 

4. Have you ever seen 0S/2 or 0S/2 applications in retail outlets? 
□ yes □ no (please move on to question 5) 

If so, have you purchased OS/2 or any OS/2 application in a retail outlet? D yes D no 

5. Have you ever seen 0S/2 or 0S/2 applications in computer catalogs? 
D yes D no (please move on to question 6) 

If so, have you purchased 05/2 or any OS/2 application via a catalog? D yes D no 

6.What do you think of Louis Gerstner's reform and belt-tightening efforts? 
D long overdue and needed D not sure D it 's gone too far 

7.What do you think will happen to 0S/2 when Chicago comes out next year? 
D OS/ 2 will compete toe-to-toe D OS/ 2 will be fo rgotten in the Chicago fu ror 

D The market will select OS/2 as the o pe rating system of cho ice D no o pinion 

Please tell us about yourself: 

Do you subscribe to OS/2 Professional? 
D yes D no 

How many employees are in your company? 
□ 1-5 D 6-10 □ 11-50 □ 51-100 

0 101-500 0 501-1000 □ 1000+ 

Title ( check all that apply) 
□ Chairman, president, owner, partner □ VP, financial officer, treasurer, controller □ Manager, supervisor □ MIS/DP specialist 
□ Communications/Network specialist □ Microcomputer specialist □ Systems analyst □ Computer consultant 
□ Programmer/ programmer analyst □ Computer educator □ Professional 

□ Other (specify) ----------------------------------------

Which best describes your company? ( check all that apply) 
□ Non-computer manufacturing □ Computer manufacturing □ Retail, wholesale □ Computer-related services 
□ Finance, insurance, real estate □ Government, military, aerospace □ Non-profit □ VARS, consultants 
□ Non-computer-related services □ Communication, printing, publishing □ Health, medical, legal □ Education, scientific, R&D 

□ Utility, transportation □ Other (specify) 

Please fax completed survey to (301) 770-7062 
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continued from page 13 

agement products they've been promis
ing since 1992, makes NT AS a lousy 
choice for inclusion in an existing net
work or as a product to build a new net
work around. 
Kent Rehman 
Brownsburg, Indiana 
via CompuServe 

It was with great interest that I read 
your recent article about integrating 
Windows NT and OS/2. Unfortunate
ly, I was disappointed to see that appar
ently you didn't investigate the situation 
very well. 

In the article you state, "The fact that 
it's NT on the other end does not affect 
its transparency." As I recently found 
out, this is definitely not the case. 

We have a token ring-based LAN 
Server network here. Recently, the IS 
department started to integrate NT AS 
servers into the system. While I had no 

MANAGE-IT! 
VIJ/tSION J.0 

Baron Software Services, Inc. 

INPUT 

difficulty attaching to services and 
devices moved to NT AS from the LAN 
Server, OS/2 choked when I tried to 
create a network printer object for an 
NT AS-based print queue. When I tried 
to create the object, OS/2 reported the 
following error: 

Printer 
The network printer configuration 
could not be established. Contact your 
service coordinator 

followed by: 
Workplace Shell 

The object for the specified resource 
cannot be created 

No network printer object is created. 
I took this to both the NT and OS/2 
support groups, which replicated the 
problem. Both then passed the alert 
along to their respective manufacturer's 
tech support. Microsoft and IBM 
responded by acknowledging the prob
lem and promptly pointing the finger at 

Attention Help Desk Managers! 
Baron Software Services has designed an advanced Help Desk 

administrative system for centralizing help calls issued by your client 

"B' Call search capability 

"B' Map incoming calls to a centralized database 

"B' Generate an up-to-the-minute audit trail report 
from an individual workstation 

the other group. Neither offered any 
real solution or work around. 

I can easily attach to the device ( et 
Use \\<blah><blah> etc.) but OS/2 can
not see the queue or create an object on 
the desktop to view/manage the queue. 
Instead, every print job results in an 
archaic looking, full screen notification 
message being flashed unceremoniously 
at the beginning and end of any print 
job (DOS, Windows, OS/2). Also, I 
can no longer view/access the queue to 
manage my jobs. 

It's all good and well to wax on about 
the connectivity and transparency 
between NT and Novell but it's hardly 
responsible journalism, especially in an 
OS/2-related magazine, to fail to inves
tigate the ramifications of NT and 
OS/2 based LAN services. Stating that 
'We performed a series of tests using 
both the NetBEUI that is normally 
used with OS/2 LAN Server..." is a far 

"B' Generate a time stamp per incoming problem call to 
flag time-critical calls • Install-And-Forget Protection 

"B' Generate statistical reports during the workday as 
well as end-of-day to display bottle-neck occurrences 

"B' Can be installed as stand-alone or network-based 

"B' Knowledge Base included 

Productive! Flexible! 
Stand-alone or network versions available for Banyan, 

Novell or LAN Server. 

Package Price: $150.00 

For further information, call (51 6) 797-4366 
Baron Software Services, Inc. • 329 Pi«sburg Ave. • Massapequa Park, NY 11762 

AVAILABLE THROUGH 

EXPRESS Circle #83 
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• Detects over 2,000 viruses 

• Reliable disinfection with no corruption 

• Protects DOS, Windows, OS/2 and more 

ORDER NOW! 
ONLY $59.95 

Call 1-800-551-3579 
Major credit cards accepted 

Circle #244 

Available through OS/2 EXPRESS 



cry from installing and testing in a real 
world environment. I am also disap
pointed that the OS/2 Prefessional edito
rial staff did not insist that the NT AS
OS/2 integration be more thoroughly 
investigated. Not everyone has a Novell 
network. Some of us actually use an 
OS/2 LAN with OS/2. 

While Microsoft may have "delivered 
a capable server product that fits well 
into an OS/2 environment," it is hardly 
"a transparent relationship." 
John Phillips 
Team OS/2 
Victoria, British Columbia, Canada 
via the Internet 

Thanks far your comments. Unfortunately, 
the facilities in this lab are apparently more 
limited than yours, which may be why we 
didn't run across this problem. I'm pleased 
you were willing to share your findings 
with us, since that will alert other readers 
to this possibility. -Wayne Rash 

The J&J 
UtiHties jo,e, 

INPUT 

Describe for OS/2 only? 
This is in response to Beta is Bucks Uuly, 
Marketline]. The comments I'm hearing 
about DeScribe being a true OS/2 appli
cation, and its success being an indication 
of the OS/2 market, are not consistent 
with other information that I've seen. 

In the April issue [Special Report], 
you state that DeScribe is built from 
common code for OS/NT, and Win
dows 3.1. The NT is fine, because like 
OS/2, NT is a true 32-bit, linear 
address space, multitasking operating 
system. But Windows 3.1 is not. 

How could DeScribe have been 
designed as a true OS/2 application ifit 
also works under Windows 3.1? Sure, it 
is compiled with a 32-bit compiler (a 
big plus), maybe runs some major func
tions in a separate thread, and uses the 
OS/2 help system when on OS/2. But 
the limitations ofWindows 3.1 must 
constrain its design. Second, trying to 

make the code work under Windows 
3.1 must make the development more 
difficult and time consuming. The 
major value of having something like 
OS/2 as a target platform is that it 
allows a more straightforward applica
tion design. But that benefit is lost if 
you must target a lesser system as well. 

DeScribe is now claiming that it has 
lost $10 million because it is in the 
OS/2 market. What are the profits from 
the Windows version ofDeScribe? 
How can DeScribe claim that it is a true 
OS/2 application when it can also be 
compiled for Windows 3.1? 
Tom Coe 
University oJNevada 
Las Vegas, Nevada 

Some of these issues are addressed in this 
month's Hands On, which describes the 
current state of the beta program. -
Bradley D. Kliewer ♦ 

Make your point with 
CursorPowerTM 

OS/2 Expletive Utilities Solution 
Want this ~ or this ~ for your OS/2 

Available through OS/2 EXPRESS Circle #202 

and Windows pointer instead of ~ or one 

of these ½! 9 ~ jomu~ ~ 
Knowledgeable users do! 

Use ours or draw your own. Modify existing cursors 
and wait symbols, also I-Beam and Sizing cursors. 

Keep a library of your favorite symbols and logos. 
Once you put Cursor Power on your computer, you 
will NEVER take it off! The ONLY cursor enhancement 
for OS/2 and Windows. 

Published by North Shore Systems, Inc. 

Regular retail price $89.95 

Special intro price of $45.00 
Includes CursorPowe r for OS/2 and Windows 

on the same disk. 

Winner of IBM's 05/2 Software Developers Award 
ORDER TODAY Circle #1o7 

North S hore S ystems, Inc. (702) 831-1108 

Available through OS/2 EXPRESS 
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SPECIAL OFFER 
The OS/2 2.1 Corporate 
Programmer's Handbook 
by Nora Scholin, martin Sullivan, and 
Robin Scragg (Van Nostrand Reinhold) 

Order number: 147 MSR· 139.95 

SEPT ONLY PRICE: $25.95 

Advanced OS/2 Presentation 
Manager Programming 
Thomas E. Burge and Joseph Celi 
Oohn Wiley & Sons) 

Ordernumber: 237 MSR: S34.95 
OUR PRICE: $29.95 

Application Development Using 
OS/2 REXX 
Anthony Rudd Oohn Wiley & Sons) 

Order number: 220 MSR· 139.95 

OUR PRICE: $34.95 

The Art of OS/2 2.1 C 
Programming 
Kathleen Panove, Arthur Panov, and 
Larry Salomone, Jr. ljohn Wiley & Sons) 

Order number: 221 MSR· 139.95 

OUR PRICE: $34.95 

C and C++ Programming in the 
OS/2 Environment 
by V. Mitra Gopaul (Van Nostrand 

Reinhold) 

Order Number: 202 MSR: 139.95 

OUR PRICE: $34.95 

Client/Server Programming 
with OS/2 2.1, Third Edition 
by Robert Orfali and Darriel Harkey (Van 

Nostrand Reinhold) 

Ordernumber 150 MSR·l39.95 

OUR PRICE: $34.95 

Client Server Survival Guide 
for OS/2 
by Robert Orfali and Dan Harkey (Van 
Nostrand Reinhold) 

Order number: 209 MSR: 139. 95 

OUR PRICE: $34.95 

Designing OS/2 Applications 
David E. Reich ljohn Wiley & Sons) 

Order number: 238 MSR: $34. 9 5 
OUR PRICE! $29.95 

BEST SELLER! 
Dvorak's Guide to OS/2, 
Version 2.1 
by John C. Dvorak, David B. Whittle, and 

Martin McElroy (Random House) 

Ordernumberl73 MSR· 145.00 

OUR PRICE: $34.95 

GUI-OOUI War: Windows vs. 
OS/2: The Designer's Guide to 
Human-Computer Interfaces 
by Theo S. Mandel (Van Nostrand 

Reinhold) 

Ordernumber 149 MSR· $29.95 

OUR PRICE: $25.95 

Mastering OS/2 REXX 
Gabriel F. Gargiulo Oohn Wiley & Sons) 

Ordernumber 222 MSR· 139.95 

OUR PRICE: $34.95 

Maximizing OS/2 2.1 
by John Little, Toby Pennycuff, Marlene 

Semple & Stephen Gutknecht 
(Prentice Hall) 

Order number 196 MSR:139.95 

OUR PRICE: $34.95 

OS/2 2.1 Application 
Programmer's Guide 
by Jody Kelly, Craig Swearingen, Dawn 

Bezviner and Theodore Shrader 
(Van Nostrand Reinhold) 

Order number 203 MSR $34.95 

OUR PRICE: $29.95 

OS/2 Presentation Manager 
Programming for COBOL 
Programmers, Revised Edition 
Robert B. Chapman Uohn Wiley & Sons) 

Order number: 223 MSR· $39. 95 

OUR PRICE: $34.95 

OS/2 Programmer's Desk 
Reference 
by V. Mitra Gopaul (McGraw-Hill) 

Order number 231 MSR: S 44.95 

OUR PRICE: $39.95 

OS/2 2.1 Rexx Handbook, 
Basics, Applications and Tips 
by Hallette German 
(Van Nostrand Reinhold) 

Order number: 148 MSR· 129.95 

OUR PRICE: $25.95 

PC Users Guide to AS400 
by Henry W . Kliewer and Bradley D. 
Kliewer (Van Nostrand Reinhold) 

Order number 244 MSR· $39.95 

OUR PRICE: $34.95 

Stacker for OS/2 & DOS: An 
Illustrated Tutorial 
by Lisa Heller (Windcrest/McGraw Hill) 

Order number: 246 MSR: $19.95 
OUR PRICE: $17 .95 

The Ultimate OS/2 
Programmer's Manual 
by John Mueller (McGraw-Hill) 

Ordernumber 228 MSR: 136.95 

OUR PRICE: $32.95 

SPECIAL OFFER 
Using Workplace OS/ 2, Power 
User's Guide to IBM's New 
Operating System/2 Version 2.1 
by Lori T. Brown and Jeff Howard 
(Van Nostrand Reinhold) 

Order number: 145 MSR· 124.95 

SEPT ONLY PRICE: $ 16.95 

Using OS/ 2 2.1, Third Edition, 
Special Edition 
by Barry Nance (Prentice Hall) 

Order number: 193 MSR· 134.99 

OUR PRICE: $ 29.99 

Writing OS/2 2.1 Device Drivers 
In C, Second Edition/Updated 
and Revised 
by Steven]. Mastrianni, Foreword by John 

Soyring (Van Nostrand Reinhold) 

Ordernumber 146 MSR-$39.95 

OUR PRICE: $34.95 

BEST SELLER! 
Writing OS/2 REXX Programs 
by Ronny Richardson (McGraw-Hill) 

Order number 225 MSR· 139.95 

OUR PRICE: $34.95 

Writing VX-REXX Programs 
by Ronny Richardson (McGraw-Hill) 

Order number 230 MSR· S 39.95 

OUR PRICE: $ 34.95 

Your OS/2 2.1 Consultant 
by Herb Tyson (Prentice Hall) 

Ordernumber 191 MSR Price: $24.95 

OUR PRICE: $ 19.95 

For a complete listing of all books, see the 0S2 Express Catalog, pages 39-40 

Call 1-800-0S2 KWIK (1-800-672-5945) 
(612) 823-6255, International 

Or you may fax or mail your order by filling out the OS/2 Express form on page 41 
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AN ILLUSTRATED TIJTORIAL 
by LisaHeller,Windcrest/McGraw Hill, $19.95, 224pages 

REVIEWED BY KEN MACKIN 

M
any manufacturer-supplied software manuals seem 

like "Revenge of the Nerds." Reading as though 

they were pecked out a finger at a time by inarticu

late engineers who didn't want to be writing them, they gloss 

over important concepts and explain poorly what needs badly 

to be understood. 

"How to" books like Lisa Heller's 

originally leveled the playing field for 

the non-techies by allowing them to get 

up to speed on new products. Stacker's 

manual is better than most, so Heller's 

efforts in some ways duplicate the manual. 

Nonetheless, if you need a supplement to 

Stac Electronics' documentation covering 

Stacker for OS/2 and DOS, this new book 

may be it. It covers the basics of hard drive 

organization, file systems, and operating sys

tem approaches to storage that aren't covered 

in depth in the Stacker manual. 

Lisa Heller worked for Stac as a technical 

writer before she wrote her first book, User's 

Guide for Stacker 3.0. In fact, this book (as the front cover 

proudly states) was reviewed by Stac engineers before it went 

to press. The result is a technically very accurate presentation. 

Tidbits Galore 
The book includes short chapters on working with other 

Stacker products, dual boots, Stacker 3.x interoperability, 

MS-DOS 6.0, and Stacker co-processors. But the most 

interesting part is a happy story of converting Microsoft 

DoubleSpace partitions to Stacker 3.1. In the wake of the 

Stac patent infringement lawsuit- and Microsoft's ultimate 

purchase of millions of dollars in Stac stock-this chapter 

applies only to those unfortunate Microsoft 

customers who got the DoubleSpace hook 

in their mouth and couldn't get it out. 

Stacker 3.1 offers to pull the hook out for 

you. 

There are other chapters on configu

ration, understanding what Stacker 

changes in a system, adding floppies 

and removable hard disks to the 

Stacker domain, and mixing Stacker 

and non-Stacker environments. 

Heller also includes sections on 

changing your Stacker configura

tion, using DOS utilities, 

Stacker-supplied utilities, OS/2 

and Stacker co-existence, and troubleshooting. 

The book is not a "must-read," though. If it had better 

troubleshooting information, examples of real life situations 

where Stacker doesn't work well, discussions of problems 

some users have with the product, and took a more objective 

tone, I would have responded better to it. 

Heller's background contributes to the book reading like a 

supplemental manual. The tone is upbeat, even happy. In a 

number of instances I thought the presentation was too happy, 

to the point of bordering on a lack of objectivity. Stacker is a 
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great product in use by millions of people. But it's not perfect, 

something Heller fails to point out. Some people have prob

lems using Stacker, and the thin section on troubleshooting 

belies that fact. 

In fact, I am tempted to see this book as a promotional 

effort for Stac Electronics, written by an excellent technical 

writer who, while independent, is still too close to her subject 

to provide the maximum value to the reader. 

How's That? 
The zillions of "how to" books on the market are proof that 

people want to understand the products they use. They are 

also a reflection of the frequency of software piracy and the 

inadequacy of many software manuals. 

The manual from Stacker is good, so the value added in 

Heller's well-written effort comes from her exceptional ability 

to ripen the "green bananas" of technical information into 

digestible yellow ones with the grace and clarity of a talented 

writer. ♦ 

Ken Mackin is president of Product Logic, an Atlanta-based con

sultingjirm. He can be reached at (404) 667-6292 or via Compu

Serve at 76004,3626. 

OS/2 2.1 
APPLICATION PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE 

by Jody Kelly, Craig Swearingen, Dawn Bezviner, Theodore Shrader, 
Van Nostrand Reinhold, $34. 95, 644 pages 

REVIEWED BY JAMES T. NORMAN 

T
he OS/2 2.1 Application Programmer's Guide is a 

detailed look at how to program using the C language 

for the current version of OS/2. 

This book contains almost everything a 

programmer needs to write applications. 

But those looking for an introduction to 

this topic had best look elsewhere. This 

book does not have an introductory section. 

It does not explain end user requirements for 

OS/2, or how to add, use, or tune the current 

version of OS/2. In fact, the title is accurate-it 

is a programmer's guide. 

In fact, it's a useful one. If you are an experi

enced programmer, you likely will find yourself 

moving other disjointed reference materials off 

your shelf to make room for this 1 inch volume. If 

you've done some programming in OS/2, it will summarize 

the functions that have changed and those that have been 
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extended to take advantages of the memory model available in 

OS/2 2.1. It even deals with those few APis 

that have been deleted and explains why they 

are no longer needed. 

If you have experience programming in 

DOS (and who hasn't) and you want to 

enhance your career opportunities, starting 

at chapter 2 and continuing with chapters 

4 through 15 will get you a solid founda

tion on why to use the OS/2 environ

ment and how to build applications 

exploiting the capabilities of the operat

ing system. 

Included is a complete list of the 

factors a programmer should consider 

when converting from DOS to OS/2. The most significant 

of them, memory management, is one of the complaints most 

often heard from DOS programmers. 
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Structurally and organizationally, Chapters 3 through 15, 

which lay out the architecture of the operating system, are the 

best. They present the control program interfaces in each 

layer and discuss the functions and capabilities of the various 

APis. 

While this is called an application programmer's guide, it is 

more for the individual writing programs to exploit the facili

ties of the operating system than the programmer writing end 

user applications in some high-level language. 

Because there are coding illustrations in most of the chap

ters, a diskette containing that code is included. The diskette 

also includes all of the make instructions for the samples. A 

book on this subject would get an F unless such code were 

included; organizing it well and including the supporting rou

tines gets the diskette a solid B +. (An A + would require 

building on the diskette additional illustrations and documen

tation that elaborated on the book contents.) 

This is one of the most thorough studies published of the 

facilities of this release of OS/2. It is more than a guide; it is 

a reference for all to use. It should be on the shelves of most 

serious programmers because the design of OS/2 applications 

are, in many ways, the models of the programmer interfaces 

in many other systems. As OS/2 transitions to the full 32-bit 

flat memory model and the Presentation Manager based 

graphical user interface grows in end user appeal and use, 

demand for programmers with these skills will increase dra

matically. ♦ 

James T Norman is president of Norcom Consulting, Inc. which 
specializes in client/server consulting. He can be reached via MCI 
Mail at 107-6464. 
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• 0S2TREE™ 
See your entire system 
graphically at a glance! 

"WhatXTREE GOLD is to DOS 
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(NET disks-PRO Version on{y) 

• View/Edit Update ZIP FILES! 
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The Chip Came 
BY JERRY POURNELLE 

I n July I went to the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and 

Sciences building in Beverly Hills to attend the grand 

announcement of a new game. The last time I went to a 

big Hollywood opening for a game was at the Directors Guild, 

where Media Vision announced Critical Path and Quantum 

Gate. This was just before Media Vision's stock fell to single 

digits. That isn't likely to happen to Access Software (Salt Lake 

City, Utah; 801-359-2900), which developed the new game. 

Under A Killing Moon is a highly interactive game with live 

actors playing in a game world. The sets and objects are art

work, but they brought in good actors for 

the characters, including Russell Means 

as one of the bad guys and Margot 

Kidder as the female lead. It's going to 

come on three CD-ROMs. Under a 

Killing Moon has a suggested retail price 

of $99.95 and is expected out sometime 

this fall. 

It's all very impressive. They're using a 

compression system displaying about 15 

frames a second when in live action. You 

can get closer to things, look inside file 

cabinets, look at framed diplomas on the 

walls-that sort of thing. Going from 

room to room takes time, a lot of time if 

you don't have a fast machine. A 486 is barely adequate, and 

the demonstrations used Pentium systems. 

The game has lots of interesting whiz-bangs, but I didn't get 

to see enough of it to tell whether I'll like it. Anyway, whiz

bangs don't that carry a game; it's story, which is why the origi

nal Wing Commander, which had a story, was so successful. 

Anyway, this isn't really a game column. 

The fascinating part of the opening was who was there: two 

senior vice presidents of Intel. What, I wondered, were Intel 

officials doing among the press and PR people? So, of course, I 

asked. 

Intel was there because it thinks the domestic business com-
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puter market is nearly saturated. There's some growth poten

tial, but not a lot; most sales are going to be replacements now. 

Moreover, 486 machines are good enough for a lot of business 

uses, and Pentium systems will be sufficient for a long time to 

come. 

The big growth will be in home systems. Those will come in 

two flavors: systems that grow out of controlling your TV and 

VCR, and real computers with CD-ROM drives that can give 

you interactive games like Under A Killing Moon. It's that latter 

market that interests Intel. The reason is simple: there's a 

potential for 100 million chip sales 

before the home market is saturated. 

Moreover, games like Under A Killing 

Moon need fast systems. It takes a lot of 

computing power to generate all the 

objects and wallpaper in a typical room 

in that game, and do it in an acceptable 

time. Games players may not insist on 

instantaneous moves from room to 

room, but they sure aren't going to wait 

long either. To Intel that means a lot of 

Pentium chips. 

"But what about Power PC?" I asked. 

"What about it? You get your 

PowerPC system and it runs your 

Macintosh applications about as well as a 68000. Macintosh 

used to own the visuals, but now there are lots of video acceler

ator boards to do PC screens, and you need raw computing 

power to build all those objects." 

"That's System Seven," I said. "But what about OS/2 on the 

Power PC?" 

"Nah, OS/2 is a system for big airlines and department 

stores and mission critical applications in big corporations. 

People want home systems that are easy to use. That means 

Windows and Chicago. OS/2 is for propellerheads." 

I don't say I agree. But isn't it interesting that Intel execu

tives think this way? ♦ 
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CorelDRAW 2.5 for IBM OS/2 contains 
easy-to-use CorelDRAW, CorelCHART and 
Corel PHOTO-PAINT-all in one value-packed 
box. There's no need to buy any other software 
packages. Corel DRAW gives you the power to 
do it all! 

CorelDRAW 2.5 is a 32-bit illustration 
software program, specifically developed for 
OS/2. CorelDRAW 2.5 takes full advantage of 
the power and threading capabilities of OS/2 
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illustrations-up to 25% faster than ever 
before. 
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